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Human Computer Interaction for Development (HCI4D) is a rapidly growing

community that focuses on understanding and designing technologies for popu-

lations that are under-served, under-resourced, and under-represented. Current

best practices for designing technologies in HCI4D tend to focus on only the

needs of target users, however, technological interventions are often deployed in

complex ecosystems that involve multiple groups of stakeholders who interrelate

and influence one another. Further, HCI4D researchers often aspire to design

technologies that effectively change peoples behavior, however, they rarely en-

gage with foundational theories that are well known in the field of Behavioral

Science. As a result, technological interventions in under-served communities

do not work as intended and when they do, researchers struggle to achieve

sustainability and scalability.

This dissertation addresses these gaps by focusing on how to effectively

design technologies that change the behavior of people in complex ecosystems

prevalent in under-served communities. Through three case studies conducted

in Kenya, New York, and India respectively, I demonstrate how (i) researchers

can adopt an approach that engages multiple groups of stakeholders during the

design process of a technological intervention and (ii) systematically draw on

behavioral science theories to inform technology design. In the first case study, I

focus on the design of a health feedback system for beneficiaries in rural Kenya;



the second case study centers on the design of technologies for home health

aides who support heart failure patients in New York; and the third case study,

presents the design of a low-cost technique for researchers to reduce participant

response bias in rural India. By applying the same approach across three highly

diverse problem contexts, I show that it is generalizable across problem domains.

In doing so, my dissertation makes multiple contributions to HCI4D and builds

a stronger bridge between the fields of HCI4D and Behavioral Science.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation presents and evaluates methods for increasing the effective-

ness of technological interventions in HCI4D. Researchers in Human Computer

Interaction for Development (HCI4D), a growing research community within

the larger field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI), have focused on under-

standing and designing technologies for populations around the world that are

under-served, under-resourced, and under-represented [54]. Current HCI4D

best practices for designing technologies for under-served communities include

(see Figure 1.1): (1) develop a relationship with one or more local partners, (2)

conduct field research in the geographical location of interest, (3) design a tool

tailored to the local contexts by accounting for key factors that impact adoption

such as low-literacy, language barrier, lack of internet connectivity, and cost of

access, (4) iterate the design of the tool based on feedback from target users

until convergence to a final version, (5) deploy the intervention for a specific

period of time, (6) evaluate the intervention and discuss future directions. This

set of best practices have been adopted over the years in several HCI4D studies

[59, 58, 192, 250, 198].

As a concrete example, DeRenzi et al. [57] designed a feedback system for

community health workers (CHWs) in rural India. Their work began by estab-

lishing relationships with two local partners that focus on improving maternal

health in rural India. Then the researchers conducted field research at a local

partner site in Uttar Pradesh, India. To develop the feedback system, the re-

searchers shared multiple early designs with CHWs and iterated on them until

they arrived at a final version that was implemented on CHWs’ basic feature

phones. Next, the system was deployed for 12 months with 71 CHWs, and

2



Figure 1.1: The image shows six phases (black text) of current best practices
for designing technological interventions in HCI4D. This dissertation extends
existing practices from phase two to six by: (i) adopting a multi-stakeholder
approach (green text); and (ii) incorporating behavioral theories (orange text)
into the design process.

findings revealed that the intervention increased CHW household visits by 20%.

Beyond this example, many HCI4D research have utilized similar best practices

across a wide variety of research contexts [250, 57, 58, 192, 173].

Adopting a multi-stakeholder approach. Most HCI4D best practices focus

solely on the needs of end users (i.e., the people who will actually use a new tool)

when designing technologies for under-served communities. However, these

technologies are often deployed in complex ecosystems with multiple groups

of stakeholders interrelating and influencing one another [89, 54, 138, 219]. Con-

sider for example, researchers create a system that will enable pregnant mothers

in rural Kenya to use their basic mobile phones to directly share feedback about

the health services they receive from CHWs. Following HCI4D best practices, re-

searchers would engage these mothers to discover their needs (e.g. literacy level,

language barrier, internet connectivity) and through iterative testing, improve

the design until they arrive at a final version that is implemented and deployed.

3



Clearly necessary, but we argue not sufficient. What happens when CHWs,

who were not part of the design process, learn that there exists a system where

users can ‘report’ CHWs if they do not carry out their jobs as expected? Adding

CHWs to the design process to address this issue is critical yet still not enough.

Suppose the health center notifies a supervisor that a CHW has been identified

for performing poorly — how should supervisors handle this new information

considering that CHWs are unpaid and volunteer their time? Beyond supervisors,

how do top-level decision makers, such as the director of the health facility and

coordinators of local health programs, come into play in the adoption of the new

feedback tool?

These thorny questions around engagement of other stakeholder groups be-

yond end users are not peculiar to the example scenario shared; they also apply to

many other research contexts that involve complex ecosystems in under-served

communities [89, 18, 138, 244, 236, 219]. For example, to develop technologies

for menstrual health education of adolescents in India, Tuli et al. [244] im-

plores designers to “include an ecology of diverse stakeholders” by drawing on the

perspectives of young adults, parents, teachers, social workers, and health profes-

sionals. Although prior work has identified the why behind gathering multiple

stakeholder-group perspectives, we lack systematic methods for how to do this.

My dissertation addresses this gap by showing how to integrate a multi-

stakeholder design approach into current HCI4D best practices, particularly

during: the development of a relationship with local partners (phase 1), field

research (phase 2), when designing a technological artifact that is tailored to local

contexts (phase 3), when iterating the design (phase 4), and when evaluating

the intervention (phase 6). In each of these phases, my work accounts for the

perspectives of different groups of stakeholders in addition to end users.

4



Incorporating theories of Behavioral Science. Another important concern for

researchers designing technologies for under-served populations is how to en-

sure their designs lead to desired behavior change (e.g. change CHW work

patterns [57, 58], engage men in family planning [194], increase women’s knowl-

edge about pre-natal care [18]). Although researchers often aspire to design

technologies that effectively change behavior, they rarely engage with foun-

dational theories that are from the field of Behavioral Science. Consequently,

there is insufficient understanding of the potential ramifications of adopting a

behavioral technique.

For example, one study used social comparison charts to motivate CHWs to

carry out more household visits [57]. While it encouraged CHWs at the top of

the chart, it discouraged those at the bottom consistent with Behavioral Science

research that using gaming elements (e.g. comparison charts, leaderboard) can

lead to negative effects [241, 93]. A number of studies have applied reminders

to change the behavior of target users [58, 192, 198], however, evidence shows

that while extrinsic motivators (e.g. a reminder) may work in the short term, in

the long run they can reduce people’s intrinsic motivation to carry out tasks that

they previously enjoyed [53].

Designing behavioral interventions becomes even more complicated when

we consider that they are deployed in complex, multi-stakeholder ecosystems

as previously described. For instance, an intervention that boosts the number

of monthly household visits of CHWs concurrently increases the volume of

medications that health centers supply in a month, which in turn multiplies the

number of dispensed medications for supervisors to review, and expands the

overall health budget for decision makers to plan. Therefore, it is imperative

that behavioral interventions for under-served communities are well-thought
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out and grounded, otherwise they could lead to unintended consequences.

My dissertation extends prior work by showing how to incorporate theories

and concepts from Behavioral Science throughout the HCI4D design process. In

particular, researchers can adopt a behavioral lens: during field research (phase

2), when designing a technological artifact that is tailored to local contexts (phase

3), during design iteration (phase 4), and when evaluating the intervention

(phase 6). In each of these phases, I systematically draw on Behavioral Science

theories to inform the design process.

In the following chapters, I illustrate my general research approach that (1)

takes into account the perspectives of multiple stakeholder groups in HCI4D

contexts, and (2) incorporates Behavioral Science theories into technology design

for under-served communities. I apply this approach to three diverse case studies

conducted across different countries, target users, partner organizations, and

research domains, each of which I describe briefly below.

Designing a feedback system for care recipients in Kenya (Chapter 3). In the

first case study, I designed a feedback system for care recipients in rural Kenya.

Consistent with HCI4D best practices, our research team began by establishing

relationships with multiple local partners in Kenya including the Ministry of

Health (MoH), Medic Mobile and Living Goods, two NGOs, and the county

leadership in our research site. Then we conducted a qualitative research study

that revealed current feedback practices and barriers faced by care recipients,

CHWs, and their supervisors [181].

Building on insights from our qualitative research, we explored the design

and deployment of a feedback system based on USSD (Unstructured Supplemen-

tary Service Data) that allows anyone who possesses a basic mobile phone to

provide feedback regarding the health services and quality of care they received
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from a CHW or during a hospital visit [185]. Although care recipients were

our target users, we adopted a multi-stakeholder approach by also engaging

CHWs and supervisors as key stakeholder groups throughout the design of

our intervention. For instance, involving CHWs in the design process enabled

them to perceive the tool as an avenue for supporting accountability and not for

punitive measures.

In parallel, we integrated a behavioral lens into our design process by first

performing a review of behavioral techniques used in existing feedback systems

around the globe. Our review of over 1100 documents (including peer-reviewed

research and organizational reports), revealed three dominant techniques used

in digital feedback systems: positive reinforcement [222], framing effect [245], and

social proof [217]. However, we applied only positive reinforcement because it did

not require building up on a user’s historical data like the other two concepts.

Further, we built on the theory of choice architecture to inform the placement of

contents in our system because there is evidence that the order of presentation of

items impacts people’s decision making [11, 117]. For example, our tool showed

users simple questions first (e.g. your gender) before asking them to share their

feedback. After implementing the system, we deployed it with 42 participants

for seven weeks in Siaya, Kenya. Findings from our deployment showed that

USSD is a promising approach for enabling care recipients to submit feedback in

a way that balances privacy, equity, and sustainability.

Designing to improve equity for home health aides (Chapter 4). The second

case study designed a technological intervention for home health aides (HHAs) in

New York City (NYC) who support patients with heart failure, a life-threatening

disease with unpredictable symptoms. Similar to the first case study, we es-

tablished relationships with relevant local partners: three agencies that employ
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HHAs; and two hospitals where patients are treated for heart failure. Since little

is known about the current impact of technology on HHAs’ work practices, we

conducted a qualitative research study in NYC to map out the actors in the heart

failure ecosystem and identified eight groups of stakeholders: patients, family

care givers, HHAs, physicians, nurses, social workers, care coordinators and

agency leaders [184].

Our findings revealed that HHAs are marginalized and undervalued in the

heart failure ecosystem and we ideated on ways in which technology could

alleviate their challenges. Building on this, we constructed a design provocation:

a non-functional prototype of a tablet application that addressed HHAs’ needs

and tested it with different stakeholder groups to reveal the dilemma of equity

inherent in this complex ecosystem [243].

In addition, we reviewed Behavioral Science literature for techniques that

directly addressed decision making, a key challenge for HHAs. In our review we

considered nudge theory [240], knowledge learning theory [86] and simple heuristics

[46]. Although the last two concepts were relevant, they were more appropriate

after a heart failure curriculum had been designed for HHAs. Building on nudge

theory, we added in our provocation, immediate feedback responses delivered

in a background color that was either green, yellow or red alert signals, as a way

to guide HHAs in their work. For example, suppose an aide is reporting their

daily tasks in the tablet and they indicate that a patient fell but still looked fine,

the app would display a message in red background prompting: “contact your

supervising nurse immediately”. Designing the provocation in this way provided

insights on nuances to account for when designing future interventions in this

ecosystem.
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Designing to reduce participant response bias in HCI4D (Chapter 5). Finally,

the third case study focused on the design of a practical, low-cost intervention

to mitigate participant response bias. Compared to the other two case studies

that each began with qualitative research to understand an ecosystem, this study

took place in a context that was well understood with multiple research already

conducted in the past. It is well-known in the HCI4D community that in the

evaluations of new designs or technological artifacts, researchers find it challeng-

ing to elicit critical feedback from participants in under-served communities due

to participant response bias [186], which stems from large social and cultural

differences between researchers and participants [108, 3, 101, 146, 55].

To address this problem, we designed a practical, low-cost intervention and

tested it in two controlled experiments (online and in the field) that successfully

demonstrated that our intervention mitigated participant response bias [255].

We began our research by reviewing Behavioral Science literature for ways

to persuade users to share truthful feedback. In addition, we consulted two

behavioral experts for suggestions on addressing response bias. To narrow down

our list of potential behavioral methods, we eliminated techniques that were

challenging to implement and difficult to scale with technology, and arrived at

priming [226] and social proof [217] as promising techniques. Next, we tested each

of these concepts in a controlled online experiment, which revealed that social

proof effectively elicited critical feedback from users. Building on the findings of

the online experiment, we conducted a field experiment with 63 women in rural

India, which yielded similar results demonstrating that social proof can mitigate

participant response bias in under-served communities.

In addition, we adopted a multi-stakeholder approach by partnering with

Projecting Health, a local organization focused on community-driven interven-
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tions to improve maternal health in rural India. The staff at the program produce

videos on health education but struggle to receive critical feedback from their

users, marginalized women, on how to improve these videos. Therefore, they

were interested in the impact of our intervention. As a result, we checked back

with them during our evaluation phase and they shared that our intervention

encouraged the women in their program to provide relevant and actionable

feedback that led to a three-day video production training for a number of staff.

Systematically combining a multi-stakeholder view with a Behavioral Science

lens to three diverse problem contexts, this dissertation demonstrated generaliz-

ability across problem domains and made the following contributions:

• The first case study designed a universally accessible feedback system

that applied USSD for the first time to the domain of community health.

This work addressed an important gap in the community health literature,

which has thus far focused on collecting feedback from CHWs, supervisors,

and decision makers but not care recipients [181, 185].

• The second case study analyzed how technologies could be designed in

ways that improve equity for formal, paid home health aides who care for

heart failure patients in the United States, a “developed” country. This work

expands HCI4D literature on community health that has so far focused on

low- and middle-income countries [184].

• Third case study developed a practical and generalizable technique for HCI

researchers to influence participant response bias and encourage partici-

pants to provide critical feedback when evaluating an artifact [255].

• In aggregate, these studies demonstrated how to account for the perspec-

tives of multiple groups of stakeholders, beyond only end users and do-

ing so illustrated how to design technologies more effectively in complex
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ecosystems for under-served communities.

• Finally, this work sheds light on how to systematically incorporate theories

from Behavioral Science to inform the design of technological interventions

across diverse contexts. In doing so, this work helped to build a stronger

bridge between the fields of HCI and Behavioral Science.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

This dissertation sits at the intersection of two research areas, HCI4D and Be-

havioral Science, with a focus on effectively designing technologies in a way

that engages multiple stakeholder groups and promotes behavior change in

under-served communities. To this end, this chapter discusses relevant literature

from both research areas, specifically on the engagement of end users during the

design of technologies and on incorporating Behavioral Science theories into the

technology design process. While this chapter provides an overarching related

work for the entire dissertation, chapters 3, 4, and 5 that describe three case

studies also discuss relevant literature specific to the domain of each case study.

2.1 The Context and Settings of HCI4D

The term ‘HCI for Development’ or ‘HCI4D’ was coined in 2007 by Chetty et

al. [39]. HCI4D is concerned with adapting traditional HCI practices to design

technologies for populations that are under-served, under-resourced, and under-

represented around the world. Seminal work by Brewer et al. [28] was one of

the first studies to lay the foundation of HCI4D. Their paper highlighted that

“even the basic components of computing interfaces encounter problems in developing

regions” and called attention to the importance of engaging with HCI practices

when designing technologies for people in developing regions. However, the

authors emphasized that technology cannot be seen as a universal remedy for

the complex problems that under-served communities face; rather, researchers

and practitioners deploying technological tools should follow a well-thought-out

approach that accounts for socio-technical issues impacting a target population.
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Embodying this sentiment, HCI4D researchers do not take a technology-first

approach but instead seek to first gain a deeper understanding of the contexts of

users in under-served regions and the nuances involved in using technologies

to address the societal issues that impact these users. For example, Kumar and

Anderson [137] studied the mobile phone practices of women in rural India

engaged in a public health initiative that created health-related short films to

address maternal and infant mortality. Their research revealed that despite

operating within strict patriarchal norms with limited freedom, these women

were able to mobilize help from children and youths to use their mobile devices

in accomplishing various tasks. Building on this insight, the authors identified

effective ways of disseminating health information through technology and

stressed the importance of “looking not only at users but the context they operate

within — including the technological and human elements that influence their social

and cultural activities” [137].

Since the formation of HCI4D, a number of research papers have reviewed

the growth of this research community [3, 35, 54, 101]. Ho et al. [101] reviewed

65 articles to unfold the progression of HCI4D-related work from as early as

1982 to 2009. Their review discussed the fast-growing nature of the community,

how the cultural characteristics of local communities impact technology design,

the participation of community members during the design of a technology, the

adoption of user-centered design as a primary design approach, and key issues

affecting the growth of the discipline. In particular, they emphasized the tension

in balancing research activities (e.g. publishing multiple papers to advance one’s

career) with development practices (e.g. scaling a promising technology even if

it might not contribute to the originally-stated research goals).

At about the same period, other researchers reflected on the HCI4D journey
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so far. Anokwa et al. [3] documented the experiences of nine HCI4D researchers

who collectively conducted research across 13 low- and middle-income countries

in three continents and diverse research domains such as agriculture, health, and

education. Their work highlighted the challenge of managing the expectations

of research partners and echoed similar tensions in balancing research and devel-

opment goals at the same time. Following this, Dell and Kumar [54] conducted a

review that involved a two-pronged approach: a literature review coupled with

an ‘insider’ perspective based on interviews with HCI4D experts. They reviewed

259 HCI4D papers between 2009 and 2014 to get an overview of the growth of

HCI4D since its last review. This revealed that about 90% of HCI4D research

took place in Asia and Africa with approximately half of all research happening

in Asia. It also shows the rapid adoption of mobile phones in research studies,

and education, access, and health as the most prevalent domains studied.

In the second part of their work, they interviewed 11 experienced HCI4D

researchers to capture ’insider’ sentiments about the trajectory of the community.

Findings from their analysis revealed that HCI4D is perceived as an HCI sub-

field interested in making “technology more accessible to people who have so far

been excluded” and its reach can be further broadened by expanding the ’D’ in

HCI4D to encompass “development outside of foreign lands far away” including

under-served communities in the United States and in Europe. This dissertation

aligns with this vision as it studied under-served communities in not only Kenya

and India, as developing nations, but also in the United States. Further, their

work emphasized that as the HCI4D community continues to grow, there is a

need for stronger partnerships between researchers, practitioners, policy makers

and governments. This doctoral research embodies this recommendation as all

three case studies presented (in chapters 3, 4, 5) were conducted through strong
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partnerships between researchers, practitioners at NGOs, decision makers at local

government counties, hospitals, and health agencies. I now discuss literature

relevant to a key approach in this research: engaging multiple stakeholder groups

during the design of technological interventions in HCI4D.

2.2 Engaging Multiple Stakeholder Groups in HCI4D

An important best practice in HCI4D is to tailor the design of a technological

artifact to the needs of end users and account for factors that could impact

adoption such as low literacy, language barrier, and internet connectivity. It is

also important to iterate on the design of the tool based on feedback from target

users until a final, usable version is achieved. As an example, Medhi-Thies et al.

[166] undertook a multistage design process when developing a social network

mobile application for low-literate farmers in rural India. Their app accounted

for a number of design constraints such as adopting audio interaction rather

than textual content because farmers could not read; connecting everyone on the

social network to everyone else to mirror village life; and using static images in

place of videos due to low bandwidth internet connectivity. Based on feedback

from farmers, they iterated on their design twice before finally deploying it.

In another example that focused on the design of a feedback system for

CHWs, researchers tested diverse ways for CHWs to visualize their personal

performance [57]. Each design phase began with an introduction (on paper)

to bar graphs, line graphs, and pie charts to ensure proper understanding of

visualizations. Then CHWs saw an early mockup of a barchart that showed total

number of visits per week for five weeks. The choice of colors for charts also

played an important role in cultural interpretations (e.g. green was perceived

to be a beauty queen and yellow as a dirty fellow). After iterating on over 20
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designs, the researchers converged on a final set of visualizations that were

deployed in the system. Consistent with current HCI4D best practices, these two

examples focused on the needs of the end users – farmers and CHWs respectively.

However, prior work has shown that ecosystems in under-served communi-

ties are complex environments that consist of multiple groups of stakeholders

who influence one another [89, 54, 138, 219]. As a result, the impact of a tech-

nological intervention is not limited to only the specific end users designed

for; rather, other stakeholder groups are affected. For example, farmers in the

social network system previously described could only access their accounts

when field extension officers with mobile phones visited them and served as

technology mediators [166]. The mediators in turn had translators who called

in to encourage them to use the system. Although the system was designed

as a social network, farmers struggled to perceive it as one partly due to the

dependence on their mediators who did not perceive the system as a social

network despite receiving extensive training prior to deployment. Therefore,

the influence of mediators, another stakeholder in the ecosystem, impacted how

farmers regarded the application.

Comparably, in the previously described design of a personalized system

for CHWs [57], the perspectives of supervisory staff were not accounted for

even though they are directly impacted by the performance of CHWs. For

instance, an increase in CHW visits implies a rise in the number of activities

supervisors ought to monitor as well as a jump in the number of supportive

household visits that supervisors make. Batool et al. [18] revealed that a mobile

phone intervention for low-income mothers in Pakistan to increase their health

education was impacted by complicated family dynamics involving mothers-

in-law. For instance, mothers-in-law prevented mothers from visiting hospitals
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unless they had complications. But the perspectives of these stakeholder groups

was not factored in because the intervention only focused on mothers.

As a final example, Poon et al. [198] designed an SMS-based intervention

that assisted high school students in Cameroon in preparing for their upcoming

exams through daily quiz questions received via WhatsApp. However, the

researchers noted that when a parent sees their child using WhatsApp, it is not

immediately evident that the child is studying; instead they appear distracted.

As a result, the authors recommended that future educational interventions

should include parents’ perspectives because “parents’ ability to place control on

students’ digital activities can reduce participation” and may have resulted in lower

answer rates observed in the study.

These studies point to the growing need to look beyond the needs of only

end users and account for the perspectives of other stakeholder groups in these

complex ecosystems. Although recent research demonstrates a growing interest

in accounting for multiple groups of stakeholders when designing technologies

for under-served communities, to date these efforts have not been performed

in a systematic way. For example, to develop technologies for the menstrual

health education of adolescents in India, Tuli et al. [244] highlighted the need for

designers to “include an ecology of diverse stakeholders” by drawing on the perspec-

tives of young adults, parents, teachers, social workers, and health professionals.

The authors emphasize that while menstrual health education primarily targets

women, it is critical to gather multiple perspectives because communication

around this subject takes place in different learning contexts including schools,

homes, and workshops.

In a qualitative inquiry into clinics introduced by the government of Delhi

(India) to improve healthcare access, Ismail et al. [111] studied who the intended
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stakeholders of clinics were and how they engaged with the health facilities.

Their findings revealed that clinics were unable to effectively address the needs

of patients because doctors made assumptions about patients’ lifestyles and

did not pay attention to the perspectives of CHWs. As a result, the authors

recommend that designers of healthcare interventions bridge the disconnected

perspectives of all stakeholder groups including healthcare providers, CHWs,

and patient groups. Although identifying stakeholders in an ecosystem is an

important step, it is not the only step. Too often, stakeholder groups are identified

in the early scoping of a research study but researchers do not follow through

and engage with them during the design of an intervention. For instance, one

study focused on the design of a phone-based intervention for adults in Peru

to earn high school degrees through distance learning [30]. During the initial

phase of the project, school officials were engaged and approved of the system

before and during its implementation but they were not involved in the design

details. The outcome was that the project was successfully set up and became

operational but teachers and principals used their phones to communicate with

each other instead of for the intended distance learning.

Kumar et al. [138] discussed lessons learned from the deployment of three

mobile health projects to assist CHWs in India, Kenya and Zimbabwe. Their work

posited that a design must go through three stages (in-lab, in-field, and scaling)

to extend beyond deployment. In the first stage, a proof-of-concept is developed

and a partner organization is identified. In the second phase, the technology is

tested with the target user, and in the third phase, scaling is planned. The authors

acknowledged that while the first two stages were successfully accomplished,

each project struggled with the third stage. As a result, they emphasized that

designers “must factor various stakeholder concerns in all three stages—in-lab, in-field,
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and designing for scale.”

Although prior work has identified the relevance of gathering multiple

stakeholder-group perspectives, existing efforts have mostly occurred when

identifying actors in an ecosystem or as an after-thought after an intervention

has already been deployed. To date, there is no clear roadmap on how to system-

atically engage multiple groups of stakeholders from the inception of a project to

its deployment and scaling. This dissertation fills this gap by illustrating how re-

searchers can adopt a multi-stakeholder approach by consistently drawing on (i)

the perspectives of specific end users and (ii) the viewpoints of other stakeholder

groups throughout the design and deployment of technological artifacts.

For example, in one of the case studies presented on developing a health

feedback system for care recipients in rural Kenya (chapter 3), our research

team began by establishing relationships with two NGOs, county leadership,

decision makers at hospitals, CHWs, supervisors, and care recipients. Then we

discussed scaling efforts and the sustainability of potential feedback mechanisms

at the inception of the project and long before deployment. During our iterative

design phase, we intentionally engaged with these diverse stakeholders and

improved our design based on their feedback. Finally, after deployment and

during evaluation, we again engaged with these different stakeholder groups,

sharing our findings with them. By adopting the same approach across three case

studies (chapters 3, 4, 5), this doctoral research provides a practical way forward

for HCI4D researchers to formally combine the perspectives of end users and

other stakeholders in a specific ecosystem. In doing so, this dissertation expands

the current best practices for designing technologies in HCI4D.
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2.3 Designing Technologies for Behavior Change

Researchers in HCI4D frequently aspire to design technological interventions

that change people’s behavior. However, they rarely engage with foundational

theories in the field of Behavioral Science to inform their intervention design.

Outside of HCI, a growing body of Behavioral Science research has explored the

adoption of diverse behavioral interventions in developing contexts, often in

the form of evaluation studies or randomized controlled trials. These studies,

deployed as large-scale interventions, usually cover hundreds or thousands of

users across diverse domains including health [13, 224], finance [10, 31], and

education [12, 78].

For example, one study assessed the effectiveness of a commitment savings

bank account to encourage more financial savings in the Philippines [10]. Clients

of a rural bank (n=1777) were randomly assigned to receive a new savings

account or not receive one at all. For clients who received new savings accounts,

each account came with restricted access to deposits and did not compensate

the client for this restriction. After 12 months of use, the average bank account

savings for the new account group increased by 411 pesos relative to the control

group and 81% compared to pre-intervention savings levels, suggesting that

pre-commitment is a promising behavioral technique for saving money.

There is evidence that, beyond infrastructural problems that the poor en-

counter, they are also prone to cognitive biases that impact their behavior. In

their work on how to design behavioral policy programs, Datta and Mullainathan

[50] explained that although people in impoverished communities “live under a

very different set of economic constraints than their counterparts in richer countries, they

face very similar cognitive and psychological constraints as their richer counterparts—

but with fewer institutional aids to help them overcome the consequences of these common
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constraints.” As a result, the researchers emphasized the need to additionally

study the behaviors of the world’s poor through well-established theories on

human biases as this could provide insights on how to design effective programs.

For instance, to combat the spread of malaria in rural Zambia, mosquito nets

were provided to inhabitants of a rural community [82]. Instead of using the

anti-malaria nets as intended by health experts, many villagers combined the

nets provided to their family members and sewed them into gigantic sieves used

for fishing. It is not that the beneficiaries of this public health initiative were

unaware of the benefits of the anti-malaria campaign, rather it is due to present

bias [179]—the immediate pressing needs of these individuals to address hunger

does not align with their future need, to prevent death by malaria. One villager

embodies this sentiment: “I know it’s not right but without these nets, we wouldn’t

eat.” Failing to address this sort of behavioral barrier results in wasted resources

and does not tackle the original problem that motivated the initiative.

To combat the human cognitive biases of impoverished communities, re-

searchers have explored diverse behavioral techniques. For example, Duflo et

al. [71] identified that a key reason why farmers in rural Kenya experienced low

harvests was because they suffered from present bias [179] i.e. they procrastinated

on when they would purchase fertilizers, what type of fertilizer they needed,

and how much they planned to purchase. To address this behavioral problem,

the researchers designed a program that offered free delivery of fertilizers to

farmers early in the season. By bringing the fertilizers to farmers, the researchers

hypothesized that it would reduce the tendency of “planning to do it later”, which

often resulted in no action. Results from the intervention revealed an increased

fertilizer use by up to 70%, suggesting that a time-limited small discount program

may be an effective policy to encourage fertilizer use.
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Behavioral researchers have also begun to use mobile phone technologies in

their intervention designs due to the increasing adoption of mobile devices across

the globe. For instance, a three-arm randomized controlled trial in Kenya tested

the impact of an SMS intervention on facility delivery, exclusive breastfeeding,

and contraceptive use [247]. Three hundred women participating in antenatal

care were randomized into one of three groups and monitored for 24 weeks

postpartum. In the control arm, women received routine clinic-based counseling

and care. In the second arm, participants received one-way SMS messages every

week that educated them about maternal health. In the third arm, users had

access to a two-way SMS where they could interact with nurses. Results from

the study showed that while the impact of facility delivery did not differ by

study arm, the SMS intervention increased exclusive breastfeeding practices

and early contraceptive use; and when the SMS was interactive, the effects on

breastfeeding were sustained.

Although relevant, prior behavioral research focused on low-income com-

munities often adopts a top-down, one-size-fits-all intervention approach that

targets users across multiple communities while ignoring their local contexts. In

addition, only a small number of these studies adopt technology as a potential

avenue to scale interventions and, when technology is used, the intervention

design does not follow a rigorous, bottom-up approach that iterates on the design

and tailors the tool to people’s needs. By contrast, HCI4D researchers that aim

to design behavior change interventions for under-served communities situate

their designs to the context and specific needs of end users.

For example, one study examined the use of persuasive messages to change

the habits of women in rural India [202]. During preliminary qualitative research,

the authors learned that women in the villages ignored health advice from CHWs
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and this in turn impacted the motivation of CHWs. Building on persuasion

theories, the researchers created short persuasive videos that highlighted the

dangers of specific health diseases and how to take preventive measures. CHWs

were also encouraged to partake in video creation. Then they shared these videos

on their mobile phones during household visits with clients. Findings revealed

that the videos improved CHWs’ engagements with their clients, increased CHW

knowledge of health practices, and boosted their intrinsic motivation.

However, technological interventions in HCI4D need to be carefully designed

as they could lead to negative consequences due to the complexity of under-

served ecosystems. For example, Lazem and Aly Jad [145] explored the extent

to which digital technologies could motivate primary school students in Egypt

to learn a challenging topic in Mathematics. To this end, they designed an

educational game that supported students to form team groups that worked

together to memorize multiplication facts. Findings from the research show

that students improved in how they learned and achieved this with minimal

supervision from their teachers. However, the intervention created competition

tensions between students and enabled cheating behaviors.

A consistent theme in such studies, and broadly in HCI4D research, is that the

complexities of the ecosystem of interest could impact scaling. This is in part due

to focusing intervention designs on only end users without accounting for the

potential effect on other stakeholder groups. It may also be because intervention

designs do not happen in a systematic way that accounts for the potential conse-

quences of adopting a behavioral technique. As a result, interventions often do

not work as intended or they work but bring about undesired outcomes.

To shed light on unintended consequences, it is essential to apply a behavioral

lens to the design of a technological intervention. After all, the intervention is
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targeting the change of a specific behavior. For instance, an intervention that

serves as an extrinsic motivator (e.g. educational games, SMS reminders) could

lead to short term gains, but it in the long run they could crowd out people’s

intrinsic motivations to carry out activities they enjoyed before the intervention

(e.g. games resulting in a low desire to learn in classrooms, reminders leading

to low motivation for CHWs to carry out household visits). This phenomenon

has been well documented in the behavioral science literature as the crowding out

effect [53] but is rarely considered in HCI4D research.

As another example, several HCI4D interventions send messages that try to

nudge users to take specific actions. However, there is little reference in HCI4D

literature to nudge theory [240] and how digital content could be designed to guide

users towards a specific direction. This has real-life implications. For instance,

an educational intervention that improves student learning could discourage

teachers because of increased workload. Similarly, an intervention that increases

CHW performance could receive push back from supervisors when it is scaled

because of increased supervisory activities. However, building on framing effects

[245], as part of nudge theory, the additional workload could be respectively

framed as “a teacher has saved a young child from early marriage” or “a supervisor

has assisted in mitigating the death of a newborn baby.” Drawing on behavioral

techniques in this way by accounting for both target users and other stakeholder

groups could reduce unintended outcomes in technological interventions.

This dissertation bridges this gap in HCI4D by presenting a systematic ap-

proach for incorporating Behavioral Science theories into the design of techno-

logical interventions for complex ecosystems with multiple stakeholder groups.

This approach includes assessing a research problem to understand the cognitive

biases involved in the community of interest, drawing on behavioral science
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literature to highlight potential ways to address the issue, converging to specific

behavioral concepts that can be implemented via technology, and implementing

and evaluating the technique.

In the next three chapters (3, 4, 5), I present three case studies that each

describe in detail how I used my approach to engage with multiple groups of

stakeholders and incorporated Behavioral Science theories into the design of

new technology interventions in HCI4D settings. The first case study focuses

on the design of a health service feedback system for care recipients in rural

Kenya. The second case study centers on designing technologies for home health

aides supporting heart failure patients in New York. The final case study, which

took place in India, presents the design of a low-cost technique for mitigating

participant response in under-served communities. Chapter 6 then synthesizes

these case studies into broader takeaways, highlighting lessons learned and

concluding with a path forward for future HCI4D scholars.
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CHAPTER 3

CASE STUDY 1: A HEALTH SERVICE FEEDBACK SYSTEM FOR CARE

RECIPIENTS IN RURAL KENYA

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the design, deployment and evaluation of a universal sys-

tem that enables care recipients to use any mobile phone to share feedback about

the health services they receive in rural Kenya. Community health programs

in low-resource environments (like rural Kenya) provide essential health ser-

vices to vulnerable populations. Well-functioning community health programs

receive input from and pay attention to the needs of multiple groups of stake-

holders, including community health workers (CHWs), supervisors, government

ministries, NGOs, and, of course, the communities of people who receive care.

Unfortunately, prior work has shown that the quality of the community health

services that are delivered is not always on par with what care recipients should

receive. For example, a study at a referral hospital in Tanzania found that 70%

of women experienced disrespect or abuse during labor and delivery [211]. To

try and address such problems, health programs are interested in collecting data

that might promote accountability, transparency, and equity [102]. A first step

in this direction is to design new tools that encourage individual care recipients

within target communities to voice their opinions about the health services they

receive.

The HCI4D community has a growing interest in understanding the complex

socio-technical systems that impact communities in the Global South [266, 250,

57] and the design of technologies that engage multiple stakeholders in these

communities [266, 177, 258, 223]. In the community health literature specifically,
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prior research has looked at how to gather feedback from CHWs, supervisors, and

high-level decision makers [173, 57, 58], but there remains a need for research that

examines how to collect feedback from care recipients. Recent research reinforces

this need by discussing the potential benefits and opportunities for new feedback

systems that target care recipients [181].

This work begins to fill the gap in the community health literature by design-

ing a new system that enables community members in rural Kenya who possess

only a basic mobile phone to submit feedback about care received during a CHW

or hospital visit. The system, which is available in three languages (English,

Kiswahili, and Dholuo), was designed through an iterative, stakeholder-engaged

approach that included the opinions of care recipients, CHWs, and high-level

decision makers.

We implemented the system using USSD, a universal communication channel

available on any mobile phone (e.g. users dial *144# to check their airtime balance

on the Kenyan network Safaricom). Although USSD is universally available and

not a new technology, it has been surprisingly overlooked as a potential channel

for engaging underserved communities in the Global South [193]. To date, USSD

has primarily been utilized only for carrier service requests and mobile money

transactions [197]. Our research expands the limited literature on USSD to a

new context and, to the best of our knowledge, is the first to apply USSD to the

domain of community health.

During our design process, we engaged with Behavioral Science literature

to gain insights on how to design the system to be more persuasive and easy-

to-use. After designing the system, we deployed it for seven weeks in Siaya,

a rural county in western Kenya, collecting quantitative system usage data

as well as qualitative data from six focus groups with 42 participants. Our
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findings show that 168 care recipients engaged with the system during our

deployment, submitting 495 reports. Most of the feedback received was positive

and submitted in Dholuo, the local language. We show how sending SMS

reminders to care recipients triggered engagement, and highlight a range of

socio-technical factors that impact our system, including the importance of

preserving user privacy and promoting equity by making the system free to use.

Finally, we discuss key themes to address as we move forward: the feasibility of

USSD as a mechanism for collecting feedback from communities in low-resource

settings, the actionability of such feedback, how we might scale the system, and

challenges impacting sustainability. To summarize, our contributions to the

HCI4D community are:

• We describe the design and deployment of a mobile phone-based system

that collects feedback from care recipients in community health programs

in the Global South. In doing so, we address an important gap in the

community health literature, which has thus far focused on collecting

feedback from CHWs, supervisors, and decision makers.

• We expand prior literature on USSD [193] by being the first to apply USSD

to the domain of community health. Our findings suggest that USSD

is a feasible mechanism for collecting health-related feedback from rural

communities in the Global South.

• We discuss a diverse range of socio-technical factors that impacted the de-

sign and deployment of our feedback system, revealing important tensions

that arose as we strove to create a system that balances privacy, equity, and

sustainability. These insights could inform how researchers and practition-

ers adopt and use USSD in low-resource contexts.
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3.2 Related Work

3.2.1 Feedback in Resource-Rich Contexts

The impact of feedback has been extensively studied in resource-rich contexts,

particularly, in shared economy such as eBay, Airbnb and Uber [129, 167, 84, 157].

These online platforms allow users to publicly share their opinions about past

experiences using ratings and written reviews that create a reputation envi-

ronment for building trust between participants and service providers [237].

This provides benefits for both the users and service providers: users can build

on feedback provided by others to form expectations of trustworthiness when

choosing a service; while high reputation providers are considered more trust-

worthy and can accrue increased financial benefits compared to low reputation

sellers [167, 84]. Beyond the sharing economy, recent research has explored how

feedback systems can engage people who use the services of care organizations

in resource-rich settings [70, 69]. While undoubtedly relevant, two major con-

textual differences limit the confidence with which we might generalize these

findings and design approaches to our current project. The first has to do with

institutional arrangements and routine practices that differ between e.g., online

shopping and delivering public health services. The second has to do with

broader socio-cultural dynamics that may shape and constrain the possibilities

for feedback in its various forms.

3.2.2 Feedback in LMIC Services

For decades, citizen movements in LMIC have advocated for increased trans-

parency, accountability, participation, good governance and effectiveness in the

major public and private institutions that serve them [131]. More recently, ICTD
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researchers have begun to explore how digital technologies are playing a role

in these efforts. For example, grievance redressal systems have been deployed

as part of government accountability and transparency initiatives used to col-

lect citizen responses through telecenters [201], web portals [171, 204] and IVR

systems [36, 225]. Specifically concerning health institutions in LMIC, a recent re-

view identified a range of interventions and organized them into four categories

related to: 1) gathering citizen feedback; 2) visualizing governance problems; 3)

mobilizing for change; and 4) addressing fraud or corruption through automation

and auditing [102]. Some of these projects have reached a large scale; for example,

UNICEF’s community empowerment platform U-Report boasts over five million

users worldwide [246]. The maternal health messaging service MomConnect in

South Africa has registered over half a million women and had gathered over

4,000 compliments and 690 complaints as of 2016 [17]. A repeatedly recognized

shortcoming in this work is a tendency to focus on gathering information to

promote transparency, while neglecting or experiencing significant challenges in

the work of using feedback to improve the quality or equity of services [102, 17].

For example, the Bophelo Haesoa pilot study in Lesotho undertook an extensive,

participatory design process that explored new ways for nurses to use apps and

organize skits to gather community feedback, but the paper pays relatively little

attention to the use of feedback in improving the health system [173]. This is

rather ironic, because functioning feedback systems that use data to improve

health worker performance are now widespread, and some of them are already

supported by digital tools.

One study in India showed that providing automated, personalized perfor-

mance feedback to community health workers improved their self-reflection and

increased their average number of client visits by over 20% [59, 57]. Another
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RCT in Mali showed that using personalized analytics dashboards during face-

to-face supervision of CHWs increased CHW activity by an average of 40 house

visits per month, without compromising the quality or speed of care [262]. Yet

these large scale and effective performance management systems typically do

not systematically incorporate feedback from beneficiaries. Recognizing this

shortcoming, we began our study with a particular interest in connecting people

who receive care to the feedback systems that already exist within the health

sector. Before considering how we approached this matter empirically, we would

like to review one more body of related work that informed our exploration of

feedback practices.

3.2.3 Socio-Cultural Challenges with Feedback

Collecting critical feedback from communities in low-resource contexts is often

challenging due to social and cultural differences between researchers and their

participants [3, 101, 108, 146]. Particularly when users in underserved communi-

ties are asked to provide feedback about artifacts, they are often biased because

they worry that critical feedback could negatively impact their relationships with

organizations that support key services [3, 101]. Dell et al. [56] demonstrated that

participants in India were 2.5 times more likely to choose a technological artifact

that they believed was developed by a researcher, even when the alternative was

identical. While often discussed as a methodological concern in ICT4D research,

response bias could surface as a design challenge in any attempt to construct

feedback systems in these settings.

To mitigate response bias, ICTD researchers have applied social proofing,

a psychological construct, to surface critical feedback that may be relevant for

improving an ongoing project. For example, letting users believe that others
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in their neighborhoods provided critical feedback may encourage them to act

similarly [255]. Other techniques include spending more time with participants

in the hope that they eventually will become comfortable enough to provide

critical feedback [76], adopting dramatic storylines in user studies [37], and role

playing with skits [172]. While broadly relevant to research methods, some of

these strategies are more amenable than others to inform the design of routine

feedback systems. In light of this work, one of the goals of our study was to

identify which strategies seemed most relevant and to imagine the specific ways

that they might be used in system design efforts.

3.2.4 Designing Universally Accessible Tools

A wealth of literature has examined the design of tools that use only the function-

ality provided by basic mobile phones (i.e., not smartphones), such as voice calls

and short message service (SMS) [192, 256, 58]. However, one universal com-

munication channel that remains relatively unexplored is USSD (Unstructured

Supplementary Service Data). Also called short-codes or quick-codes, USSD is

commonly used for carrier service requests (e.g. users dial *144# to check an

airtime balance with Safaricom in Kenya) and mobile money transactions (e.g.

Telenor’s Easypaisa service in Pakistan). USSD has a number of advantages

over SMS. For example, USSD preserves user privacy as interactions leave no

visible traces on the device, and its user interface dialog visually lets a user know

when an interaction begins and ends. Also, in contrast to SMS, which is an

asynchronous communication channel, USSD supports stateful, synchronous

communication, and its interactions happen in real time [193]. Researchers have

studied USSD in mobile money interventions [197] and information collection

[260]. However, prior work on USSD is very limited compared to SMS and voice-
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based systems. Our works expands this literature by exploring a USSD system

that collects feedback from care recipients about community health services in

rural Kenya.

3.3 Part I: Qualitative Research on Identifying Stakeholders

Groups and Current Feedback Practices

Our research began with a qualitative study to identify the diverse groups

of stakeholders in the health ecosystem. We also wanted to find out current

feedback practices including how feedback is collected from care recipients, how

it is used, and the challenges involved in this process. Then we built on the

insights gathered to create a digital system for care recipients to share feedback

about the health services they receive in their communities.

3.3.1 Research Context

Our IRB-approved qualitative research took place in Kenyenya, a district in

Kenya. At our research site, frontline workers were referred to as “Community

Health Volunteer (CHV)” but throughout this paper, we use “Community Health

Worker (CHW)” as it is more familiar in the ICTD literature. We worked with two

organizations: Living Goods, a non-profit organization that supports networks

of ‘Avon-like’ entrepreneurs to sell essential household commodities and address

child health, nutrition, and family planning needs door to door; and Medic

Mobile, a non-profit tech company that designs and implements open source

software for health workers in hard to reach communities. Both organizations

work in partnership with the Kenya Ministry of Health. Since 2014, Living

Goods has partnered with Medic Mobile to co-design a digital health system to
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support their CHWs and supervisors. The system includes the Smart Health

mobile app for CHWs (all CHWs are equipped with Android smartphones), a

supervisor mobile app, and a web dashboard for supervisors to monitor CHW

performance (see Figure 3.1). Source code and more information about this

system are available on Github1. Our study built on this collaboration and began

as part of an ongoing human-centered design project, focused on beneficiary

feedback and led by Medic Mobile’s design team.

Our research context featured two types of supervisors: MoH supervisors

from the government and Living Goods supervisors. All CHWs are employed

by the Ministry of Health and partner organizations like Living Goods can

recruit a subset of CHWs to receive additional training and provide additional

services (e.g. doorstep treatment of pediatric malaria) that are beyond the scope

of other government CHWs. As such, the CHWs we recruited from Living

Goods reported separately to both MoH supervisors and their Living Goods

supervisors. As a sustainability strategy, Living Goods did not provide free

medications to beneficiaries and did not pay CHWs a regular stipend because

CHWs could earn commissions from selling health products to beneficiaries. The

dual aim of this strategy is for fully active CHWs to earn more in commissions

than they would with a flat salary and asking beneficiaries to pay a nominal fee

for drugs delivered to the household often costs less than patients would pay for

transportation to a health clinic where medicines are provided free-of-charge.

3.3.2 Participant Characteristics

We recruited 23 participants (nine Living Goods supervisors, two MoH super-

visors, seven CHWs, and five beneficiaries) through Living Goods’ office in

1See https://github.com/medic
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23 Participants Beneficiaries (5), CHWs (7), Supervisors (11)

Age
Beneficiaries: Min (20), Max (60), Avg (32)
CHW: Min (29), Max (51), Avg (40)
Supervisors: Min (23), Max (37), Avg (28)

Gender
Beneficiaries: Female (5)
CHW: Female (3), Male (4)
Supervisors: Female (6), Male (5)

Education
Beneficiaries: form two - secondary school
CHW: primary - secondary school
Supervisors: diploma - masters

Occupation
Beneficiaries: farming (5)
CHW: 1 - 18 yrs experience
Supervisor: 11 months - 4 yrs experience

Phone
Beneficiaries: feature phone (5)
CHW: feature phone (4), smartphone (3)
Supervisor: smartphones (11)

Table 3.1: Participant demographic characteristics.

Kenyenya. A supervisor at the branch reached out to Living Goods and MoH

supervisors, CHWs, and beneficiaries to invite them to participate in the study.

Interested people then came forward and we did spontaneous interviews with

them over one week with about two to four people daily. Participants were not

compensated.

As shown in Table 4.1, beneficiaries were all female, ranged in age from 20

to 60 years (average = 32 years), had a minimum education level of form two,

had farming as their occupation, and used feature phones. CHWs included

three females and four males, ranged in age from 29 to 51 years (average = 40

years), had a minimum education level of primary school, with one to 18 years of

experience as CHWs, used feature phones (4), and smartphones (3). Supervisors

included six females and five males, ranged in age from 23 to 37 years (average =

28 years), earned a diploma as a minimum level of education, had eleven months

to four years of experience as supervisors, and all had smartphones. Living

Goods supervisors also had laptops available in their offices.
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3.3.3 Qualitative Methods

We conducted eight focus groups with 20 participants in groups of two to four

people: three groups of Living Goods supervisors, one group of MoH supervisors,

two groups of CHWs, and two groups of beneficiaries. We also did three semi-

structured interviews: the first one with a female beneficiary in her sixties (45

minutes), and the others with Living Goods supervisors (30 minutes and two

hours).

We tailored our questions to the kinds of participants we interacted with. The

discussions involving supervisors focused on their current feedback collection

practices, the kinds of feedback they received, how it is used, the protocols they

used when beneficiaries were directly called, and the challenges they encoun-

tered in the feedback process. With CHWs, we discussed their routines during

household visits, how they collected feedback and shared with their supervisors,

how frequently it was received, tensions related to cultural dynamics, and how

Living Goods’ policies affect them.

For beneficiaries, we inquired about the services they received, what they

discussed with CHWs, how they dealt with issues, and the reasons behind their

approach to resolving issues. Interviews were conducted by two members of the

research team in both English and Kiswahili, with one co-author serving as a

translator. In total, our data set consisted of 12 hours of focus groups and 3.25

hours of interviews.

3.3.4 Data Analysis

We audio-recorded and transcribed our interviews and focus groups. We then

performed thematic analysis [234] on the transcripts and our field notes, begin-

ning with a close reading of the transcripts and allowing codes to emerge from
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Figure 3.1: Summary of how beneficiary feedback is shared across diverse stake-
holders. The blue-colored boxes are employees of Living Goods. Field supervi-
sors directly interact with Community Health Workers (CHWs) while Quality
Assurance (QA) supervisors call beneficiaries to verify that CHWs did household
visits. The technology supporting feedback flow consists of mobile applications,
a web dashboard, and a backend database.

the data. Multiple passes through the data resulted in 26 distinct codes (e.g.,

feedback in public, beneficiary conflict, and overpriced medications). We clustered

related codes into high-level themes (e.g., chance encounters, feedback improves

services, and sustainability model) and organized them in a codebook. After multi-

ple discussions and iteratively refining the codes and themes, the research team

arrived at a final set of themes that comprehensively represented the data.

3.4 Findings from Qualitative Research

Our findings reveal a deeper understanding of the environment in which feed-

back occurs. We uncover ongoing practices of how feedback is collected, the

kinds of feedback collected, how feedback is used, and the socio-technical factors

that impact feedback systems.
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3.4.1 How is Feedback Currently Collected?

We begin our exploration of beneficiary feedback systems by examining how

feedback is currently collected. Our data reveals three main ways in which

Living Goods currently gathers feedback from beneficiaries: direct phone calls to

households, indirect CHW reports that are sometimes shared with supervisors,

and chance encounters in public places. We discuss each of these in turn.

Direct Phone Calls to Households

A number of supervisors (n=4) on the Quality Assurance and Control team

explained how they place direct phone calls to households as a formal way to

collect feedback from beneficiaries (see Figure 3.1). These phone calls primarily

help supervisors confirm if CHWs truly visited households as recorded on the

CHW app. One supervisor described:

“Every quarter, we randomize at least 30 visits or 30 registrations by a

CHW per branch and then we have backend calls to the clients... We have a

screening pool that we go through to see whether the services that [health

workers] said were offered were actually offered, whether it’s a true service,

what [care recipients] thought of the quality of the service... and any other

feedback they might have for us.” (P12, Female, QA Supervisor)

When supervisors call households, they follow an open script where they

introduce themselves, assure confidentiality of the discussion, and ask if ben-

eficiaries know any Living Goods CHWs. At the end of the call they ask for a

1-10 Likert scale rating of the services beneficiaries received and rationale for

their rating. Although these direct-to-household phone calls are the most formal

method of collecting beneficiary feedback, our data shows that this results in a

range of challenges.
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One major challenge is the small number of beneficiaries reached by the

process. Beneficiaries eligible to receive calls are limited to those that provided

phone numbers (roughly 65% of beneficiaries), and then by those who were vis-

ited by a CHW in the last quarter. Then, of these filtered lists, only 30 beneficiaries

are chosen to receive calls. This is because the process of making individual calls

to beneficiaries is time consuming and resource intensive. Supervisors explained

that it was common for beneficiaries to discuss non-health related issues on these

calls and, to remain courteous, supervisors listened to whatever the beneficiaries

wanted to discuss. Although this may build rapport between Living Goods and

the community, it is not an efficient way of collecting feedback. It is also common

for phone calls to not be answered. The small number of beneficiaries reached

is problematic for several reasons. From an organizational perspective, Living

Goods may not receive sufficient information to be able to evaluate their services

and products. In addition, the poorest households are less likely to own phones;

the fact that they are excluded from this process makes the feedback system less

equitable.

Direct-to-household phone calls may also be problematic for situations in

which families share a device. In particular, it is common for a household

member who is not the beneficiary to answer the call, which leads to privacy and

confidentiality challenges. As one supervisor explained,

“A [teenager] gave us her father’s number during CHW registration so

when the supervisor calls that number saying ‘your daughter is pregnant,’

he says ‘no, my daughter is not pregnant... yes, that is my daughter but

she’s not pregnant because I don’t know [about it]... I live in Akulo and my

family lives in Kisii’... you just asked the rightful owner of the phone, but he

or she doesn’t know all the information.” (P5, Female, Supervisor)
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Another challenge supervisors (n=3) highlighted is that, due to the frag-

mented nature of the healthcare ecosystem, in which CHWs may have multiple

affiliations (e.g., MoH and Living Goods), many beneficiaries who receive calls

may not know or have forgotten what Living Goods is. A supervisor said,

“CHWs may forget to tell clients they are Living Goods CHWs, so the

Quality Control team has to give many details to clients so they recall

who Living Goods is... Some clients are agitated that you got their phone

number . . . You are calling someone who could be having a thousand and

one problems and yet you say “Hi I’m calling from Living Goods.” (P21,

Female, QA Supervisor)

Finally, although in-person phone calls hypothetically provide opportunities

for rich conversations with beneficiaries, the Quality Assurance supervisors (n=4)

explained that the team is currently primarily focused on feedback that simply

confirms whether CHWs did the work that they reported—visited households,

provided treatment, and sold health products.

CHW Informal Report to Supervisors

Although direct-to-household phone calls are the most formal feedback mech-

anism currently used, they were not the most common method of reporting

beneficiary feedback. Instead, we discovered that informal verbal reports that

CHWs discuss with their supervisors are the most prevalent beneficiary feedback

reporting mechanism. All supervisors (n=11) and CHWs (n=7) described how,

when CHWs meet with their supervisors to go over their performance, CHWs

volunteer feedback received from beneficiaries during their household visits. As

one supervisor described,
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“The CHWs kind of trust us that they will tell us everything that happens in

the community even things that don’t involve Living Goods.” (P2, Female,

Supervisor)

However, this mode of collecting and reporting feedback is not mandatory

and is not done in a systematic or structured way. Further, the process is com-

plicated by the fragmented nature of the ecosystem. As previously described,

Living Goods CHWs have (at least) two supervisors: one from the MoH and

another from Living Goods. As a result, CHWs may sometimes discuss benefi-

ciaries’ feedback with their MoH supervisor and other times with their Living

Goods supervisor, but there is no systematic way of capturing the information

shared. Moreover, supervisors told us that they are only interested in matters that

pertain to them. For example, Living Goods supervisors only want to talk about

issues that pertain to Living Goods, such as pregnant women using medications,

and are not necessarily interested in matters that pertain to the MoH, such as

households refusing to purchase toilets because they engage in open defecation.

In addition to lack of structure, relying on CHWs to relay beneficiaries’ feed-

back to supervisors clearly suffers from a number of biases, including recall bias

[45], a psychological phenomenon where one inaccurately recalls past experi-

ences. Even if a CHW wanted to share full details of the feedback received from

a beneficiary, they may forget some of the details due to the time lapse between

meeting with the beneficiary and their supervisor (CHWs meet with their Living

Goods supervisors a few times a month).

Perhaps more importantly, relying on CHWs to report beneficiaries’ feedback

may bias the process towards only collecting positive feedback, partly because

beneficiaries are unlikely to report negative feedback to their CHW for fear of

causing problems. As one beneficiary described,
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“I will just stop seeking their service. I will not tell anyone because there is

no one to tell about it. If you start bad-mouthing the CHWs, it’d bring bad

reputation to Living Goods . . . involving others brings about unnecessary

friction . . . I’d rather finish with this CHW and find another CHW . . . I will

go to another one to ask for the services I need but I will not tell why I am

seeking out a different CHW.” (P18, Female, Beneficiary)

Although switching CHWs may enable beneficiaries to seek services from

a different CHW, it does not necessarily provide them with a safe channel for

providing negative feedback, since beneficiaries worry that CHWs know and

will communicate with each other. One beneficiary told us,

“You might go and say something to another CHW but you don’t know

their relationship with the previous CHW you are complaining about [their

services]... so it means you have started something you shouldn’t have.”

(P17, Female, Beneficiary)

Finally, even if beneficiaries feel comfortable telling their CHWs their neg-

ative feedback, it is unlikely that the CHW will relay this information to their

supervisor, especially if such feedback reflects poorly on the CHW. By contrast,

CHWs are more likely to report feedback and stories that reflect positively on

their work. We provide concrete examples of both positive and negative feedback

later in the paper.

Chance Encounters and Public Events

A third method currently used to collect beneficiary feedback is through chance

encounters between supervisors and community members in public spaces,

and during public community events. Half of the supervisors (n=7) explained
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that it was common for beneficiaries to approach them in public places and

provide feedback to them. Two beneficiaries also explained how they identified

supervisors walking around in their communities and spoke to them. One

shared,

“I could report a CHW to supervisor when I see the supervisor in the com-

munity and I am comfortable talking to him... I have talked to a supervisor

in the past when I saw a group of supervisors walking around in the com-

munity... if a supervisor is not around I will go to the hospital. I cannot

go to Living Goods office to talk to supervisors because it is too far.” (P20,

Female, Beneficiary)

Living Goods supervisors can be easily identified in public places through

their uniforms while MoH supervisors are well known by the village elders of

communities. Some participants (two supervisors, two beneficiaries) explained

that they had observed others provide feedback during a public event. One

supervisor told us: “Sometimes they do announce it at the barazar [public community

meeting] and make it public” (P6, Male, Supervisor).

Beneficiaries had mixed feelings about using community events and mar-

ket places as an avenue for connecting with supervisors and providing direct

feedback. Once again, we saw that this method of providing feedback is more

conducive to receiving positive feedback, with a supervisor commenting that the

community “can say that the people you have given us are doing a good job” (P7, Male,

Supervisor). However, three beneficiaries said they would not share negative

feedback during public events and do not consider it wise for others to do so for

fear of escalating an issue. A beneficiary said,

“It is a bad idea to resolve an issue at a barazar [public community meeting].

There are other ways that are better...you can tell the CHW yourself. If in a
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situation where it is really serious, you can go to the village elders to help

solve the issue.” (P18, Female, Beneficiary)

All beneficiaries felt that telling someone else about challenges they faced

with their CHWs may be construed as spreading gossip. As such, they preferred

to remain quiet about CHW issues they encountered. One beneficiary shared,

“I will not tell anyone because I don’t like to gossip. I will tell my husband

and just endure it... If it is too trivial to tell my husband I will not tell

him because he might go fight about it and escalate it... I am not very

confrontational and don’t want there to be pain and for things to escalate.

I’d rather talk to the CHW I disagree with instead of making it escalate by

involving others.”

(P17, Female, Beneficiary)

In addition to chance encounters in public, four participants (two beneficiaries

and two supervisors) told us that beneficiaries talk with village elders when

they had issues with CHWs, and preferred to resolve issues locally instead

of involving supervisors from MoH or Living Goods (see Figure 3.1). One

beneficiary described,

“If you’re in a situation where it is really serious, you can go to the village

elders to help solve the issue.”

(P18, Female, Beneficiary)

Village elders in turn provide feedback to supervisors when they see them in

their communities. It is possible that these elders interact with supervisors from

partner organizations, but our data suggest that they mainly interact with MoH

supervisors (see Figure 3.1). As such, their feedback often does not make it to

Living Goods. One MoH supervisor shared,
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“So they know if they go to me with certain issues about the CHWs that I

will be able to make a decision.”

(P7, Male, Supervisor)

The two MoH supervisors we interviewed explained that MoH supervisors

can investigate reported issues by presenting the issue to an internal committee,

who has the authority to take disciplinary actions such as terminating a CHW’s

job.

3.4.2 What Kinds of Feedback are Collected?

At a high-level, we can separate feedback into positive feedback praising the

CHW and/or organization, and negative feedback that reports issues or com-

plaints with services received.

All Living Goods supervisors (n=9) described how they received a lot of

positive feedback from communities expressing their happiness and satisfaction

with the CHWs’ work and the effectiveness of the products, such as malaria

medications. One supervisor explained,

“Sometime late last year, there’s this mother that her kids had malaria and it

kept recurring until this CHW went in at the middle of the night and treated

this kid without the mother leaving the house and she was really appreciative

like ‘we thank you so much for bringing the CHWs on the ground. They

really help us... My kid took the malaria medication after the CHW tested

and the second day my child was able to play.”’ (P1, Female, Supervisor)

One common source of appreciation stemmed from the fact that CHWs visited

beneficiaries at home so that they did not need to stand in queues at their local

hospitals. One shared,
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“Government facilities have long lines so it is just easier for me to call the

CHW. Otherwise it is a waste of my time... I need to go on a motorbike to get

to the hospital...I can identify a good CHW as one taking time out of their

day to come see me.” (P18, Female, Beneficiary)

Many participants (five supervisors and four beneficiaries) shared examples

of what they consider to be “good” CHWs performance in which CHWs helped

community members in dire health situations or went above and beyond their

daily responsibilities of performing two hours of household visitation. One

beneficiary shared,

“The CHW found out I was pregnant and he sent me messages on how

to eat, how to take care of myself, up to the moment I delivered my baby

and even after my delivery. That CHW was really helpful.” (P18, Female,

Beneficiary)

Compared to the abundant examples of positive feedback, participants pro-

vided only a few concrete instances of negative feedback. We also noticed that,

after describing a few examples of negative feedback (provided below), many

participants turned to hypothetical instances of negative performance. For exam-

ple, care recipients would report negative feedback as “I heard this from someone

else” instead of “this happened to me”, and when we followed up about the impact

it had on them, they told us, “it did not happen to me” .

Supervisors explained that, although infrequent, beneficiaries sometimes

provide negative feedback during direct phone calls about CHW performance,

such as “the CHW is not working well”. One relatively common source of negative

feedback (brought up by three supervisors and all beneficiaries) occurs when

CHWs become unreachable when they are needed, leading to perceptions that

CHWs are not invested in their job. One beneficiary shared,
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“The [CHW] does not respond when you call and acts as if they are being

pushed to do the job.” (P18, Female, Beneficiary)

Another frequent (five supervisors, all CHWs, and four beneficiaries) negative

issue that came up relates to Living Goods’ sustainability model, in which CHWs

sell medications to beneficiaries. Since several other programs have provided

medications for free, beneficiaries were often not happy when asked to pay. We

discuss this and other issues related to the sustainability model later in the paper.

3.4.3 How is Feedback Currently Used?

Our data shows that feedback collected from communities provides diverse

benefits to Living Goods by helping them understand the impact of their services,

improve training, motivate CHWs, and detect fraudulent behavior.

Many supervisors (n=10) explained that insights from beneficiary feedback

are used to improve CHW training and delivery of services. Relevant information

gained from direct phone calls to households are passed on to field supervisors

which may come up as a topic to address in CHW-supervisor meetings and for

other Living Goods departments, such as the marketing team. One supervisor

explained,

“The feedback we receive is used towards improving services . . . For example,

telling us about our products and saying that it was expensive, this infor-

mation goes to the marketing department. Some provide feedback saying

that our CHW is not efficient and this can help us in the process of CHW

training. When we identify negative feedback . . . we ask the manager to

focus more on it . . . and then closely monitor the CHW to see if they could be

further trained.” (P21, Female, QA Supervisor)
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Feedback is also important in helping Living Goods understand if CHWs

adhere to the care protocols and procedures for which they have been trained

and ensure that CHWs do not overstep their level of expertise. One supervisor

shared:

“[Beneficiary feedback] helps us to understand if [CHWs] treat what we

focus on, or go there and overdo to say [they] treat all the diseases. The

information the [beneficiary] gives us helps us to assess that. We see the

weaknesses and it helps us to focus on those during the [CHW-supervisor]

monthly meetings so that it is clear to [the CHWs] and so that it doesn’t

happen again.”

(P2, Female, Supervisor)

Supervisors and CHWs felt that positive feedback acted as a driving force

that motivated CHWs to keep serving their communities. Every month all CHWs

and supervisors in a district meet as a group where they discuss issues and share

positive feedback from their communities. This feedback primarily focuses on

success stories from community members. A supervisor explained,

“The feedback goes a long way for us, we feel like we changed somebody’s life...

we’ve changed the mentality of how people viewed [their health services]... If

a CHW has a success story, I tell them to share by word of mouth during

our monthly in-service meeting...we share with the rest of the CHWs.” (P1,

Female, Supervisor)

Another prominent use of beneficiary feedback is to help detect fraudulent

CHW behavior and/or data fabrication. Some supervisors (n=3) explained

that CHWs could fabricate the number of home visits in their mobile app. As

such, supervisors are always on the lookout for fraudulent behaviors, asking
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beneficiaries when they accompany CHWs on home visits or via in-person phone

calls to households. A supervisor shared,

“There were times we used to get fraudulent data about clients and we have

reduced it. When we call beneficiaries, they are able to give us the actual

data... So we see that some of our CHWs who had high performance [that

were outliers] now came back to normal... We have been able to improve

our services through coaching [CHWs] because our [beneficiary responses]

helped us to find [fraudulent] data.” (P21, Female, QA Supervisor)

Finally, supervisors explained that receiving beneficiary feedback has helped

them revise their key performance indicators for CHWs. For example, in the

past, high levels of fraudulent activity were detected among CHWs after they

were told they would receive monetary incentives if their performance increased.

When responses from beneficiaries showed that CHWs had been fabricating their

records, the organization changed its key performance indicators to instead focus

on the quality of data reported by CHWs instead of increased performance. This

example illustrates the power of beneficiary feedback to impact organizational

work practices.

3.4.4 What Socio-technical Factors Impact Feedback Systems?

Having described how feedback is collected and used, we now describe some of

the socio-technical complexities that impact the environment where feedback is

collected and the tensions that arise between stakeholders.

Community Relationships

Since CHWs are chosen from and embedded within the communities that they

serve, they often have preexisting relationships with different people in the
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community that may impact their work. In some cases, these relationships might

be cordial leading to positive feedback. In other cases, they could be negative

regardless of how well CHWs carry out their work. As one supervisor shared,

“There are some CHWs who relate well with their communities. Some of

them are family members and their community really loves them. So for

those CHWs, we get a lot of positive feedback. Their relationship is different

compared to other CHWs even though the other CHWs are doing a really

good job.” (P1, Female, Supervisor)

Moreover, since CHWs are frequently collecting sensitive health information

from beneficiaries, the nature of their relationship with the beneficiary may affect

how they do their work. For example, several supervisors (n=8) described how

community members sometimes feel CHWs are asking for information that is

too personal. One supervisor shared,

“Most of the information that the client gives our CHWs is personal infor-

mation. Like when registering a pregnancy, ‘when was your last menstrual

period?’ This is a male CHW, this is a mother you are asking. This is not

your wife, this is not your relative. So some of the clients don’t give actual

information because they are like ‘why is he asking me how many children I

have? If I have ever had a miscarriage?’ but in pregnancy care, you have

to know these things so that you see if there’s a risk factor.” (P1, Female,

Supervisor)

Half of the supervisors (n=6) told us that they encouraged CHWs to main-

tain strong relationships with their communities by treating beneficiaries when

possible, regardless of who the beneficiary is. A number of CHWs (n=4) told

us that it was common for them to treat community members outside their offi-

cially assigned households (each CHW is assigned 30 to 100 specific households).
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However, treating beneficiaries outside a CHW’s area, or “crossing boundaries”,

increases the complexity of collecting feedback. CHWs explained that when they

treated beneficiaries outside their boundaries, it was not reflected in their CHW

app. One CHW told us,

“I treat them, ask the other CHW to record the community member’s data

and then ask that CHW to give me back the medicine I gave out in order to

make sure that the stocks count.” (P10, Male, CHW)

Since these out-of-bounds beneficiaries are considered to be outside the

CHWs area and the treatment is not reported in their mobile application, CHWs

often do not share any feedback that was received. As such, beneficiary feedback

is lost in transmission during exchange of reports.

Beyond beneficiaries, CHWs also face challenges in their communities due to

relationships with village elders. Supervisors (n=3) explained how the village

elders may have issues with CHWs due to perceived power dynamics. One

explained,

“Sometimes the village elders disagree with the CHWs. Maybe they think

that the CHWs are being paid some little bit of money. The village elders

are in charge of a certain village and the CHWs are also put in charge of

households in the same village based on certain health indicators. Now the

misunderstanding comes from the village elders. When they see the CHWs

walking around with this air of jurisdiction they think that they [CHWs] are

over-doing their work and that is when they [village elders] come up with

[negative] issues about the CHW.’ (P6, Male, Supervisor)

Since village elders who are in conflict with CHWs may provide unwarranted

negative feedback to supervisors regarding the CHW’s performance, supervisors
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explained that they need to dig deeper and properly investigate any issues raised

instead of taking it at face value. One supervisor shared,

“So sometimes we take time before we make a decision. You cannot rush

and make a decision based on what the village elders say.” (P7, Male,

Supervisor)

Sustainability Challenges

The majority of the negative feedback that Living Goods receives relates directly

to their chosen sustainability model. As described earlier in the paper, Living

Goods tries to achieve longterm sustainability by not paying stipends to CHWs,

requiring CHWs to instead sell medications to community members instead of

providing them for free. One supervisor shared,

“We don’t pay stipends to [CHWs] because it is not sustainable. We have

seen partners come on the ground and leave after two years but for Living

Goods, we are here for the longterm so we have to look for a sustainable way

of making sure that we are still supporting the community and not run out

of medicines... Our prices are a little bit below or at the market level and the

quality is so high.” (P1, Female, Supervisor)

CHWs are able to make commissions that range from 60 shillings ($0.60) to

600 shillings ($6.00) depending on the item sold2. A supervisor told us, “the higher

the price, the bigger the margin.” However, many participants (nine supervisors,

seven CHWs and four beneficiaries) explained how the adopted sustainability

approach has led to conflicts between CHWs and beneficiaries, which drives

negative feedback on pricing. One participant described,

2For perspective, 120 shillings can purchase a meal in a local restaurant and 200 shillings can
be used for a 20-minute taxi ride.
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“I don’t want the CHW to inflate the price. That’s something I thought they

could do... They say to me: ‘This medicine is 50 shillings, can you add 10

shillings so I can eat a banana?’” (P20, Female, Beneficiary)

Tensions surrounding money may affect both the services that beneficiaries

receive and the process of collecting feedback. For example, the majority of our

beneficiaries (n=4) explained that they would avoid seeing a CHW if the person

asked them for extra money. One beneficiary shared,

“A CHW comes to me and he’d try to sell the medicine to me as a business

saying ‘I traveled to get here so instead of 100 shillings, I’ll sell to you for 150

shillings.’ If a CHW tries to increase the price of the medicine, I could just

tell them no and avoid the service with them.” (P18, Female, Beneficiary)

For their part, the CHWs faced numerous challenges trying to negotiate

money with their communities. One CHW told us how he wanted to preserve

good relationships with the community and also provide people with necessary

health services, so would often just ask community members to pay whatever

they could. He said,

“I don’t want people to run away from me so I ask them to give me whatever

they can and I top up the rest myself.”

(P8, Male, CHW)

CHWs also felt conflicted selling medications to beneficiaries they thought

could not afford to pay and sometimes they provided the medications without

asking for money. One CHW explained,

“Sometimes we don’t get the profit. You just give because she is totally poor

that you don’t even want to sell to make profit... and the child is nearly

dying. What can you do?” (P11, Female, CHW)
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Another common scenario we encountered was for a CHW to provide a

community member medicines on credit. However, when CHWs went back to

ask for payment, beneficiaries frequently refused to pay because they felt the

medications should have been provided for free. All CHWs we spoke with were

currently owed money by various community members (by two to five people).

One CHW shared,

“These people believe that we were given the drugs for free. You just give

drugs because you can’t leave a child dying... When you go back for the

payment, they say we are being given free... so it makes us to go to our

pockets again to support the community.” (P9, Male, CHW)

At other times, CHWs completely avoid visiting households with a history of

not paying for medications or health products. They also explained to us how, to

avoid conflict with beneficiaries with delinquent debt, they secretly only gave

items on credit to people they felt would pay. One CHW explained,

“You have to avoid people with bad history of payment. If two beneficiaries

are here and one asks me to provide goods to be paid for later but the other is

someone who does not pay and is watching my response, I’ll quietly tell the

first person that asked me to go and come back later so I can keep it secret

that I gave the item on credit.” (P14, Female, CHW)

Unfortunately, if both CHWs and beneficiaries avoid each other due to ten-

sions surrounding money, then the health services that the community receives

and the feedback collected about those services will be negatively impacted.

Interestingly, although about half of the CHWs (n=3) we spoke with suggested

the need to pay CHWs a regular stipend, none of our participants brought up the

need to increase community awareness of Living Goods’ sustainability practices
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so that beneficiaries are aware they need to pay for medicines and know that

CHWs are not extorting them.

3.5 Discussion of Qualitative Research

Having developed a nuanced understanding of how feedback is collected and

used in the backdrop of socio-technical challenges, we now synthesize our find-

ings into design opportunities for ICTD researchers and practitioners interested

in gathering and using feedback in ways that engage a wide range of stakehold-

ers, including care-recipients. In our discussion, we adopt a reflective design

approach [215] and critically think about practical ways to embrace and build

on the nuances we found in current practices. In particular, we discuss missed

opportunities to collect and use feedback in an equitable and systematic way,

and we propose practical design opportunities that adopt the parts of existing

practices that work well while augmenting other aspects that could be strength-

ened.

3.5.1 Equitable and Systematic Feedback

A key finding in our research is that beneficiaries without mobile phones are

not well accounted for in current feedback practices. This surprised us, because

we initially had understood feedback activities as mostly analog and did not

anticipate how phone access might matter. When Living Goods supervisors

call households, they randomly select and call 30 beneficiaries who: 1) were

visited in the last quarter, and 2) have registered a phone number with their

CHW. Typically, some of the selected individuals do not answer the call, at times

because they share the phone with someone who lives or works elsewhere. As a
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result, beneficiaries without phone numbers are systematically ignored and their

feedback can only be heard if they have chance encounters with supervisors in

public or if CHWs volunteer reports on the feedback that was received during

household visits. Beneficiaries need an equitable channel to ensure that organiza-

tional decisions are not based on the voice of only the people with better access

to mobile devices. Designing a feedback system that ignores this problem could

further marginalize beneficiaries who are too poor to afford mobile phones.

While household visits and public encounters hold potential to engage a

wider cross-section of the population, these feedback channels are better suited to

positive feedback than to negative feedback. Beneficiaries consistently explained

that they struggle to provide negative feedback directly to CHWs, because of

the potentially fraught relational dynamics of criticizing a neighbor who lives

nearby. Even when beneficiaries communicate directly with supervisors, they

are reluctant to offer frank criticisms because they are worried about the ram-

ifications of their actions. For example, they fear being labeled as “gossips” in

their communities. This finding suggests that beneficiaries are prone to response

bias, a well-known problem in the ICTD literature [56, 101, 255]. Beyond making

feedback practically possible, an effective feedback system would also need to

normalize the activity of surfacing criticisms, mitigate response bias in benefi-

ciaries, and proactively deal with the potential unintended consequences that

people may encounter.

In our particular empirical context, beneficiaries, CHWs and supervisors

reflected on a specific organizational policy as a way of illustrating the dynamics

of community feedback. However sensible Living Goods’ user-fee strategy may

be from a sustainability perspective, it emerged as a challenge for CHWs. Prior

studies have similarly found that the design of remuneration models for CHWs
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can disrupt how they carry out their work [9, 220]. Part of the challenge has to do

with policies that are easily misunderstood by beneficiaries. This was the case, for

example, when beneficiaries expressed concern that CHWs who sell medications

(rather than giving them away free of charge) may be extorting them. This is

a compelling example of how NGOs might use feedback systems to navigate

important but difficult policy questions in cooperation with the communities

they serve. In some cases, organizations may identify opportunities to adapt the

policy to deal with unforeseen edge cases and unintended consequences, such

as when CHWs give away items on credit or forgo collecting payment because

they consider a specific household “too poor”. In other cases, organizations

may discover the importance of communicating more widely the constraints

or strategies that inform a certain policy, so that the policy is better understood

among the beneficiary population.

3.5.2 Design Opportunities for Feedback

Without conducting this qualitative study, we could not have learned of the chal-

lenges of equity affecting beneficiaries without phones. One design opportunity

has to do with building feedback systems into tools already used by health work-

ers, in ways that could be accessed by beneficiaries that may or may not have

phones of their own. For example, when beneficiaries provide positive feedback

during household visits, CHWs could record this in their apps, and they might

also record critical feedback about care received at clinics. Supervisors could

use their mobile app to record feedback when they encounter beneficiaries at

a market place, and organizations could also consider having supervisors visit

select households without the CHW present. By formalizing feedback in ways

that cater to people who own devices and those who don’t, feedback collection
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practices could become more systematic and more equitable.

To alleviate the fear of backlash, collecting both positive and negative feed-

back with anonymity may be worth exploring. Research has shown that

anonymity can increase self-disclosure and empower people to better express

themselves [156, 22]. Anonymous feedback channels could be designed in a

way that augments current practices, rather than replace them. Supervisors and

CHWs could continue to use current feedback channels, with the understanding

that this feedback tends to be positive and is highly motivating. In parallel,

beneficiaries could use an anonymous channel to provide all types of feedback,

without fear of facing a backlash and/or being labeled in the community as

“gossips”.

Since beneficiaries primarily use feature phones to make phone calls and

send SMS, we propose augmenting current feedback practices with accessible

technical approaches previously described in the ICTD literature. DeRenzi et al.

[59, 57] used an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) system to successfully provide

feedback to CHWs with low-end mobile phones, and they found that support-

ing multiple interaction modalities is beneficial for engagement. Vashistha et

al. [255] showed that using social proof, by telling someone what others are

doing, can mitigate response bias [56] and improve critical feedback from un-

derserved communities. Building on these findings, we propose a beneficiary

feedback system that caters to feature phone users, provides multiple interac-

tion modalities, integrates anonymity, and leverages social proof. For example,

beneficiaries could receive a dedicated phone number to an IVR system where

they could anonymously call or text to leave detailed reviews or ratings about

services received. They could also receive encouraging IVR prompts and SMS

that socially-proof them to leave honest feedback by telling them the number
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of people who have recently provided feedback. Beneficiaries without mobile

devices could indicate during face-to-face encounters with supervisors that their

feedback should be recorded anonymously. Then all feedback collected can be

made available as summarized web dashboard analytics used by supervisors to

inform CHW training and improve the quality of services. Taken together, these

opportunities suggest a path forward for systematic and equitable feedback.

3.6 Part II: Design of a Health Feedback System Based on

USSD

In this part, we explored the design of a system that enables individual care

recipients, or beneficiaries, to provide feedback on the community health services

they receive. Although the target users for the system are care recipients, our

design process involved multiple stakeholder groups including care recipients,

CHWs, supervisors, decision makers, and more.

Iterating with multiple groups of stakeholders nurtured a spirit of community

collaboration as each group learned the other groups had shared their views on

the importance of a tool for care recipients.

We worked in Siaya, a rural area in southwest Kenya with a population of

about 850,000 people. Communities in Siaya primarily receive health services

in two ways: (1) when they visit a health facility; and (2) when CHWs conduct

household visits (e.g. to check on a pregnant woman or provide medication).

Our fieldwork team consisted of two women from East Africa and one man

from West Africa who all had experience working in Africa. Two team members

were very familiar with Siaya: one spent the previous year in Siaya cultivating

relationships with stakeholders; the other had previously worked in Siaya. All
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research activities were approved by our university’s IRB and by local Ministry

of Health authorities (Director of Siaya County and other County leadership).

3.6.1 Design Goals and Challenges

Our design goals focused on creating a tool that takes into consideration the

needs of all stakeholders, including care recipients and decision-makers (e.g.,

government or organization leadership). We focused on two contexts for care

recipients to provide feedback: (i) during a hospital visit; and (ii) after receiving

care from a CHW who visited a household. Throughout this chapter, we refer to

the avenue for providing feedback about visits to health facilities as the Hospital

Line and for CHW household visits as the Household Line. The initial goals and

challenges described below were informed by prior research on community

health feedback tools aimed at care recipients [181], design recommendations

from experienced stakeholders who worked closely with our target users, and

our prior work on cultivating a human-centered design process [103].

Access and Equity. Providing access is a critical part of designing for low-

resource settings. Many technical tools for underserved communities build

on universal communication channels available on any basic phone, including

phone calls [256], SMS [192] and USSD [193]. Communities are often familiar

with these channels, which reduces the training required to deploy applications.

Users also do not have to install custom software to use tools implemented via

these channels. Our work uses one such universal channel: USSD. It is also

important that our tool work in areas with relatively poor connectivity. Similar

to phone calls and SMS, USSD does not require Internet connectivity to work,

thereby making our tool available to any mobile phone user in Kenya with
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cellular coverage.

Promoting equity works in tandem with providing access. For example, many

tools deployed in prior research in low-resource settings provide free access,

since charging users discourages engagement [250]. In addition, prior work

recommended that feedback tools for underserved communities should not be

limited to only a few community members because the feedback will not be

representative of the community and may further marginalize vulnerable popu-

lations [181]. We chose to make our feedback tool free to use so it is accessible to

as many users as possible.

Privacy and Anonymity. Prior work on CHW programs suggests that feedback

tools need to preserve the privacy of care recipients to protect them from poten-

tial backlash by CHWs or others who may not be happy with the feedback [181].

In addition, research has shown that providing users with anonymity can in-

crease self-disclosure and empower people to better express themselves [156, 22].

These design recommendations reinforced our decision to use USSD instead of

creating an SMS or phone-call based system, since both SMS logs and call logs

would reveal a person’s usage of the system. By contrast, USSD interactions

immediately disappear the moment a user completes their interaction with the

system and leave no visible traces behind.

Generalizability. Another key design goal is collecting feedback about health

services in a way that is useful to decision makers in community health programs.

We sought to use standardized feedback metrics that fit our research context

in Siaya while also serving as a relevant metric on a global scale, so that the

system might be generalized to other contexts relatively easily. To achieve this,
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we chose to use the Net Promoter Score (NPS) metric [205] (On a scale of 0 to 10,

how likely is it that you would recommend [company, product, or service] to your friends

or colleagues?). This is widely used across global industries [206] and has been

adapted into nonprofit settings [92, 128, 51].

Sustainability and Affordability. Another important design goal was to create

a tool that decision makers could afford and potentially sustain over a long

period of time. In Kenya, deploying a free USSD-based system is about two

times the cost of creating an interactive SMS-based system for collecting feedback

(i.e. about $500 more per year). However, deploying a phone-call based system

is over 10 times more expensive when compared to a USSD system. Moreover,

setting up an IVR system requires multi-weeks steps with official regulatory

authorities in Kenya unlike SMS and USSD systems that could be approved in

a few days. These financial projections further reinforced our decision to use

USSD to create a feedback tool in place of adopting a phone-call based system.

Behavioral Design. At the core of our intervention is the intent to change peo-

ple’s behaviors on how they share feedback after receiving health services. There-

fore, we engaged with Behavioral Science literature to inform our intervention

design. We began this process by performing a review of behavioral techniques

used in existing feedback systems around the world and assessed approximately

1100 documents (including peer-reviewed research and organizational reports).

During our review, we focused on behavioral techniques that could be imple-

mented and scaled through technology and arrived at three dominant techniques

used in digital feedback systems: positive reinforcement [222], framing effect [245],

and social proof [217]. However, we adopted only positive reinforcement because it
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did not require building up on a user’s historical data like the other two concepts.

Further, during early phases of discussing the purpose of our tool with CHWs

and supervisors, they expressed concerns that care recipients felt the tool would

be challenging to use. As a result, we focused on how to make users perceive the

tool as one that is easy to use. We also reflected on ways to make the tool simplify

users’ decision making during the process of sharing feedback. As a result,

we built on the theory of choice architecture [11, 117] to inform the placement of

contents in our system because research shows that the order of presentation of

items impacts people’s decision making. For example, our tool showed users

simple questions first (e.g. your gender) before asking them to later reflect on the

kind of feedback they wanted to share. By interacting with the easy questions

first, users would feel that the tool was indeed easy to use.

3.6.2 Implementation Details

Based on these design goals and prior work [181], we created an initial USSD

prototype that used Africa’s Talking [238], a third party service provider based in

Kenya. The system was made available to all users on Safaricom, the most domi-

nant mobile network in Kenya [47]. We implemented the system as open-source

using Django web framework with an API endpoint for receiving USSD requests

from users and a Postgres database deployed on Amazon Web Services. When

a user dials the USSD code, it is converted to a network request by Safaricom,

which redirects the request to Africa’s Talking, who forwards the request to our

web application. The web app generates a formatted response that is sent back

to Africa’s Talking, forwarded to Safaricom, and rendered on the user’s mobile

phone. This process happens for each question until the network forwards an

“END” signal that originates from the web app after the last question has been
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Figure 3.2: On the left, a user dials into the system and answers a question about
gender as shown in the next image. Completing all steps in the Hospital line
involves 10 hops while the Household line involves eight hops.

answered.

3.6.3 Iterative Design through Fieldwork

After creating an initial prototype, we conducted iterative design with five

stakeholder groups: care recipients, CHWs, supervisors, decision makers (county

and sub-county leadership), and professionals at Medic Mobile (an NGO we

worked with). In total, we did 7 rounds of iteration with 45 participants: 19 care

recipients, 7 CHWs, 3 supervisors, 4 hospital leaders, and 12 NGO staff.

We began by explaining the goal of the system. Then we asked participants

to tell us what mobile networks they used on their device, if they knew how

to check the airtime balance on their devices, and how they did it (checking

airtime is one of the common use cases of USSD). This gave us a sense of how

many participants were familiar with USSD and could test on their personal

devices. We also bought a basic phone with an active Safaricom number in

case participants did not have a mobile device or a Safaricom line. Two of the

45 participants in our design process did not have a mobile device (both care

recipients). Everyone who did have a phone also had a Safaricom line.

We asked participants (except care recipients) to imagine a scenario from the
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perspective of a care recipient. For example, for hospital feedback, participants

imagined completing a hospital visit before dialing the USSD code. After com-

pleting the scenario on providing feedback, participants shared how they felt

about using the USSD system, the questions they had answered, and challenges

they encountered or they anticipated care recipients would face. We also fol-

lowed up on any observations we had that they did not bring up (e.g. getting

stuck on a question). For decision makers, we asked the ways in which the

system could be integrated into existing workflows at the hospitals. We used a

similar procedure to test the system for collecting feedback about CHW home

visits, asking participants to imagine themselves as care recipients who had been

visited by a CHW at their home. Figure 3.2 shows examples of USSD questions

and a user submitting feedback.

We tested with 14 care recipients at hospital facilities and five at their homes.

At the hospital, we approached people at the exit gates and waiting areas, sponta-

neously asking them if they were willing to spend a few minutes to test a system.

If they agreed, we shared the goal of the project and asked those who had their

mobile devices to test the system by dialing in using their own phones. If they

preferred, we provided them with a basic phone that we carried with us. We

followed a similar procedure for testing with people at their homes.

After each round of testing, the research team met and combined notes.

We also analyzed the system logs during and after testing to understand the

interactions that occurred (e.g. how long users spent on each screen). Based on

these insights, we decided on any changes that should be made before further

testing. We now discuss lessons learned through our design iterations.
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3.6.4 Findings and Lessons from Design Iterations

Navigate mobile network constraints. A recurring theme in our fieldwork

was that users who spent more than one minute on a USSD screen (single

question) received a timeout error that was automatically generated by the

mobile network, which required the user to restart the submission from scratch.

For example, in an early version of the system, participants frequently timed out

before they could type a response to “Any other comment?” To combat this issue,

we changed our design so that all questions only required numeric input (rather

than text). We also ideated about how we might inform users at the beginning of

a USSD session that questions should be answered as quickly as possible, but

ultimately decided against this since it might compromise the quality or accuracy

of feedback submitted. Interestingly, our design iterations did reveal that many

users were familiar with timeout errors, and usually redialed into the system

when they happened.

Another constraint was that each USSD screen could have at most 154 char-

acters (including invisible whitespace). Any text exceeding this length led to

a confusing user experience where the extra characters were split into a next

screen that could only be viewed by typing ‘98’ or ‘0’ to go back. As a result, we

worked to design each of our USSD screens to have fewer than 154 characters,

which made it challenging to balance creating questions that were long enough

to not lose meaning after translations yet short enough to not be automatically

split into other screens.

Shorten codes. Our prototype used the codes *384*11100# for the Hospital Line

to collect feedback about health facilities and *384*99900# as the Household Line

for feedback about CHWs who visited care recipients in their homes. We used
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two different codes to separate responses for the two contexts. However, testing

with stakeholders quickly yielded suggestions that we shorten the codes since

community members are used to dialing shorter codes (e.g. *144# to check air-

time balance on Safaricom). Thus, we worked with the USSD service provider to

find shorter codes, specifically *384*777# for the Hospital Line and *384*888# for

the Household Line. We were unable to make the codes shorter because (i) setting

up a 3-digit code is over 10 times more expensive than setting up a 6-digit code;

(ii) it takes multiple weeks to get approval from the telecom networks for 3-digit

codes compared to a few hours for 6-digit codes; and (iii) it is non-trivial to find

an available 3-digit code that will not be confused with other USSD services in

Kenya.

Balance stakeholder suggestions. We frequently received conflicting sugges-

tions from stakeholders. For example, CHWs were interested in knowing which

community members submitted feedback about them, conflicting with care re-

cipients desire for anonymity. As another example, decision makers often asked

us to include lengthy and complex questionnaires, which would have been very

cumbersome via USSD. Although we did not incorporate every stakeholder

suggestion, we did manage to include some suggestions, such as adding two

questions to the Hospital Line that asked care recipients to specify the specific

facility and health department they visited.

Adapt standardized questions. Feedback from CHWs and care recipients re-

vealed that the initial feedback question based on the Net Promoter Score [51]

was challenging for users to fully comprehend. For example, asking “How likely

are you to recommend this hospital to someone else? Use a scale of 0 (highly unlikely)
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to 10 (highly likely)” resulted in users selecting only 0 or 10 because they did not

understand what the numbers in between stood for. To address this problem, we

used cultural analogies such as “think of it as marks you earn in school and give a

score where 0/10 means bad and 10/10 means excellent”. However, users said that

a “score” made them think of a soccer match and not a hospital or a CHW. After

many iterations, we eventually changed “the scale of 0 to 10” to three options:

“definitely yes”, “maybe”, and “definitely no”, which was well received.

Integrate language preferences. During our fieldwork, we asked participants

their preferred language and received three answers: English, Kiswahili, and

a local language in Siaya (Dholuo). There was no consensus, with different

individuals preferring different languages. For example, some explained that

they did not want the system in Kiswahili because “it is not our mother tongue, we

don’t speak it.” To account for these varying preferences, we redesigned the system

so that questions could be rendered in any of the three languages, but without

any single question in any language exceeding 154 characters in length. This

process was quite challenging, with translations of English words often being

longer in the other two languages. In addition, Dholuo had varying dialects, so

substantial effort was put into using words that were well known in the local

dialect. We validated our translation with people from different communities to

find the most common terms and tested the translations with CHWs and care

recipients during our iterations.
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3.7 Field Deployment

After converging on our final design, we deployed the tool for seven weeks in

Siaya. We trained five CHWs to use the tool and they in turn trained community

members to provide feedback in two contexts: at the hospital and during home

visits. All CHWs trained care recipients during household visits, while only

one CHW trained care recipients at a health facility. Each CHW reported being

responsible for 50-100 households, making between three and 22 household

visits per week. After two weeks, we held focus groups with stakeholders to

understand their experiences using the system and adoption challenges. We now

provide details of our deployment.

Procedure. We initiated our deployment by training five CHWs to use the

system, and they in turn trained community members. We limited the training

to only five CHWs because we wanted to get a sense of how the system might

work at a relatively small scale and address any potential issues that arose before

scaling to a larger group. We started by asking CHWs if they knew how to

check their airtime balance, and everyone indicated that they were proficient

with doing this. Then we discussed the potential to improve service delivery

by collecting feedback, and introduced our USSD tool as a mechanism for care

recipients to become connected to the health feedback loop. We then observed

CHWs as they used the USSD system several times for each of the two codes:

for hospital feedback and household feedback, and answered any questions or

issues that came up. Finally, we asked CHWs if they felt comfortable teaching

care recipients to use the tool, and ensured that they emphasize that it is free

to use. During training, we were careful to explain that any feedback collected

would not affect the CHWs’ jobs and could not be traced back to them.
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After training, the CHWs were free to suggest the system to any care recipients

that they interacted with. All CHWs told us they advertised the system to

households they visited, and one advertised it at a local hospital. We are aware

that asking CHWs to recruit people to submit feedback regarding the CHWs’

own work may lead to bias [55], such as CHWs telling people to submit positive

feedback. We ideated on ways to try and mitigate such bias. For example, we

focused on training CHWs to (1) teach beneficiaries to use the USSD system on

their own, and (2) emphasize that beneficiaries could submit feedback at any

time (such as after the CHW departed).

To further encourage participation, we also sent SMS reminders to care recipi-

ents. To do this, we collected the phone numbers of care recipients that CHWs

visited and asked the CHWs to inform these care recipients that they would, after

the home visit, receive an SMS reminder encouraging them to provide feedback

about their CHW visit. An example of an SMS reminder is, “Hello, you were

recently visited by a CHW. Please dial *384*888# to provide feedback about the visit.

This service is free. Thank you”. We collected roughly 20 new phone numbers every

two weeks, sending a total of 80 SMS reminders during the deployment to care

recipients who had received a CHW visit.

Focus Groups. Two weeks into the deployment, we conducted six focus groups

with 42 participants: 24 care recipients, five CHWs, three supervisors, and 10 hos-

pital decision makers, to collect qualitative feedback about the deployment. Two

CHWs, all supervisors and one decision maker had also taken part in the design

phase; however, the remaining participants were new to the study. We recruited

participants through supervisors who reached out to their CHWs and CHWs in

turn reached out to their care recipients. In addition, one of the research team
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Category Total: 42 Participants
Beneficiaries: 24, CHWs: 5; Supervisors: 3, Decision Makers: 10

Age Beneficiaries: Min: 20, Max: 49, Avg: 31;
CHW: Min: 33, Max: 46, Avg: 40;
Supervisors: Min: 30, Max: 40, Avg: 35;
Decision Makers: Min: 30, Max: 60, Avg: 40;

Gender Beneficiaries: Female: 21, Male: 3;
CHW: Female: 3, Male: 2;
Supervisors: Male: 3;
Decision Makers: Female: 6, Male: 4;

Education Beneficiaries: form two - diploma;
CHW: form two - college;
Supervisors: diploma - masters;
Decision Makers: diploma - medical degree;

Phone Beneficiaries: basic phone: 17, smartphone: 6, shared: 2;
Other participants: smartphones;

Beneficiary Occupation farmer: 10, trader: 4, house wife: 5, teacher: 2;
business owner: 1, tailor: 1;

Table 3.2: Demographic characteristics for focus group participants.

members who resides in Siaya invited decision makers to partake in our study.

Then all interested participants who came forward participated in different focus

groups. Focus groups lasted for about an hour for care recipients and 30 minutes

for other stakeholders and questions were tailored to each focus group. For care

recipients, we aimed to understand their experiences and challenges of using

the USSD system; for CHWs, we focused on how they perceived the feedback

and their experience informing care recipients about the system; and for decision

makers, we inquired about the role and impact of feedback on community health

programs. All participants except decision makers were compensated $5.00 to

cover their transportation to the focus group. Table 4.1 shows the demographic

details of participants. All care recipients we interacted with were literate and

had their own devices. Only two people said they shared their phones. Focus

groups were conducted in English and Dholuo by three researchers. In total, we

had five hours of focus group discussions.
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Data Collection and Analysis. Our qualitative data consisted of focus group

discussions and 22 pages of notes that we took during our fieldwork. We audio-

recorded and transcribed our focus groups. We then performed thematic analysis

[234] on the transcripts and field notes, beginning with a close reading of the

transcripts and allowing codes to emerge from the data. Multiple passes through

the data resulted in 39 codes (e.g., bring about change and concerns about negative

feedback). We clustered related codes into high-level themes (e.g., promoting

equity and sustainability) and organized them in a codebook. After multiple

discussions and iteratively refining the codes, we arrived at a final set of themes

that comprehensively represents the data.

Our quantitative data consisted of system usage logs recording when and

how often users dialed into the system. For each user we recorded the choices

selected, any errors made (and types of errors), time spent on each screen, lan-

guages chosen, types of feedback submitted, and timestamps of all events. All

data logged during training sessions were removed from the analysis. We also

recorded when SMS reminders were sent and when users responded, if they did.

3.8 Findings from Field Deployment

We now discuss our deployment results as they relate to two key themes: (1)

how the system was used by care recipients, including the kinds of feedback

submitted, the effects of training, and the impact of SMS reminders; and (2) the

socio-technical factors impacting our deployment.
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3.8.1 System Usage

Overview. During the deployment, we observed varying levels of engagement

with the Hospital Line and the Household Line. In total, we recorded 495 sessions

and 2602 hops. A session is defined as a period from when a user initiated a

code to when it ended, while a hop is a USSD request that shows the user a

single question. Over the deployment, 168 unique phone numbers dialed into

the system (79 into the Hospital Line, 124 into the Household Line, and 35 into both

lines). Figure 3.3 shows the number of times users dialed into the system. Most

users (n=64) dialed in only once. The median number of dial-ins was two times,

and the maximum was 17 times.

It is important to note that users who dialed into the system did not necessar-

ily complete the entire survey. Indeed, Figure 3.3, which shows the number of

hops completed by each user who initiated a session, reveals that the number of

submissions decreases as the number of hops increases. The tendency of comple-

tion rates to decrease as questionnaire length increases is well-documented in

the literature (e.g., [80]). In our case, the dropoff may be due to several factors,

including USSD timeout errors or people running out of time, losing interest,

or dialing in out of curiosity. Nevertheless, a benefit of USSD is that the system

records data from partially completed surveys (any completed hops). As a result,

our total data set is larger for some questions than others.

The decrease in question completion rates also suggests it is advantageous

to place the most important questions first. However, in our design, we asked

simple, demographic questions first (e.g. gender, age) so that people would

find the system easy to use and feel encouraged. This meant that the important

feedback rating question was positioned towards the end of the survey (see

Figure 3.2) and completed by fewer people. We plan to correct this in future
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Figure 3.3: Left: Frequency of individual user dial-in (median = 2). Right:
Submissions for each USSD screen. The user starts from initializing the code
(init) to selecting a language (lang) and then going through seven or five steps
for the hospital and household lines respectively.

USSD Line Sessions Phones Women Men Avg Age Min Age Max Age

Hospital 154 79 92 34 30.8 19 70
CHW 341 124 179 59 33.3 18 70
Total 495 168∗ 271 93 32.1 18 70

Table 3.3: Details of USSD submissions: “Sessions” refer to each unique time that
a user dials in; “Phones” refers to the unique phone numbers that dialed in (some
phone numbers (n=35) submitted to both the Hospital and Household lines).
“Women” and “Men” show gender indicated on submissions; Age is in years.

design iterations.

Error rate. Our system was designed to minimize erroneous user entries. When-

ever a user entered an invalid input, they received a message that gave them

the range of values allowed. For example, when a user is asked “Your age” and

enters non-numeric text, the system prompts: “Please enter a number between 18 to

99”. This prompt persists until the user enters a valid value. Surprisingly, the

error rate in the system was negligible: 0.6% (16 out of 2602 hops) from eight

phone numbers. This was in part due to our behavioral design elements that

simplified the interface for users.

All errors were of two kinds: (i) entering text when only numeric re-

sponses are allowed; and (ii) submitting numeric data outside the input range
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allowed. The overall low error rate is in part due to: (i) familiarity with

USSD—participants said they were familiar with USSD; and (ii) understandable

questions—participants said that the questions were straightforward and easy to

understand.

The kinds of feedback received. We received a total of 193 responses to the Net

Promote Score (NPS) question: 135 (69.9%) positive, 33 (17.1%) negative, and

25 (13.0%) neutral (see Fig. 3.4). Most feedback (145 submissions) came from

households. We computed the NPS [51] for both lines (% positive feedback -

% negative feedback). For hospital feedback, 58.3% (n=28) were positive and

25% (n=12) were negative, yielding an NPS score of 33.3. For household feed-

back, 73.8% (n=107) were positive and 14.5% (n=21) were negative, yielding an

NPS score of 59.3. Thus, household feedback was more positive than hospital

feedback. There are several possible explanations for this. For example, for

household visits, CHWs make the effort to travel to beneficiaries’ homes, which

is easier and more convenient for beneficiaries than traveling to and waiting in

line at the hospital. Thus, a household visit may actually be a more positive expe-

rience than a hospital visit. In addition, CHWs often have personal relationships

with beneficiaries, which is not necessarily the case for staff at hospitals. Finally,

household visits may have been more prone to response bias [55] since CHWs

were soliciting feedback about their own services.

Training leads to engagement. Recall that CHWs were trained to guide care re-

cipients on how to submit feedback via the USSD system. Our findings show that

CHWs were comfortable training care recipients. On the first day of deployment,

our team accompanied a CHW to the laboratory department of a hospital and ob-
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Figure 3.4: (Left) The kinds of feedback submitted; (Middle) Language selection;
(Right) Submissions per week. SMS reminders were sent to households in weeks
two, six and seven (*). In week three (**), we conducted focus groups, and
observed an increase in submissions on both the Hospital and Household lines.

served from a distance as the CHW spoke to a group of hospital attendees about

how they could provide feedback after their hospital visit. Within three hours,

16 users had dialed into the system and made 20 submissions, demonstrating

that CHWs may be a good channel through which to reach care recipients. All

CHWs said that it only took a few minutes for them to explain to care recipients

how to use the system. In addition, they emphasized that care recipients could

submit feedback at any time. One CHW shared,

“Training care recipients was OK. I did it and it was easy for me and my

households. But there was a challenge. They asked me ‘Are we going to be

given so many questions to answer and questions that we don’t know how

to answer?’. So I just tried to tell them ‘you’ll be given questions that you

will be able to answer.”’ (P27, Female, CHW)

In addition, care recipients shared that after they were informed about the

system, they were able to dial into the system by themselves and submit feedback

because they were familiar with how to use USSD. However, CHWs also said

that, occasionally, they visited care recipients who did not possess mobile devices.

In these cases, they did not mention the feedback system. As a result, training
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only occurred when CHWs felt it was appropriate. One CHW shared,

“There are some households where you find that the care recipient is an old

mama and she doesn’t have a phone so you find that there is no need training

her about the USSD tool or her submitting feedback.” (P25, Male, CHW)

SMS reminders renew engagement. We sent SMSs to household care recipients

reminding them to submit feedback about recent CHW visits. We sent a total of 80

SMS reminders during the deployment. SMSs were sent on weekdays, between

10am and 4pm, the week after care recipients had been visited by a CHW. Of the

80 SMSs sent, 75 were successfully delivered, while five failed because of network

issues or the numbers being out of service. Figure 3.4 shows that, on average,

system usage increased after SMS reminders were sent. We received feedback

submissions from 20 out of the 75 people who received an SMS reminder (27%).

The fastest response was received 3 mins after the SMS was delivered, and the

slowest 21 hours after the SMS was delivered (average: 2.5 hours, median: one

hour). However, not all SMS reminders triggered engagement for a variety of

reasons, such as the SMS not being delivered or care recipients not wanting to

submit feedback, perhaps because they did not have time or felt indifferent about

the services received.

3.8.2 Socio-Technical Factors Impacting Deployment

Having described how care recipients engaged with the system, we now discuss

socio-technical factors that affected our deployment. We uncovered five such

factors: (1) trust and accountability, (2) privacy and anonymity, (3) equity (4)

leadership buy-in, and (5) feedback granularity.
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Trust and Accountability. Our findings showed that feedback from care recip-

ients fostered a new layer of social interactions in the community, helping to

promote accountability and build trust in the way health services are delivered.

All care recipients and CHWs expressed that the availability of the Hospital Line

and the Household Line served, in combination, as an empowerment platform for

care recipients to have their voices heard in ways that were not possible before.

For example, participants described how, previously, when they were dissatisfied

with services at hospital facilities, they bottled up their complaints because they

did not have a way to share their experiences. Participants were now happy to

have a way to report feedback. One said,

“The majority are happy with the USSD tool and they accept it. They

are really happy with it, more so in the hospital. They really appreciated

that because they normally face people who have got many characters. For

example, some people mistreat care recipients in the hospital laboratory

department. Or at another department they normally take long. But if

there’s something that is being done in the community such that the client

reports it and it can be followed up, then at least the people responsible are

going to change.” (P28, Female, CHW)

Hospital decision makers explained that they wanted to collect client feedback

to gain insights into how people were treated across hospital departments. They

thought that although some clients might have poor experiences at hospitals,

these could perhaps be attributed to one or a few specific departments. Feedback

might help to identify such departments and hold them accountable.

With respect to feedback about CHWs at the household level, many par-

ticipants (n=13) expressed that health was an important matter that required
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attention. As such, feedback might be useful in discouraging CHWs from reneg-

ing on their responsibilities. One participant said,

“[CHWs] have to do a good job because if they don’t, they know we shall

be submitting feedback about it. . . Since the work of CHWs are issues that

are concerned with health, it is important they do a good job. With good

health my life is okay, so I should be there to speak the truth about their

work.” (P17, Male, Care recipient)

However, CHWs worried that they might receive unwarranted negative

feedback from malicious users in their communities. Some participants (n=7)

shared that even though CHWs worked hard, they sometimes encountered

difficult community members who did not value their contributions. CHWs

worried that such individuals could easily use the system to leave negative

reviews. A CHW said, “It’s like we are selling what is maybe going to kill us.” (P25,

Male, CHW). We assured CHWs that our research was exploratory and made

clear that any feedback received during our study would not affect their jobs.

However, these tensions raise open questions for future research.

All CHWs (n=5) also felt that, although positive feedback encourages them,

genuine negative feedback could help them know how to improve their work.

They described wanting to be able to personally review all the feedback received

about them. One CHW shared,

“It’s now upon me as a CHW to take all the positive and negative criticism

and work on them either to scale up my work or to improve on what I have

been doing. Even when we were telling our fellow CHWs, we told them that

it is not a tool that has been introduced to destroy what we have been doing.

It’s just to monitor and to make us aware of our weaknesses and to help us

improve on those weaknesses. One or two people might use it negatively
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against us but not everybody will do that. I hope it will make us improve on

what we are doing.” (P25, Male, CHW)

As discussed above, we received much more positive feedback than negative

feedback (see Fig 3.4), which suggests that care recipients are perhaps more likely

to submit positive feedback.

Privacy and Anonymity. Our analysis revealed that privacy played an important

role when providing feedback. All participants said they were confident they

could provide feedback without someone else knowing they had done so. One

participant shared,

“When I am done answering the feedback questions, the [dialog on the]

screen disappears—it’s already gone and no longer on the phone.” (P21,

Male, Care recipient)

When a user interacts with the system, the pop-up dialog on their screen is

immediately removed when (i) they complete the last USSD question; (ii) they

press the cancel button to exit before the last screen; or (iii) the mobile network

automatically makes the screen timeout if the user has taken longer than one

minute. Once the dialog has been removed there is no visible trace on the user’s

device that indicates they dialed into the system. As such, USSD automatically

makes users’ interactions private compared to systems that use SMS (where

users would have to delete each SMS to hide their interactions) or phone calls

(where users would have to delete their call logs).

Hospital decision makers and a few CHWs (n=3) inquired if we could tell

which care recipients submitted feedback. We explained that we could not be-

cause the system further protects user privacy at the backend. All feedback

received is stored in a database that does not contain any user names. We do,
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however, store user phone numbers as a way to distinguish return users from

new users. As a result, an administrator who looks at the data cannot infer who

submitted feedback unless they have a database that connects phone numbers

with care recipient names.

Equity. Our design promotes equity by making the system free to use by anyone

who dials in. All our participants had access to a personal or shared phone and

Safaricom SIM card. Several participants told us that they deliberately checked

that the system was indeed free to use. One said,

“It is free and I didn’t use any money. I know because after dialing into the

system, I checked my airtime balance.” (P3, Female, Care recipient)

If a user dials into the system from a network other than Safaricom, they

receive an error message saying that the code they dialed is invalid. A few

participants (n=5) asked if it was possible for the system to work on all networks.

We explained that since we were in the exploratory phase of our work, we limited

the system to Safaricom for financial sustainability (discussed more in Section

3.9).

In addition, participants shared that the opportunity to choose their own lan-

guage upon dialing into the system made the system more accessible and easier

to use. Figure 3.4 shows that Dholuo was the most preferred language, followed

by English and then Kiswahili. The low usage of Kiswahili was consistent with

participants’ feelings during our focus groups, where they described how they

were not comfortable speaking or reading Kiswahili because it was not their

mother tongue.

Leadership buy-in. Our design approach purposefully involved hospital and
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community leadership from the start. At the beginning of our project, we reached

out to the Siaya County Ministry of Health leadership requesting to test the sys-

tem at one hospital, approaching clients as they exited the hospital. In response,

we were invited to test not only at the exit of the hospital but also in the waiting

area inside a hospital department. This perhaps indicates these stakeholders’

enthusiasm for obtaining client feedback. We kept these stakeholders updated

about subsequent iterations of the system, and were subsequently invited to

partner and expand the deployment to ten hospital facilities in Siaya. Although

the hospital decision makers were familiar with well-known data collection tools

such as ODK (Open Data Kit) [32], they were enthusiastic about using USSD for

collecting community feedback because it was accessible by community mem-

bers with basic mobile phones and, unlike ODK, it did not require extensive

technical support or training to deploy. We are now in the process of coordinating

with stakeholders to expand the system to multiple facilities.

Granularity of feedback. A key finding in our research is that it is complex to

collect granular feedback. Although it is relatively straightforward to collect

feedback about how communities view CHWs in general, understanding which

communities submitted feedback would require users to identify their commu-

nity (e.g., village) in their submission. However, as discussed in Section 3.6, we

eliminated text-based responses to avoid frequent timeout errors. Alternatively,

users could choose from multiple choice options of villages, but there are hun-

dreds of villages and the list would not fit on a single screen. Compounding

the challenge of getting granular feedback is accounting for scenarios in which

multiple CHWs visit one household. CHWs explained that although each CHW

is in charge of a set of households, it was common for a household to receive
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services from CHWs that work in different health organizations. One CHW

explained,

“We go across each other’s borders. You might find that there’s a CHW

dealing with a household on a different issue. Maybe there’s a different

organization that has come and recruited their own CHWs . . . Does the

feedback collected apply to all CHWs or only the particular ones in our area?

Can the care recipient give feedback since the tool is not particular about

who specifically visited the recipient?” (P25, Male, CHW)

This suggests that separating feedback about multiple CHWs that attend to a

household will be challenging if there is no unique identifier that links specific

CHWs to the feedback submitted.

3.9 Discussion of Field Deployment

Having analyzed how care recipients engaged with the USSD system and the

socio-technical factors that impacted our deployment, we now discuss four key

themes to address as we move forward: the feasibility of using USSD to collect

feedback from communities, how the feedback may be used, how we might scale

the system to larger deployments, and challenges impacting sustainability.

Feasibility of USSD. Our analysis suggests that USSD has a strong prospect of

becoming an effective mechanism for collecting community health feedback from

care recipients and contributes to the limited literature available on USSD-based

systems [193]. As a universal communication channel embedded in all mobile

devices, it is accessible on any basic feature phone, and access is not dependent

on Internet connectivity. Since our participants in Kenya were already familiar
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with using USSD for mobile carrier services (e.g., checking their airtime balance),

it was easy for them to learn how to apply the same approach in providing

community feedback. Surprisingly, our data revealed an extremely low error

rate (less than 1%), which corroborates our qualitative findings that users did

not struggle to use the system. Informing our design process with behavioral

science concepts played a big role in simplifying the interface for users and

making the process of sharing feedback intuitive. This approach is uncommon in

the HCI4D literature yet it is beneficial. For example, our design which led to low

error rate contrasts prior research that describes high error rates in SMS-based

systems in low-resource contexts [195, 188].

Our stakeholder-engaged approach led to a number of key design decisions

that aided deployment. For example, making the system free to use promoted

equity by enabling anyone with a basic mobile phone and a Safaricom SIM to

submit feedback. Providing the system in multiple languages further aided

access; we saw usage in all three languages, with Dholuo (the local language)

being most popular. These findings support prior work on the importance of

local-language settings [57, 192, 193, 260] and extend this literature by showing

the benefits of supporting multiple languages.

Although USSD is a promising approach for collecting community feedback,

it also has limitations and challenges that could impact adoption. Clearly, it

requires users to read the questions on the screen and thus may be inappropriate

for people who are illiterate. Beyond this, our analysis revealed technical chal-

lenges with adopting USSD. For example, each screen was automatically limited

to an interaction timeout of one minute, and the maximum length of a single

screen was 154 characters. We accounted for these constraints through careful

design, although coming up with a design in which each screen was less than
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154 characters regardless of language was challenging.

Actionability of feedback. This study is part of a larger program of work on

precision performance management in community health, which aims to estab-

lish new, data-driven approaches to supervision and health system leadership.

While our study explored a system for collecting beneficiary feedback, in our

interviews with health system leaders we discussed possible channels for making

this feedback actionable within existing infrastructure. We now share ideas about

how such a system might be useful and what actions may be taken based on the

feedback.

Prior studies have shown that giving CHWs access to feedback about their

work can lead to performance improvements [59, 262]. For example, showing

personalized performance feedback to CHWs via a dashboard during face-to-face

meetings with their supervisors led to improvements in CHW performance in

Mali [262]. However, the feedback shown to CHWs did not include subjective

feedback from care recipients. Thus, a concrete use case would be to add to

the dashboard aggregate feedback (e.g., ratings) submitted about the CHW.

Supervisors and CHWs could then discuss this feedback and any actions to

take during their face-to-face meeting. In addition, we worked within a CHW

program that already presents CHWs with targets (e.g. targets for facility-based

births among women enrolled in antenatal care) built using the open source

Community Health Toolkit [42]. Thus, another use case would be to create new

CHW targets for care recipient feedback (e.g., number of feedback reports the

CHW receives, target quality ratings, etc.) CHWs could then view aggregate

feedback submitted by their care recipients and use it to improve their work (e.g.,

by making more household visits or improving the quality of the visits that they
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perform).

To make the feedback actionable for community health program leadership,

we note that the decision makers we worked with already use the open source

health management information system DHIS2 [62]. Using DHIS2, decision

makers routinely view a range of dashboards designed for high-level health

system management. We anticipate building a care recipient feedback view

within these dashboards that would allow decision makers to see aggregate

feedback about CHWs and health facilities. By including questions that ask

care recipients who submit negative feedback to choose from a list of common

reasons (such as “waiting time is too long”, “medications are too expensive”, “facility

staff are rude”, etc.), the system could provide decision makers with possible next

steps to take based on the feedback (such as more staff training, increasing stocks

of pharmaceutical supplies, subsidizing the cost of medications, etc.). Further,

decision makers could update the survey questions periodically to seek feedback

on specific topics of interest, such as asking “were you treated with respect”, “did

you face discrimination” and so on. New questions would still need to be carefully

designed and pilot tested prior to large-scale deployment.

For each of these scenarios, it will be important to carefully consider privacy,

who has access to the feedback, and how it might impact CHW and hospital staff

employment (e.g., if they could lose their job). This will be particularly important

as we explore opportunities to link feedback received to individual CHWs or

health facilities. One technique for linking feedback in this way would be to as-

sign unique ID numbers to CHWs and facilities, which beneficiaries would enter

into the USSD system. This approach is similar to how mPesa customers submit

a unique number into mPesa in order for mPesa-accepting business points to

be identified [104]. The IDs for health facilities could be displayed on posters
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in each facility and distributed to care recipients by hospital staff; while CHWs

could share their IDs with care recipients during household visits. Implement-

ing identifiers in this way would open up new opportunities for synthesizing

insights across different data sources. For example, the IDs could be used to

connect aggregate feedback data with other performance information such as the

speed with which CHWs reach sick children. Our next study plans to explore

how to assign unique identifiers to CHWs and health facilities that are shared

with care recipients as part of a broader aim to incorporate beneficiary feedback

into existing infrastructure for precision performance management.

Scalability. We conducted a small-scale deployment, training only five CHWs

who trained community members. We did this because we wanted to understand

the impact and consequences of the system before proceeding to a large-scale

deployment. For instance, CHWs were worried that beneficiaries might mali-

ciously submit negative feedback that would impact their employment, which

our small-scale deployment suggests is perhaps not a major concern (at least for

now).

Our findings show that sending SMS reminders often prompted care recipi-

ents to engage with the system and submit feedback. This finding corroborates

prior research that SMS reminders trigger engagement in community health pro-

grams [58, 192]. Although manually sending SMS reminders to a few households

per week was manageable in our small-scale deployment, this approach would

not be suitable at scale. In addition, we sent reminders at the beginning of the

week after care recipients received a CHW visit because we did not want to send

reminders to care recipients if they had not yet been visited. However, this led to

scenarios where care recipients received reminders to submit feedback several
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days after a household visit.

As we consider scaling the system, we intend to create an automated SMS

management system that is integrated with the existing information system that

CHWs already use to collect data about clients they visit (in our case, Medic

Mobile [169]). This would enable SMS reminders to be automatically sent to

care recipients immediately after CHWs complete their household visits and

submit the data to Medic Mobile. This would ensure that the visit is still fresh

in the care recipient’s mind when they provide feedback. A few days after

prompting for feedback, the SMS system could check the USSD system to see if

care recipients submitted any response and if not, send an additional reminder

message. We elected not to integrate an automated SMS reminder system in our

initial deployment because we were still unsure about the feasibility of the USSD

system.

Finally, we conducted a small-scale deployment with limited participants in

one county in Kenya. More research is needed to evaluate the system at a larger

scale and in different contexts.

Sustainability. A key part of scaling our USSD system is sustaining the deploy-

ment over a long period of time. Sustainability remains a longstanding problem

for researchers and practitioners who deploy projects in low-resource settings

[256, 192, 250, 260]. Our analysis showed that setting up and maintaining a USSD

system in Kenya is significantly cheaper than setting up an IVR system (by a

factor of 10) but slightly more expensive than setting up an SMS system (by a

factor of two). We estimate the cost of setting up two USSD lines to run for a

year to be $1700. This would account for 20,000 free feedback submissions to

the USSD system. Based on these figures and in collaboration with our research
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partner, Medic Mobile, we plan to deploy the system at a larger scale and in

a broader set of communities. In this deployment and beyond, Medic Mobile

plans to support the system by integrating it into their existing, widely-used

open source software platforms [42, 169].

Beyond financial sustainability, effort will be needed to consistently publicize

the system within communities and train users on how to submit feedback.

Taylor et al. [239] emphasize that usage issues are a primary challenge in the

handover of community health technologies because “a technology can be given to

the community but might not be used”. As a result, sensitizing communities about

the need to provide feedback is important for sustainability. Creating awareness

could happen at hospital facilities through ongoing health education activities

where community members gather to learn about how to improve their health.

Catchy posters could also be put up in strategic places, such as waiting areas

and exit gates of hospital facilities. At the household level, we worked with only

five CHWs who reached households in Siaya. Effort would be needed to train

more CHWs, who in turn could train community members. Communities could

also learn about the system through community events and meetings that take

place in many villages, word of mouth at household levels, and radio stations.

However, these combined efforts to sensitize communities on the need to provide

feedback on their health programs would incur additional expense.
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CHAPTER 4

CASE STUDY 2: DESIGNING TECHNOLOGIES FOR HOME HEALTH

AIDES CARING FOR HEART FAILURE PATIENTS IN NEW YORK

4.1 Introduction

This chapter begins with a qualitative research that identified the diverse groups

of stakeholders in a heart failure ecosystem and concludes with results of testing

a digital provocation application with these stakeholder groups. Home health

aides (HHAs) are an important group of frontline health workers and one of the

fastest-growing sectors of the US workforce and healthcare industry [232, 196].

There are currently two million HHAs in the U.S. [33] and, between 2014 and

2024, HHAs will add more jobs to the US economy than any other occupation

[107, 33]. Largely employed by agencies receiving public funding (Medicare

and Medicaid), HHAs care for 48 million Americans and account for 74 billion

dollars of healthcare spending per year [196]. Prior work shows that HHAs work

in patients’ homes, helping them to manage a wide range of chronic diseases and

navigate the healthcare system [8, 77, 52]. In particular, many HHAs provide

long-term assistance and post-hospitalization care for adults with heart failure

[119, 118, 158].

Caring for patients with heart failure is a pressing concern. In 2013, heart

failure became the leading cause of hospitalization in the US and Europe [2].

In the US, there are one million heart failure-related hospitalizations per year

and 25% of patients are readmitted within 30 days [115, 135, 38]. Frequent

re-hospitalization contributes to patient morbidity and mortality, and also finan-

cially impacts hospitals since, beyond the cost of the hospital visits themselves,

under value-based healthcare reform in the US, hospitals now incur additional
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financial penalties for 30-day patient readmissions [83].

HHAs may represent an important but untapped opportunity to improve

patient outcomes, such as reducing re-hospitalizations in heart failure. Unlike

physicians or visiting nurses, HHAs are with patients and in their homes on

a near-daily basis, up to 24 hours a day, which gives them a unique vantage

point from which to observe, assist, and advise. They are often central in the

lives of their patients, assisting with meal preparation, medication compliance,

physical activity, symptom management, attending medical appointments, and

more [100, 233, 8].

Yet, to date, they have not been the focus of research in heart failure or

interventions to improve patient outcomes [231]. They do not receive educa-

tional resources to help them learn about heart failure [230, 207], and struggle

to reach their supervising nurses and patients’ doctors when patients are symp-

tomatic and they need clinical help [230]. Beyond the difficulties they face in

providing care to heart failure patients, HHAs are themselves a vulnerable and

marginalized workforce. Although one of the fastest growing sectors of the

healthcare industry, HHAs, who are often women and minorities, endure erratic

employment, low wages, discrimination on the job, and high levels of burnout

[118, 119, 21]. Indeed, prior work has characterized the home care workforce as

”invisible”, ”ubiquitous”, and ”continually undervalued” [233].

We hypothesize that digital technologies have the potential to address some of

the educational, communication, and equity challenges that HHAs face, thereby

improving healthcare delivery for heart failure patients as well as the sustain-

ability of the US healthcare system more broadly. However, little is currently

known about if or how technology currently impacts HHAs’ work practices as

they care for heart failure patients in the home. To this end, we contribute a
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multi-stakeholder qualitative analysis with 38 participants that examines the role

of technology in HHAs’ care of heart failure patients in New York City (NYC).

Through 17 semi-structured interviews and seven focus groups, we sought to

understand how technology is used, why it is used in the way it is, particularly

in the context of existing organizational rules and infrastructures, and how stake-

holders feel technology could better serve them. Although HHAs were our target

users, we gathered the views of multiple groups of stakeholders to provide a

rich and balanced perspective of how technology is integrated into day-to-day

activities.

Our findings show that when a HHA begins working with a heart failure

patient, they become part of a complex set of socio-technical systems, digital

and non-digital, that enable them to deliver care. The HHA begins by working

with a nurse to derive a set of tasks that should be performed for the patient

and that are recorded on a paper-based care plan that remains in the patient’s

home. Any tasks that HHAs accomplish while working with a patient are then

reported at the end of their shift by calling into a telephonic punch-code task

reporting system using the patient’s in-home telephone. These paper care plans

and telephonic punch code systems constitute the entirety of the tools purpose-

built to support HHAs’ work. However, to fill in the gaps between these tools

and the complex needs of modern home care, HHAs in our study reported using

their personal mobile devices for a range of activities (despite patient privacy

concerns) including incident reporting, calling emergency services, searching the

Internet for information, and recording and storing patient information necessary

for care.

We discuss the ways in which these existing socio-technical systems challenge

or disadvantage HHAs in their work by systemically deprioritizing their needs
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and perspectives. For example, we show existing information systems focus

primarily on monitoring HHAs rather than providing tools to support their work.

Compounding this is a lack of integration between home care and medical teams,

as well as a lack of investment in sustainable information architectures. In light

of these challenges, our participants shared their ideas for how technology could

be used to better serve HHAs’ needs, such as revising the task recording system

to become more flexible and dynamic, enabling better communication between

care teams, and enhancing agency management systems.

Building on these insights, we constructed a design provocation: a non-

functional prototype of a tablet application that appeared to center aides’ needs

and provide them with resources for educational content, improved communica-

tion with their supervisors, and improved ability to record their daily tasks. We

then used this provocation in a field study with 16 participants (aides, nurses, and

aide coordinators) to provoke an exploration of currently existing and possible

future design spaces around aides’ work.

Findings from testing the provocation surfaced key insights into the perspec-

tives of aides, nurses, and coordinators as they interacted with our provocation.

Aides perceived the provocation as a way to gain more control over their work,

but they clashed with nurse and coordinator participants in their desire for better

communication. Participants were similarly mismatched in their opinions of

providing aides with educational resources. Across stakeholder groups, partici-

pants also perceived the provocation to be a trigger for conflict in clients’ homes.

Finally, participants expressed contrasting levels of concern about whether and

how aides might respond to the added workload and learning curve that the

provocation might represent.

We conclude by demonstrating how our work provides a concrete enact-
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ment of Drombowski et al.’s [68] framework of social justice-oriented interaction

design, and discuss how our work extends three key strategies within this frame-

work: 1) the ways in which our provocation explored designing for transformation

as a way to see how near-future political shifts might change marginalized work-

ers’ experiences; 2) the need for designers who seek to enable marginalized

workers to weigh the heightened expectations created by such projects; and 3)

the difficulty of designing for reciprocity, distribution, and accountability between

stakeholders within complex multi-stakeholder environments like the one in which

we worked.

4.2 Related Work

4.2.1 Technology and Heart Failure Management

Prior work explores the use of technology for heart failure management, includ-

ing tools for monitoring physiological symptoms [143, 161, 212]. In the medical

literature, researchers have explored how technology broadly supports home

care support. Cipriano et al. [41] described recommendations for designing

technologies that support collecting, analyzing and sharing information with

providers, patients and caregivers. Matthew-Maich et al. [164] performed a scop-

ing review of mobile technologies for managing chronic conditions, including

heart failure, and pointed out the limited use of technologies in homes. Morey et

al. [174] looked at the challenges of common mHealth apps designed to manage

congestive heart failure and highlighted design issues that limit usability.

However, this prior research on heart failure management has focused on

tools that facilitate interactions with doctors, nurses, and patients – not paid

HHAs. A systematic review found only six out of 7,032 studies focused on
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HHAs, revealing that this workforce has largely been neglected in research and

interventions around heart failure [231]. This work also showed that HHAs

feel overworked and undervalued, experience a myriad of challenges caring for

heart failure patients, and find heart failure management to be frightening and

unpredictable because it involves life-and-death situations [231].

4.2.2 Informal Caregiving for Chronic Diseases

Beyond heart failure, a substantial amount of HCI research has examined

the management of chronic diseases such as diabetes [60, 180, 74], dementia

[263, 147], cancer [75, 114], and more. Interest in chronic disease management

has grown with increasing attentiveness to post-hospitalization and long-term

assistance provided through informal caregiving (i.e., caregiving by patients’

family members). For example, Kaziunas et al. [125] studied the interconnec-

tions between information and emotion work performed by parents as caregivers.

Schorch et al. [213] gathered data from observations, interviews and cultural

probes to gain a better understanding of the practices of relatives as caregivers. In

their qualitative research on family caregivers and patients with multiple chronic

diseases, Lim et al. [150] combined interviews, photo elicitation, and home

tours to explore the design of socio-technical tools that improve patient-provider

communication. More recently, HCI researchers have begun to explore how tech-

nologies could play a role in these efforts. Yamashita et al. [268, 267] explored

the use of tracking technologies to assist family caregivers caring for depressed

patients. Nunes et al. [178] performed a systematic review to understand how

patients and carers use self-care technologies.

However, most HCI research on caregiving has focused only on informal care-

giving by family members, with little attention on formal, paid caregiving. Our
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paper expands this body of work on caregiving by providing an in-depth analy-

sis of how formal, paid HHAs use technology to care for adults with heart failure.

4.2.3 Health Services by Frontline Workers

The global impact of frontline workers delivering health services to hard-to-reach

communities has been well studied across diverse contexts and communities

[14, 57, 37, 192]. Many health programs focused on improving the health of un-

derserved populations increasingly rely on frontline workers, particularly in low-

and middle-income countries, because these paraprofessionals can positively

cause behavior change and reduce neonatal mortality rates [14, 141]. As such, a

number of tools have been designed to support frontline workers in community

health programs to achieve their health objectives. For example, researchers have

designed automated SMS systems to boost engagement in community health

programs [192, 58]. DeRenzi et al. [57] created a personalized feedback system

for frontline workers in India that led to more than 20% increase in the average

number of client visits performed by each worker. In addition, researchers have

explored diverse techniques for collecting useful feedback from users when

exploring the design space of tools for frontline workers and community health

programs. These techniques include adopting dramatic story lines [37], role

playing with skits [173], and exposing people to their neighbors’ critical feedback

to persuade them to act similarly [255].

However, this prior work has primarily focused on community health pro-

grams in low- and middle-income countries, with little HCI research examining

community health programs in so-called “developed” or resource-rich regions

(such as HHAs in New York City). Outside of HCI, a growing number of studies
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in the medical literature have showed that interventions by frontline health

workers in resource-rich locations (e.g. the United States) can improve the health

outcomes of underserved populations [113, 257, 154, 124].

Our paper extends prior research with an empirical study of how paid, formal

caregivers (HHAs), who are themselves a marginalized and vulnerable work-

force, use technology in their day-to-day work caring for adults with heart failure.

Our study yields rich insights and design recommendations for researchers and

system designers interested in creating technical tools to aid the management of

heart failure and potentially other chronic diseases.

4.2.4 Justice-Oriented Design Sensibilities

Our work draws on growing research in HCI and interaction design seeking

to establish theoretical foundations of how designers can work to improve the

lives of underserved, marginalized, or oppressed communities in the face of

large-scale systemic inequities. Much of this work (e.g., [15, 109]) has outlined

sets of design sensibilities that stand in contrast to the dominant paradigm of

HCI as a practice of engineering technology solutions in response to commercial

or user requirements. The expansion of the design space beyond individuals’ im-

mediate needs to collective social problems requires a corresponding expansion

of designers’ approaches. We locate our work on this frontier.

Principally, we are compelled by the framework put forth in Dombrowski et

al [68], outlining three personal commitments and six strategies through which

designers might practice a social justice orientation. Such an orientation, the

authors posit, helps designers seeking to address large-scale social challenges to

ground their work in a landscape shifting from a focus on technological possibil-

ity as the prime directive to a focus on understanding how to design ethically,
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responsibly, and with accountability. Projects developed in this manner start with

designers’ personal commitments to 1) the conflict inherent to a polyvocal design

process; 2) the reflexivity required on the part of the designer to acknowledge

their own biases and how they might color the work; and 3) engaging with the

ethics and politics of creating change, specifically by taking a personal stance in

one direction or another.

With these commitments established, designers proceed along one or more

of six strategies. Designing for transformation shifts designers’ orientation away

from addressing immediate, individual needs and towards large-scale, long-term

approaches to systemic change. Designing for recognition centers on identifying

unjust phenomena as a precursor to addressing them. Designing for reciprocity

aims to create conditions in which relationships within an inequitable system

can change to become more equitable for all stakeholders. Relatedly, designing

for distribution seeks a more even sharing of social systems’ benefits and burdens

among stakeholders, and designing for accountability foregrounds the creation of

avenues along which those who oppress and who benefit from others’ oppression

can be held responsible. Finally, designing for enablement aims to foster human

capacity and self-determination.

This framework draws on related threads within HCI complicating the

paradigm of user-centered design with feminist [16, 15], postcolonial [109], and

queer lenses [148]. We note it also engages with questions of self-determination

central to ongoing work in the HCI subfield of accessibility, notably Ladner’s

[142] concept of designing for empowerment. Projects with this tenor, Ladner

argues, ensure users are active participants or even leaders in every stage of

the design process, from defining the problem through to building and eval-

uating the resultant systems. Ladner posits that HCI projects purporting to
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empower a marginalized user group must first show that users have the techni-

cal ability to lead the work, and then ensure the users have sufficient pre-existing

self-determination to carry forward into the design process.

Our work provides an empirically-grounded study of how these theoretical

frameworks play out in practice. Specifically, we discuss extensions of Dom-

browski et al.’s [68] framework based on learnings from our efforts to conduct

social justice-oriented technology design to improve equity for home health aides

who work with clients suffering from heart failure.

4.2.5 Enactments of Justice-Oriented Design

Looking to the problems within our research context, we were inspired by work

within the HCI and HCI4D communities examining how the tenets of social

justice-oriented design might be applied to improving the lives of marginalized

workers.

Extensive ethnographic work has built a nuanced picture of worker marginal-

ization within ride-sharing apps in the U.S. [84, 147] and in the Global South

[139, 199], pointing out how the technology-mediated gig economy affects work-

ers by creating perceptions of behavior control and expectations of emotional

labor [162, 203]. Outside of the gig economy context, scholars have also examined

how low-wage workers use technology to address wage theft [67]. Researchers

have also adopted an activist stance and deployed technology interventions that

seek to directly address these inequalities. For example, Irani and Silberman

[110] showed how Turkopticon, a browser extension allowing Amazon Mechani-

cal Turk workers to review their employers, enabled the invisible human labor

force behind Amazon’s crowdsourcing platform to engage in mutual aid.

Our work joins this growing body of literature extending the theoretical frame-
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Category Count Gender Age Range Responsibilities

All participants 38 M(4),
W(32),
UR(2)

30-90 —

Agency leaders 10 M(2),
W(8)

40-60 Oversee and work to improve care
at the agency level

Care coordinators 1 M(1) 40-50 Supervise and manage HHAs’
work on a daily basis

Family caregivers 2 UR (2) UR Support HHAs in caring for their
loved ones

Home health aide (HHA) 12 W(12) UR Provide home care to patients with
heart failure disease

Patients 4 W(4) 70-90 Adults with heart failure provided
with an HHA

Physicians 2 M(1),
W(1)

30-50 Care for patients prior to discharg-
ing them to home care

Nurses 6 W(6) 40-60 Occasionally visit patients’ homes
to perform hands-on care

Social workers 1 W(1) 30-40 Work to ensure patients have a
smooth home care experience

Table 4.1: Participant demographic characteristics and responsibilities (M: man,
W: woman, UR: unreported).

works of design justice through direct application with a group of marginalized

frontline workers. The majority of this prior work has focused on settings like

gig economies, algorithm-mediated work, and the provision of healthcare in low-

resource settings. To this, we contribute a study of frontline healthcare workers

in the U.S., a less-studied site for worker marginalization and technology design

to combat it.

4.3 Part I: Qualitative Fieldwork on Home Health Aides in a

Heart Failure Ecosystem

Our research took place in New York City (NYC) over a six-month period in

2018. We worked with 38 participants from 8 stakeholder groups (see Table 4.1).

Before beginning our research, we received IRB approval for all study procedures.
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Recruitment and Participants

We recruited participants through snowball sampling and direct outreach to

home care organizations. Patients and family caregivers were recruited from

internal medicine and geriatric practices in NYC. Participants were interviewed

either in person or by telephone. All participants provided verbal or written

consent to record the interview with the assurance of strict anonymity. HHAs,

patients, and nurses received compensation in the form of a $25 gift card. As

Table 4.1 shows, participants ranged from 30 to 90 years old.

Qualitative Methods

We conducted seven focus groups with 21 participants in groups of two to

eight people including groups of nurses, HHAs, and agency leaders. We also

conducted 17 semi-structured interviews with a nurse, a social worker, a care

coordinator, several physicians, patients, agency leaders, and family caregivers.

All focus groups and interviews were conducted in English and lasted for 30-60

minutes. The focus groups and interviews were structured around a set of high-

level topics and tailored to each participant group. We asked participants about

the routines of HHAs during home visits, how patient data was collected, how a

patient’s health status was shared with health practitioners, and the challenges

participants encountered around technology. In total, our dataset consisted of

about five hours of focus groups and 11 hours of interviews.

Data Analysis

We audio-recorded and transcribed our interviews and focus groups. We ana-

lyzed the data thematically [234], beginning with a close reading of the transcripts

and allowing codes to emerge from the data. Multiple passes through the data
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resulted in 37 distinct codes (e.g., frequency of communication, desired feature, and

challenges with data). We clustered related codes into high-level themes (e.g., de-

sired usage, privacy, and lack of team integration) and organized them in a codebook.

After multiple discussions and iteratively refining the codes and themes, the

research team arrived at a final set of themes that comprehensively represented

the data.

4.4 Findings from Qualitative Fieldwork

We begin by describing how technology is currently used in HHAs’ care of adults

with heart failure. We then highlight specific mechanisms through which the

current ecosystem systematically deprioritizes HHAs’ needs and perspectives.

Finally, we detail participants’ suggestions for how their ecosystems could be

improved.

4.4.1 The Technology Ecosystem in Home Care

Our research shows that from the moment a HHA begins working with a patient,

they are tied into an ecosystem of technologies, digital and non-digital, that

enable them to deliver care. Complex and uncoordinated, this ecosystem centers

around four core tools: 1) the paper care plan; 2) the telephonic punch-code task

reporting system; 3) the HHA’s personal mobile device; and 4) the call chain for

incident reporting. While our participants described all of these tools as central

and commonplace in HHAs’ work, our analysis shows that when the first two

tools fail to meet HHAs’ needs, HHAs turn to the last two tools.
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Paper care plans for understanding tasks

Our analysis revealed that HHAs begin their work by referring to a patient’s

care plan, a guide for how the HHA should assist with the patient’s personal

and medical care. Written by a visiting nurse early in a patient’s episode of home

care, the care plan contains such details as emergency phone numbers and a list

of tasks the HHA should perform for the patient each shift. While care plans can

be updated upon a follow-up visit from a nurse, they can also remain the same

for long periods of time.

We heard how this critical document is typically provided on paper, and

displayed prominently in the patient’s home (i.e. on the refrigerator) so that

multiple aides can have access to it. Because they intentionally omit information

pertaining to a patient’s diagnosis and medical history (due to privacy laws we

discuss in a later section), care plans were cited by many stakeholders in our

study as a significant source of HHAs’ frustration and confusion. Both nurse and

HHA participants said care plans were not individualized or specific enough

to help aides understand when a given task was disease-related. One nurse

participant was also frustrated by the convention of fitting care plans onto one

page: “You can’t even read the print because it’s so small” (P1, Female, Nurse).

Telephonic punch-codes for recording tasks

Our participants shared that once a HHA has referred to a patient’s care plan,

they settle into a daily rhythm of arriving at the patient’s home, performing

the outlined tasks, and leaving at the end of the shift. Throughout this rou-

tine, the HHA’s work is tracked and mediated through the mandatory use of a

commercially available telephonic punch-code system.

We learned that, at the start of each shift, agencies require HHAs to use their
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patient’s home phone to call into a provided telephone number and follow a

series of automated voice prompts to “clock in”. In the event that a HHA calls in

from their own personal phone, agency coordinators are to follow up with a call

to the patient’s phone to confirm whether the HHA is on-site. These procedures,

participants explained, are to verify that the HHA is in fact with the patient at

the time of clock-in.

Participants explained that at the end of each shift, HHAs are required to call

into the system again to “clock out”, again using their patient’s phone. During

these calls, HHAs are to report all the activities they performed during their

shift by entering a series of numeric codes corresponding to specific actions. A

mapping of actions to codes is provided on the patient’s care plan. For example,

if a HHA prepared a meal for a patient, this task is looked up on the care plan,

and the corresponding number, 58, is punched in response to an automated

prompt. Agencies use these records to confirm which tasks HHAs performed

during their shift, to understand patients’ conditions, and to bill a patient’s payer

accordingly.

Personal mobile devices for filling in the gaps

The combination of paper care plans and telephonic punch codes constitutes the

entirety of the tools purpose-built to support HHAs’ care work. However, we

discovered how, to fill in the gaps between these tools and the complex needs of

modern home care, HHAs in our study use their personal mobile devices for a

range of activities. These activities fall into four buckets: (1) reporting incidents

and general communication with agency coordinators; (2) calling emergency

services; (3) searching the Internet for more information; and (4) recording and

storing patient information necessary for care.
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First and foremost, participants described HHAs using their personal devices

to communicate with their agency coordinators via phone call, photo or video

message, or text. It is especially important for HHAs to immediately contact

coordinators to report incidents like patient falls, sudden weight gain, and more.

Upon receipt of an incident report, coordinators are to assess the situation, advise

the HHA, and reach out to additional resources if necessary.

Phone cameras in particular were described as a valuable tool for commu-

nicating around tasks that were difficult to describe in words like open wound

care and cleaning. These tools were especially useful in such contexts:

“We had another client that actually got stuck in her bed and they kept

trying... The aide kept trying to explain to us how she was stuck in the bed

and I was like I don’t get it. This lady, how did she get stuck? So they sent

over a picture with the name of the bed. We got her another replacement and

she did not go to the ER. So it was pretty powerful.” (P1, Female, Nurse)

In cases that might constitute emergencies rather than incidents, HHAs also

use their personal phones to directly call 911. This impulse is especially strong

for heart failure patients, participants described, because the unpredictable na-

ture of the disease means HHAs are sometimes afraid they will be held responsi-

ble if a patient is to quickly deteriorate. One participant explained,

“The party line was always call 911. I think that call 911 came out of a

place of fear that if we don’t call 911, what is the impact of doing that?” (P1,

Female, Nurse)

Outside of communication, participants also described HHAs using their

smartphones and other personal mobile devices to conduct general Internet

searches for information relevant to their day-to-day. One nurse called Google
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search “my best friend”, and said she used it to look up more information on

health conditions, map directions to patients’ homes, and more.

Finally, our data shows HHAs use their personal devices to record and store

patient information, often in violation of agency policy. HHAs report storing

lists of patient medications on their phones for easy access at the pharmacy or at

a patient’s doctors appointment. One participant mentioned a prior incident in

which she had suspected domestic violence at a client site and used her personal

device to capture photographic evidence of bruises on her patient’s face, in case

they became relevant later on. In all cases, participants acknowledged privacy

was a concern, but did not report using additional security measures on their

personal devices to account for the sensitivity of the information.

Call chain for escalating reports

As discussed above, reporting incidents to agency coordinators is a common

practice for HHAs in the field. Our data shows the initial call placed from

a HHAs’ mobile phone kickstarts a long and complicated call chain process

intended to escalate incidents to the appropriate clinical authorities.

We learned that HHAs were to share incident reports by immediately calling

their agency coordinators. Then, if needed, the agency was to reach out to an

on-call agency nurse. If the on-call nurse needed another opinion, he or she

would reach out to the agency nurse who had put together the patient’s initial

care plan, or attempt to reach either the patient’s primary medical doctor or

the physician who had overseen their discharge. Ultimately, someone from the

patient’s clinical team would follow up with either a phone call or a visit to the

patient’s home to triage. We note that this entire process could take anywhere

from hours to days.
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4.4.2 Barriers in the Workflow of Patient Care

Having established a clear picture of the tools HHAs use in their day-to-day, we

move to understanding the ways in which these technology ecosystems challenge

or disadvantage aides in their work. Our analysis shows these ecosystems are

currently systemically deprioritizing HHAs’ needs and perspectives.

From participants’ frustrations, we synthesize three key themes that explain

the ways in which HHAs are disadvantaged by their tools: 1) agencies’ commit-

ments to information systems that serve as means for monitoring HHAs rather

than tools to support their work; 2) the lack of integration between home care

and clinical care teams; and 3) a lack of investment in sustainable information

architectures. We describe each of these in turn.

Tools for monitoring, not support

Our participants described numerous undue burdens placed on HHAs by their

current tools, principally the telephonic punch-code system used throughout the

industry to record tasks. These frustrations, participants asserted, stemmed from

the fact that the systems were built to monitor HHAs while on the job, not to

support them in patient care.

Participants reported frustrations around the utility of the telephonic punch-

code system, and its suitability for managing complex cases, like patients with heart

failure. We were surprised to learn the system did not allow task records to be

updated if entered incorrectly. As participants explained, since a patient’s care

plan was not liable to change very much over time, after a few days with a new

patient a HHA would begin to enter the same series of numeric codes day in and

day out. As the task of recording tasks itself became a matter of rote, the HHA

would enter codes rapidly and sometimes make mistakes – but in such scenarios,
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they would continue on to the next task to be reported, because the only way to

edit an erroneous entry would be to end the call, redial, and start the process all

over again.

Even when they were able to correctly enter tasks, our HHAs explained

they could not be certain whether their reports were successfully sent, since the

system did not provide confirmation of receipt. In fact, our HHAs explained

they did not trust the punch-code system, because it “could be bugging” and fail

to deliver their daily reports to their agency.

In these scenarios, protocol dictated that HHAs’ agency coordinators were to

request that they submit paper timesheets, a process that would require HHAs

to travel to agency offices to submit hard copies or fax them within two days of

the unreported shift. HHAs who were not able to complete these submissions

within the provided timeframe were not paid for their work.

We note the paper submission process is clearly onerous and places the

burden of effort solely on the HHA. Nevertheless, participants described the

punch-code system to be so unreliable that they carried paper timesheets around

with them just in case. One reported submitting timesheets at least once a week:

“The system was made so long ago, it doesn’t work that good. I know at least

once a week I’m going to have to put in one or two [timesheets]. Sometimes

I get a good week and I don’t have to put in any. Last week I had to put in

two.” (P34, female, HHA)

In addition to describing the punch-code system as unreliable and barely us-

able, HHAs also reported it was not flexible enough to capture vital information,

including details relevant to heart failure care. For example, a HHA preparing

a meal for a heart failure patient might want to indicate whether the meal had

adhered to the low-salt diet often prescribed for heart failure recovery — but
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such a task could only be captured by a general “meal preparation” record under

the predefined terms of the task recording scheme.

Lack of care team integration

Participants also described ways in which HHAs’ information systems encoded

a sharp divide between a patient’s clinical and home care teams. We bucket these

into two themes: 1) divisions due to privacy laws and 2) divisions due to the

culture of medicine.

First, our analysis found that the laws and procedures governing patients’

privacy played a central role in the asymmetry of HHAs’ technology ecosystem.

Specifically, we found that agencies’ interpretations of the U.S. Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) effectively prevented HHAs

from knowing vital information about their patients. This manifested in HHAs’

technology ecosystem as a systemic lack of clarity around what exactly their

patients were recovering from, relegating HHAs to executing tasks without

higher-level rationale.

Under HIPAA, a patient’s healthcare professionals (HCPs) were permitted

to receive their protected health information (PHI) from other HCPs. However,

our analysis showed most agencies did not consider HHAs to be HCPs, and

therefore did not always provide HHAs with vital information like a patient’s

diagnosis or list of medications. As one participant shared:

“Home health aides are invisible ... the nurse has the care plan, but because

of the HIPAA Law, they [HHAs] can’t be informed of certain things ... I

think the home care aide is not considered as a professional. So is there any

way ... can the HIPAA Law include that change right here, that [HHAs] are

entitled to have that information?” (P4, Female, HHA)
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Our multi-stakeholder analysis showed the problem began at the discharge

level, when physicians and social workers handed patients off to agencies. One

participant shared,

“The information we get on the aide side is very skimpy. The initial discharge

from the hospital is like ’so and so is going home tomorrow and the pick-up

time is at such and such a time.’ There’s very little information as to what

diagnosis the patient has or what medications they are on. Really then the

aides are stuck with what to do.” (P31, Female, Nurse)

The effective ban on HHAs receiving PHI had clear ramifications for the

quality of care HHAs were able to provide: For instance, a HHA who knew

she was caring for a patient with heart failure might emphasize hydration and

low-sodium meals more than a HHA who did not. Indeed, participants agreed

that the effective ban presented significant obstacles to positive patient outcomes.

Social worker participants corroborated HHAs’ impressions that initial discharge

instructions were left intentionally vague due to HIPAA, and added that this had

consequences for patient care:

“We work to make the safest plan possible... but because of HIPAA, it’s

unlikely the person who is with the patient all day ever sees this information.

And then the patient comes back, gets readmitted, and the whole process

starts all over again... A lot of the time they are in the ER when they don’t

need to be. I think if we were communicating with the person in the home,

providing the care, we would be in a lot better shape in terms of improving

outcomes.” (P26, Female, Social Worker)

Working with their patients in their homes day in and day out, HHAs who

wanted to know what to expect from their patients’ health were relegated to
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two workarounds: 1) hoping their patients and their families would volunteer

the information or 2) inferring disease status from the care plan. Both avenues

are far from foolproof, offering ample opportunity for patients and families to

misinform HHAs, or for HHAs to themselves erroneously assume what patients

are suffering from. We note that several of the more experienced HHAs in our

study described they had over time picked up homegrown knowledge on the

signs and symptoms of heart failure, and could infer with reasonable certainty

when a patient was suffering from it.

We note the centrality of the paper-based care plan was particularly problem-

atic. Participants made reference to state and local health board laws that held

patients must be provided with a hard copy of their care plans. While agencies

may have intended for these paper-only documents to serve as the definitive

record of the tasks HHAs were to perform, our HHAs agreed that many patients

hid, obscured, or altered their care plans instead, to the detriment of HHAs’

ability to give proper care.

Indeed, stakeholders in our data agreed that the problem was “deep-rooted”,

affecting agency nurses’ ability to provide meaningful instructions on their care

plans as well. Nurse participants shared,

“We walk in blind. There’s a primary diagnosis that is the most recent

diagnosis that the plan or the peer source is sending us. There’s one ICD-10

code that’s written on that authorization. And so you walk in, and maybe

you thought it was all arthritis, but [you’re actually] ten diagnoses later

– which oftentimes you are figuring out from the medications, because the

patient may not be an accurate historian. And then you have to validate that

with the physician. And that doesn’t happen necessarily at the point [where]

you’ve developed the first plan of care with that first aide.” (P3, Female,
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Nurse)

HIPAA also impacted HHAs’ technology ecosystem as an effective ban on

the use of personal devices in their work for messaging, taking pictures, or

otherwise handling patients’ information on unsecured machines. When asked

whether HHAs engaged in informal communication via consumer chat tools like

WhatsApp, HHAs agreed this did not happen “because of HIPAA”; agency leaders

also agreed blanket bans on the use of personal devices in patient care were the

industry norm. As previously noted, however, HHAs in our data admitted the

use of personal phones was commonplace in practice, to store patient medication

lists or compile photographic evidence of patients’ conditions.

Interestingly, our analysis showed that while HIPAA stipulations gave explicit

legal definition to some parts of the misalignment, for example by stipulating

who could have access to a patient’s diagnosis, much of the entrenched asym-

metry manifested in the information system was simply cultural. A coordinator

said:

“It’s not necessarily HIPAA. I think most people just feel like a lot of the

medical stuff is above the home health aide, so the perception affects what

they are then told.” (P29, Female, Coordinator)

Across stakeholder groups, our participants agreed that home care was un-

dervalued by physicians, but vital to patients’ compliance and eventual recovery.

Indeed, our HHAs felt that even though they served as the “eyes and ears” of the

clinical team because they spent the most time with patients, their voices were

not taken into account when making clinical decisions. We heard of several cases

in which doctors and nurses were unaware outright of the activities that HHAs

performed during home visits. One participant shared,
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“We’ve been doing this work for a long, long time and I’ve always believed

that ‘Without a good aide, you don’t have a good chance’. You can quote me

on that! Unfortunately, because of the way the system is set up – different

nurses, seeing different doctors, aides sit outside in the doctors’ office –

patients are non-compliant. Physicians are just not very involved in home

care at all. They don’t want to be bothered. The system is fragmented and

broken. It’s a mess.” (P31, Female, HHA and Coordinator)

The lack of integration manifested in HHAs’ technology ecosystem most

clearly through the complicated call chain required for HHAs to report incidents

to clinicians. Our analysis also showed it led to an overall dissatisfaction among

HHAs with the demands of their data collection and reporting tasks. Specifically,

participants felt a sense of disconnection in this work, as it was unclear who saw

the collected data, and how or in what part the collected data was used by other

stakeholders. One participant described,

“I think that one thing that was not clear was how [the] data was being

managed. There was still a barrier with, is it going directly to the nurse, or

what was ... How is it being reviewed? It’s all on how the home care aide is

instructed on collecting the data... Those kinds of things should be clear on

how the aide is documented and the frequency of the documentation, because

those things can leave room for what’s not important and what is important.”

(P2, Female, Nurse)

Sustaining Technology in the Home Care Environment

Our analysis also showed how many of the issues faced by HHAs in their day-

to-day interactions with technology could be explained by a lagging level of
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investment in creating technological solutions that would be sustainable over

the long term.

First, our participants were quick to point out that the telephonic punch-code

system had been developed and initially deployed decades ago, in an analog

technology environment. This legacy system remains in place despite advances

in digital technologies in large part because the system relies on HHAs’ use

of patients’ in-home technology infrastructure that, especially in light of the

advanced age of many patients, is not guaranteed to be any more updated than

analog (i.e., landline) phones.

In addition, although Internet and cellular networking has improved since,

many home care contexts lack guaranteed persistent connectivity, even in New

York City. One way to resolve this problem would be to set up reliable con-

nectivity that works even in poor cellphone reception. However, agencies had

attempted this approach and found the process challenging to implement. One

participant explained,

“We’re exploring external modems with data, without data. It’s really

cumbersome. It’s an interesting thing, because if you would have gone back

10 years ago and said, oh, everybody’s gonna get a tablet and be able to

connect, it would be a miracle. But it’s very cumbersome, and very glitchy.”

(P17, Female, Agency Leader)

In addition to the technical challenge of low connectivity, our analysis found

agencies also struggled with the general challenges of sustaining long-term inter-

ventions in community health. Our participants explained that the integration of

new tools into existing care workflows often incurred compounding costs. For

instance, uptake of a new tool in an agency required not just investing in the

tools themselves, but also retraining existing HHAs to use these tools, revamping
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onboarding processes for new HHAs to include the tool, and establishing new

protocols for continuing certification.

Participants explained the compounding costs problem was exacerbated by

the transient nature of many HHAs’ roles. “Aide turnovers” disincentivized

agencies from supporting expensive workforce retraining programs, but also

made HHAs themselves less likely to participate. Even those HHAs who were

open to technological innovation would be reluctant, participants described, to

train on a new tool for a job they planned to soon leave.

Finally, one agency leader explained that agencies struggled to deploy new

technologies because they required strong partnerships with not just clinical

groups but also software companies. Some technological pilots had failed in the

past, agency leadership participants explained, due in part to poor collaboration

between home care agencies and the software organizations involved. Partici-

pants described these partnerships as tough to build because they “take time and

trust”.

4.4.3 Stakeholders’ Suggestions for Technologies

Our study participants were eager to share ideas on how technology could be

used to better serve HHAs’ needs. From their suggestions our analysis derived

three key themes: 1) revising the task recording system to become more flexible

and dynamic; 2) enabling communication with clinical teams; and 3) enhancing

agency management systems. We detail these in turn.

Revising the task recording system

Across roles, stakeholders in our dataset had numerous suggestions for improv-

ing the current task recording paradigm through technology. Acknowledging
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that a system centered on a static paper-based care plan was ill-suited for home

care of heart failure in particular, participants felt the system could be revised

to emphasize flexibility beyond the care plan schema. HHAs voiced that they

often wanted to record more finely grained data on a patient’s mood throughout

a shift, whether there had been any changes in appetite, and other pertinent

information that existing care plan-to-punch code mappings did not account for.

Participants also agreed that adding richer media to task records would improve

their experiences, in particular photos and videos taken with a mobile device.

In addition to expanding the schema and data types used in task records,

participants saw a need to revise the entire task recording framework from a post

facto “clock-out” procedure built for billing purposes to a dynamic “just-in-time”

system built to supply HHAs with decision support at the point of need. Such a

system could, for example, send a HHA tips for low-sodium cooking as he or she

was preparing a meal for a patient with heart failure. This was viewed as one

way to honor the clinical significance of the care plan while enabling dynamism

in HHAs’ experiences through technology.

Enabling communication with clinical teams

Our analysis also found that improving communication along both the HHA-

agency nurse and HHA-doctor axes would be a way for technology to improve

HHAs’ experiences. As described previously, stakeholders agreed that HHAs

needed on-call access to a verifiable clinical opinion. One participant said:

“ ‘Here’s these three things, and there’s gonna be a nurse on call who can

answer your questions if any of these three things happen today.’ The

experience for the aide, and the outcome for the patient, would be changed

dramatically if that could be universal.” (P5, Female, Agency leadership)
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Despite widespread agreement that providing HHAs with access to clinical

opinions would improve both system inefficiencies and patient care, participants

across roles also agreed that a direct-access system could result in “a fire hose of

random messages” that might overwhelm clinicians’ already-stretched time. For

perspective, one nurse in our research was in charge of 66 HHAs. To mitigate

potential communication overload, our participants recommended a level of

filtering for “urgent vs. non-urgent” issues. Clinicians also suggested a role for

technology in ensuring they were only contacted if patient metrics exceeded set

thresholds. One shared:

“You know, if I was getting loads of info from home health aides, regularly,

that would be annoying. But if it was a once in a while alert of a change,

now that would be potentially quite useful. It would depend on how it was

done.” (P28, Female, Physician)

Participants also agreed that direct communication tools could be difficult to

implement given the previously discussed restrictions on HHA access to PHI

under HIPAA. However, our analysis found stakeholders across roles appeared

flexible with respect to allowing HHAs more access to patient information that

would help them provide high-quality care.

In addition, HHAs had developed their own mental models for which care

tasks might correspond to which conditions—for instance, mapping low-sodium

diets to heart failure—and desired clear clinical education to supplement what

they had learned through experience. Most tellingly, patient participants in our

study described wanting HHAs to have access to their PHI in electronic form, in

order to improve their quality of care. One patient participant shared:

“Well, give [my aide] access to my chart, and let them know what maybe

thoughts are with blood work and stuff, so they have an idea what’s going
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on with me. I want them to have access to all of that. I wouldn’t want to

keep it private because they’re helping me to get as better as I’m going to

get.” (P21, Female, Patient)

Enhancing agency management systems

Finally, our analysis showed key opportunities for technological innovation in

the data management systems used at the agency level. Our agency leader par-

ticipants were frustrated by the user experience of existing agency management

software systems because these systems did not provide the necessary affor-

dances for robust interaction with reported data. For example, agencies relied on

a software tool that involved multiple labor-intensive steps that could have been

automated. One participant explained,

“We’re all sort of brought onto a software package, which is a piece of dreck.

You know what dreck is? Dreck is garbage, that’s all it is. Nothing worse

than that... To give you an idea, I’m currently compiling and managing a

list of all of our patients who receive Medicaid home care services. I have to

update that every week by asking. There’s no place for me to look.” (P17,

Female, Agency Leader)

Although one could manage by hand a data system for a small set of users,

this approach would not be feasible for agencies in our research context that

consisted of nurses, coordinators, and hundreds of HHAs. As a result, par-

ticipants desired a system that went beyond “basic” functionalities to provide

more relevant features, for example the ability to re-organize documents for easy

retrieval instead of simply uploading them. More importantly, they wanted these

features available without becoming “very glitchy, very labor-intensive.”
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In addition, our participants yearned for a system that simplified the experi-

ence of assigning HHAs to patients. Recall we previously described that HHAs

could work for more than one agency and that multiple HHAs could be assigned

to care for a single patient. As such, it is paramount for agencies to understand

the schedules and availability of patients and HHAs to successfully pair them.

However, existing technological systems were lacking in this regard as they only

provided a view of patients’ schedules but not that of HHAs. One participant

described,

“It’s fundamentally flawed. A HHA is supposed to come in for in-service,

supposed to go to get their physicals done. You can’t schedule the aide when

they’ve got that work being done, but you will never see it. It’s a very clunky

system, and then the work in the field is just awful... If I’m a HHA who

works for two agencies . . . the software package doesn’t differentiate between

one and the other... They haven’t figured it out yet.” (P16, Male, Agency

Leader)

This lack of cross-agency scheduling integration for both HHAs and patients

is problematic because it leads to schedule conflicts: HHAs who appear available

to one agency may not be truly available because they have been assigned by

other agencies to care for other patients. Unless agencies have the opportunity to

“to look at schedules in two ways” i.e. for both HHAs and patients, the experience of

assigning HHAs to patients may become increasingly unproductive with time

spent rescheduling conflicts.

Agency leadership participants also voiced a need for better integration of

their backend data. It was challenging, agency leadership reported, to retrieve

and combine patient data recorded during home visits and hospital discharge

because these data were stored in siloed storage systems. One agency found this
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problem so challenging that it felt data integration could not be achieved; the

agency consulted a third-party company to assist but the company also struggled

to accomplish this task:

“We have five software packages that lead to 10 disparate databases, and

those databases are clunky... We actually engaged a third-party software

company to come in and pull all the data out of those systems, normalize it,

pull it into a data warehouse... And we had a company, a national company

that said they wanted to do that and work with us and partner with us, and

at the end of the day, we just heard, this past week, they just can’t do it. The

work effort is just too heavy a lift, they can’t do it.” (P16, Male, Agency

Leader)

However, data integration is complicated because it involves several non-

trivial steps that individually require a lot of time and effort to accomplish. These

steps include but are not limited to: tracking down all the data reporting systems

used by different health institutions, gaining authorizations to access the data in

these systems, understanding the format of data stored, normalizing the data to

a uniform format that allows for integration, and eventually integrating the data

in a digestible format for agencies to access.

In addition, participants believed that resolving the challenge of data integra-

tion could provide rich opportunities to combine data from multiple sources and

gain deep insights on how to improve the quality of care provided to patients.

One participant shared,

“The more information we gather through assessment and clinical and non-

clinical documentation, we can pull into this system and then identify people

that are truly at risk . . . Like if a social worker does an environmental scan

on the home, and realizes something’s not right, and is documenting it
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on a record somewhere, it would send an alert to our population health

unit and say there’s a potential risk of fall. And then they could be in

communication and do coordination internally on behalf of the patient.”

(P16, Male, Agency Leader)

As envisioned in this quote, fusing diverse types of data from multiple sources

on the backend could work in tandem with a “smart” notification system on the

frontend that informs the actions of all providers caring for patients.

Finally, agency leadership participants noted that as of January 2019, U.S.

federal law required home care visits to be electronically verified per the 21st

Century Cures Act. This legal mandate, participants noted, laid the groundwork

for successful partnerships between software companies and home care agencies

that might make sweeping changes possible, and even essential.

4.5 Discussion of Qualitative Fieldwork

Having developed a nuanced understanding of how technology influences the

way HHAs care for adults with heart failure, we now synthesize our findings

into design opportunities for HCI researchers, system designers, and medical

researchers interested in developing technologies that support formal caregiving

for heart failure patients. In addition, our paper answers an important call for

additional research on the role of HHAs in heart failure self-care [229] and we

provide concrete suggestions for future directions.

Knowledge Gaps in Decision Making

Our analysis highlighted that many HHAs do not always have a clear under-

standing of what to do when patients’ conditions change, resulting in unwar-

ranted emergency calls to 911 as knee-jerk reflexes. Moreover, HHAs are at-
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tempting to fill their knowledge gaps by Googling for relevant information.

Prior research revealed that HHAs find heart failure highly unpredictable and

frightening [231, 230], which could in part explain the high rate of 911 calls

from HHAs covering their bases. Our work builds on these previous findings

and suggests the need for an improved system that supports HHAs in making

informed decisions.

A key design opportunity that could reduce knee-jerk reactions and bridge

HHAs’ knowledge gaps might be an effort to educate HHAs on heart failure

symptoms and specific scenarios that require emergency calls. This educational

content could be provided to HHAs as static digital information that is accessible

in offline mode on a digital device (e.g. a tablet). Our finding that stakeholders

saw a need for “just-in-time” supplementary information on heart failure also

suggests a role for real-time instruction from a technology akin to a personal

assistant. For example, if a HHA indicates on the tool that a patient has fluid

retained in their body, then the tool could recommend “lift the patient’s legs for

30 minutes”; if it is reported that the patient’s weight suddenly increased by two

pounds in the last 24 hours and the patient has short breaths, then the tool could

show a red alert recommending “call the nurse now”, and provide the functionality

to do so.

Similar to prior work in the infographic and design communities that adopt

pictographic representations to communicate complex information [95, 94], these

educational and decision-support tools could break down complex heart failure

symptoms and next-step actions into digestible formats.

Adopting these techniques could reduce the level of uncertainty that HHAs

face, and potentially decrease the amount of unwarranted emergency calls that

occur. Without addressing this challenge, more financial and medical resources
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could be wasted on false emergency calls. We note that in the U.S., patient read-

mission within 30 days incurs financial penalties for hospitals due to Medicare

programs around value-based purchasing and hospital readmission reduction

[83]. On a global scale, reducing unnecessary emergency calls could also con-

tribute to a more sustainable healthcare approach.

Privacy Concerns in Health Technologies

The extent to which U.S. medical information privacy laws were enforced in

home care played a big role in our research context. Concerns around privacy

surfaced on two fronts: first, in communications between members of a patient’s

clinical team and the HHA; and second, in the use of HHAs’ personal devices

to record and transmit information about their patients. Stakeholders across

roles voiced that patient privacy was important, and should be respected and en-

coded throughout the information systems enabling home care work. However,

participants also agreed HIPAA’s effective exclusion of HHAs from receiving

vital patient information was significantly limiting the quality of home care.

This finding adds to the growing amount of research on the tension between

government regulations and the implementation of health care systems [132, 5].

We note this is especially pressing in our research context because it involves

heart failure, a life-and-death disease.

One design opportunity to address this tension could be to “build a long lasting

relationship based on mutual trust and respect” by adopting the principles of privacy

by design [144] in the implementation of technological systems for heart failure

management. An agency could, for example, provide tablets with task record-

ing tools and calling features directly to patients as part of their services. These

tablets would be secured at patients’ homes for rotating HHAs to use for ‘clock in
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and out’. The use of dedicated devices that remain at patient sites would enable

these systems to comply with the requirements of HIPAA, including password

protection, data encryption, access control and logging [120]. Becoming HIPAA

compliant would also enable agencies to provide HHAs with patient information

vital to their work, for example patient diagnoses. Adopting these processes

could assist stakeholders in reducing ongoing tension between agencies, HHAs

and heart failure patients.

Partial Reporting of Patient Conditions

A key finding in our research is that restrictions in reporting tools may prevent

HHAs from communicating when patients are in life-threatening conditions.

After an episode of home care, HHAs are required to use their patients’ phones to

call an automated punch-code system to report all the activities they performed.

During the call, the HHA has to scan through a long list of tasks on a coded

sheet to find all the activities they performed, and for each activity punch the

corresponding numerical value using the phone keypad. For example, cooking a

meal could have 99 as its assigned value, so the HHA types 99 during the call. If

a phone call cannot be placed due to poor cellular network in the patient’s home,

the HHA records all activities performed on a paper task sheet. HHAs who do

not follow these procedures risk losing their jobs.

However, our work highlights several challenges with this reporting pro-

cess, especially in heart failure. As a disease characterized by an unpredictable

and uncertain symptom course, heart failure often requires that all important

activities performed for and with patients be captured. For example, HHAs

need to monitor patients’ salt intake as this could lead to a serious condition

of fluid retention and swelling of the body; but list of codes baked into the cur-
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rent industry-standard system does not allow the reporting of “salt intake”, and

instead broadly captures “meal preparation”.

In addition, if HHAs erroneously “punch” in the wrong code during reporting,

they cannot undo their actions. HHAs do not have the opportunity to review

their entries or receive confirmation after submissions have been made. In cases

where paper reports are used, HHAs need to fax or submit reports in-person

on time or they will not be paid. These drawbacks suggest that HHAs need a

more effective process that accommodates the reporting of heart failure activities,

allows updates of incorrect entries, and remains fully functional during poor

network connectivity.

One design avenue for an effective reporting process could be to create an

offline-first tool for HHAs to collect and report data in a modular and granular

fashion. The tool could remain fully functional when there is poor network

connectivity and then sync back to the cloud when a reliable internet connection

is established. This offline-based approach has been well studied and successfully

implemented in tools (e.g., Medic Mobile [169], ODK [32], and CommCare [65])

for frontline health workers across the globe.

In addition, the reporting tool could be designed in form of a mobile or web

application where HHAs can indicate the specific care activity they performed

by quickly clicking through a form that contains both general activities (e.g.

laundry) and heart-failure specific tasks (e.g. prepared a low-salt diet). To reduce

errors in reporting, the tool could provide an opportunity to review all entries

before submission and update activities erroneously logged. Adopting a more

streamlined approach of seamlessly capturing care activities during home visits

could improve the quality of care provided to heart failure patients.
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Promoting HHAs’ Value and Integration

Stakeholders across roles expressed a need for greater integration of HHAs into

patients’ broader clinical teams. Downstream from the finding that stakeholders

would like for HHAs to have access to patient diagnoses, we see opportunities

for systems to better integrate HHAs’ perspectives and the data they collect. This

was critical for HHAs in our study, who felt marginalized — they labored to

collect data but lacked visibility into its context and use, and were not respected

by the system at large. Agencies similarly felt that the data collected by HHAs

were spread across several isolated systems in ways that made it complicated to

retrieve and perform integrated analyses that might improve patient care. Health

practitioners worried that they were missing vital information into patients’

everyday conditions – information to which HHAs had access – and simulta-

neously worried that tools that kept them updated in real time may become

overwhelming.

The need for thoughtful integration of HHA perspectives into the broader

team presents an opportunity for the design of an end-to-end information system

supplying stakeholders with detailed information on configurable notification

cycles. On a data level, the ability to see trends in the data they had collected

over time might alleviate HHAs’ yearning for context. Doctors and nurses

might also have their needs addressed through a system allowing them to set

notification thresholds and cycles for key patient metrics, for example enabling

them to stipulate they only wanted alerts-of-change emailed on a weekly basis.

A robust system centered on the collection of patient datapoints relevant to home

care could provide agency leadership with the insights they need to optimize

outcomes, and scheduling functionalities, strictly enforced, could help agencies

achieve operational efficiencies.
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On a communication level, stakeholders’ desires for better communication

might be addressed through a system enabling HHAs to triage whether a pa-

tient’s condition merited an emergency services call, a call to an on-call nurse, or

simply an asynchronous message notifying a patient’s doctor of a change. Blend-

ing ideas from clinical decision support and call center escalation protocols, such

a system might also provide HHAs, coordinators, nurses, and other members of

the call chain with visibility into the the status of their inquiries (e.g. ”Forwarded

to primary medical doctor” vs. ”Forwarded to agency coordinator”).

These improvements would directly address the immediate needs of stake-

holders laboring in this asymmetric information environment. While achieving

parity for HHAs would require systemic cultural shifts, for which the structure

of the underlying technologies can only do so much, we see design opportunities

for information systems to encode new social paradigms. For example, we envi-

sion compelling future work exploring whether and how algorithmic decision

support and triage might change perceptions of what patient states require emer-

gency or medical attention — among not just HHAs, but also doctors, nurses,

and patients.

4.6 Part II: Creating a Digital Provocation

Building on the insights from our qualitative research, we created a digital

provocation that engages with the challenges and tensions identified. Then we

tested it with stakeholders working within the ecosystem to understand their

reactions. In this section, we begin by discussing 1) how we arrived at our design

provocation methodology. We then 2) detail specific design choices we made in

the course of designing the provocation, and 3) describe our field study with 16

stakeholders across aide, nurse, and coordinator groups.
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4.6.1 Design Method

Methodologically, we were inspired by ongoing work within the interaction

design and HCI communities advancing discursive design methods such as

speculative design [4] and design fiction [25, 151, 152, 228]. Our goal was not

to “solve problems” for our users (an approach Vallgrda et al. [248] characterize

as movement towards a defined solution within a known context) but rather to

use design to explore the space of potential contexts. We contrast this approach

with traditional methods in user research, i.e. interviewing or contextual enquiry,

which are more focused on arriving at a nuanced understanding of an existing

design space. Thus we consider the technology design in our study not as a

prototype of a tool but rather a provocation, and focus our analysis on participants’

interpretations of the design.

Specifically, we sought to present stakeholders with a deliberately incomplete

vision of a future in which aides are more integral to the healthcare team and

have more “clinical” responsibilities—an outcome increasingly possible under

the tectonic shifts in healthcare payment models in the U.S. towards value-based

payment schemes. Our provocation was created to seed this broad vision with

specific cues, while refraining from prescriptively stifling participants’ imagi-

nations: a medium-fidelity prototype of a digital application with some level of

interaction, but without actual function. By centering this digital technology on

the aide as its sole user, we aimed to create a material starting point from which

our participants could, through reactions to the provocation, begin to articulate

aides’ experiences as well as their visions of the future.
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4.6.2 Designing the Provocation

Recall that in our prior qualitative research, synthesized three key needs for

aides: 1) the ability to record their daily tasks seamlessly and reliably; 2) the

ability to communicate with agency nurses and supervisors in real-time, in-

cluding flagging emergencies; and 3) the ability to access on-device educational

content on medical information, like normal blood pressure ranges, and health

information, such as the components of a low-salt diet.

We used these needs as a starting point for our provocation and constructed

a medium-fidelity prototype of a tablet application that appeared to fulfill them.

We chose the tablet form factor because it offered a mobile device modality

familiar to participants, with enough flexibility to plausibly encapsulate data

entry, communication, and multimedia educational content. We created a series

of screens that mimicked the design motifs expected in a modern mobile appli-

cation and that enabled users to tap on select buttons to move from screen to

screen. However, we stopped short of actual functionality in order to leave space

for future imaginings. For instance, the provocation does not store information

or realize any actual real-time messaging. We now discuss how our provocation

engaged with aides’ three key need areas.

The ability to record daily tasks seamlessly and reliably. As previously de-

scribed, a home health aide’s work revolves around recording the tasks they

have completed for their clients via a telephonic punch-code system. Each day,

when an aide arrives at her client’s home, she uses the client’s home telephone to

call into an automated phone line. This is how aides ”clock in”, or register with

their employers that they have arrived at the client site.

The aide then consults the client’s care plan, a document outlining the agreed-
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upon tasks the aide is to perform for the client that day. Care plans are often left

in paper format for the client to display prominently in the home, for example on

the refrigerator. The aide goes about executing against the care plan throughout

her shift.

At the end of her shift, the aide must dial again into the automated telephone

system using her client’s phone and follow a series of prompts to ”clock out”. As

the system records her time of clock-out, she also completes an important step:

task recording via telephonic punch-code. Aides enter numbers into the system

that map to the activities they performed for the client that day. This registry

of aides’ activities is critical to insurance companies’ reimbursement models for

home care, and forms the basis of agencies’ electronic visit verification (EVV)

schemes.

Despite occupying a central space in how aides interacted with their agencies,

these systems are often seen as unreliable and cumbersome. In fact, they are often

the source of tension between aides and their coordinators. In the event that the

telephonic punch-code system fails to record an arrival, the latter has to call the

patient to verify that the aide had indeed made a visit. As previously described,

this has shown that aides have so little trust in the existing technology that they

carry paper timesheets just to be safe. The telephonic punch-code system also

offers users no visibility into the numbers they have already entered, and no way

to correct an entry in the event that a user accidentally enters the code for a task

they did not perform.

Our provocation engages with the challenges described above by appearing

to provide aides with digital tools for the data collection they already conduct.

Specifically, we constructed a way for aides to 1) reference clients’ paper care

plans in digital format by viewing a scanned image of the paper care plan, and 2)
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Figure 4.1: Design Provocation: Interface for recording tasks.

Figure 4.2: Design Provocation: heart failure-related decision support: Green: no
cause for concern at this time; Yellow: cause for concern, keep monitoring the
client; Red: possible emergency, seek help.

record their daily tasks in an interface that appeared to provide reliability and

convenience (Figure 4.1), all on an application on a tablet provided for aides’ use.

Our provocation also extends the themes of this need into newer territory:

What if at the times of clock-in and clock-out aides also collected and uploaded

data on their client’s health status? For example, an aide who helped her client

keep track of her weight over time could record that she had completed this task,

and she could also record those values and send them directly to the client’s

clinical team. We saw this as an avenue through which aides might achieve
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elevated importance within home care, since aides are the natural observers of

data to which clients’ doctors and nurses currently do not have access.

We also saw the recording of patient medical indicators as an opportunity to

provide aides with “just-in-time” decision support as aides often struggle with

whether and when to call for help from emergency services or from a client’s

doctor. To extend the possibility of aides making more informed decisions in

these moments of crisis, we considered the question: What if aides received

immediate feedback from a technology tool itself on whether clients’ levels of

leg swelling were cause for alarm, and when to call a doctor? We saw such

decision support as an avenue for aides to be equipped to provide better and

more efficient care to their clients.

Figure 4.2 shows the screen of our provocation that realizes these ideas. Care

tasks like personal care and nutrition are tabbed on the left-hand side of the

interface. A tab called ”HF Monitoring” shows inputs where aides might enter

medical indicators with clear relevance to heart failure, such as weight and blood

pressure, as well as checkboxes for additional relevant indicators like shortness

of breath, chest pain, and leg or ankle swelling. As shown, an aide who selects

an indicator that gives reason for alarm is directed to contact a supervising nurse

or 911. Of note, in developing the decision support feature of our provocation,

we consulted with nurses and medical doctors with experience in home care of

heart failure patients for a clear decision-making algorithm aides might use.

The ability to communicate with nurses and coordinators. Much of aides’

current daily work also revolves around communication with clients’ clinical

teams and with agency coordinators. Coordinators are full-time office-based

employees who work on rotating shifts, are aides’ immediate supervisors at

home care agencies. They are responsible for assigning aides to clients, directing
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Figure 4.3: Design Provocation: the instant message feature.

them to client sites and monitoring aides’ clock-in, clock-out, and task recording

data for inconsistencies, such as a failure of the punch-code system to record a

visit, which requires them to call the client. Clients and their family members

also often correspond with coordinators to manage their arrangements with the

agency.

Nurses also work for an agency on rotating shifts. When a client is deemed

to be home-bound and have skilled need, a nurse is assigned to their care. The

nurse then provides an initial assessment, drafts the care plan, and subsequently

supervises the aide (who provides the day-to-day care). Nurses then visit every

few weeks to check on the client and adjust the care plan as needed.

While coordinators are meant to be aides’ first phone calls for all issues

that arise while providing care, aides have voiced it is often difficult to contact

coordinators in a timely manner and to contact nurses directly when they need

clinical guidance and when coordinators, who do not have medical expertise,

are not equipped to help. Currently, communication largely relies on phone calls,
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and coordinators and nurses alike may manage dozens of aides at once. As a

result, aides can often spend hours waiting for nurses and coordinators to return

their call.

We engage with these challenges in our provocation through a chat feature

that appears to provide aides with an interface for instant-messaging nurses

and/or other agency staff (Figure 4.3). This alone suggests disruptions to the

current workflow, moving communication from phone calls to asynchronous

messaging and providing aides with a direct line to clinical staff. This chat

interface also appears to be accessible from all other screens in our provocation

as a persistent chat icon. On several screens we also created the appearance of

new message notifications with a red flag on the chat icon.

To extend the disruptive potential of our provocation, we suggest additional

possibilities for this computer-mediated communication channel, through design

cues. A green circle next to the nurse’s name hints at whether the nurse is online

or offline. A red icon next to the message input box suggests the ability to flag

certain messages as urgent. Finally, a camera icon in that same dialog suggests

the ability to send photos or videos. In order to maintain focus on future com-

munication possibilities, we did not incorporate explicit cues to signal whether

the messages exchanged were compliant with Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act (HIPAA), a U.S. statute that sets privacy guidelines for patient

information.

The ability to review on-device educational content. Aides working with

heart failure patients have expressed that they often feel the need for more

health and medical education to properly care for their clients [229, 230]. Agen-

cies currently provide required training programs (known as ”in-services”) that

might cover relevant baseline information, like the elements of a low-salt diet
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Figure 4.4: Design Provocation: heart failure education screen.

or tips for keeping a patient’s legs elevated, but as described earlier, aides sup-

plement these trainings with information they source on their own, either from

other aides or by searching the Internet.

In our provocation, we engaged with the need for educational resources

through a button on the “home screen” labeled “Learn about Heart Failure.” As

shown in Figure 4.4, the provocation contained high-level information categories,

but it did not provide actual resources. We intentionally kept this section of our

provocation vague, to leave room for participants to fill in what it might contain.

This section was also developed in consultation with nurses and medical doctors

familiar with heart failure care.

Incorporating a behavioral design lens Since our intervention intended to

change the behaviors of home health aides and their existing workflow, we

engaged with Behavioral Science literature for techniques that directly addressed

decision making, a key challenge for HHAs. In our review we considered nudge
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theory [240], knowledge learning theory [86] and simple heuristics [46]. Although the

last two concepts were relevant, they were more appropriate after a heart failure

curriculum had been designed for HHAs. Building on nudge theory, we included

in our provocation as previously described, the immediate feedback responses

delivered in different background colors that were either green, yellow or red alert

signals, as a way to guide HHAs in their work. For example, suppose an aide is

reporting their daily tasks in the tablet and they indicate that a patient fell but

still looked fine, the app would display a message in red background prompting:

“contact your supervising nurse immediately”. By designing the provocation based

on behavioral theories, we aspired to make it more a more persuasive tool for

aides.

4.6.3 Field Study Testing the Provocation

We conducted a field study in the winter of 2018 and spring of 2019, in which

we showed our provocation to 16 participants from three stakeholder groups

(Table 4.2), including aides, nurses, and coordinators who worked with multiple

agencies. Our research team consisted of three women and one man who all

reside in the U.S. All had experience working with underserved populations.

Three have extensive research experience designing technologies for marginal-

ized populations in low-resource environments. One researcher, a medical doctor,

has clinical expertise caring for heart failure patients at a large academic medical

center and established relationships with multiple home care agencies in New

York state. We received IRB approval for all study procedures.

Recruitment. We recruited participants through direct outreach to home care

agencies and snowball sampling. Since they had been recruited through their
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employers, participants were assured that participating in our research would

not affect their employment status or benefits, and that participation would

be strictly anonymous. All participants provided written or verbal consent to

participate.

Participants. The majority of our participants were women (see Table 4.2) who

worked primarily in English. A notable proportion of our aide participants (4/11)

worked at least half the time in Spanish.

In Table 4.2, Agency A is a worker-owned home care agency headquartered in

the Bronx, NY. Agency B is a community-based nonprofit in Queens, NY. Agen-

cies represented with ”Other” are all comparable home care service agencies

in New York, NY. All agencies in our study follow many of the same industry-

standard procedures, including having aides utilize the telephonic punch-code

system for clocking in and out, routing aide communications through coordi-

nators, and centering day-to-day operations around the plans of care created

by traveling agency nurses and left with the client. All agencies also operate

under the jurisdiction of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

(HIPAA).

Design Sessions. We conducted eight focus group sessions, with 2 to 3 partici-

pants per session, each lasting 60 to 90 minutes. We chose focus groups rather

than one-on-one interviews because we wanted participants to generate ideas as

a group and to counter-point each other. Though aides were the target users of

the provocation, we also solicited the perspectives of nurses and coordinators,

because they work closely with aides. All focus groups were homogeneous with

respect to stakeholder category, meaning aides were grouped only with other

aides, nurses with nurses, etc. All sessions were conducted in English, except
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Ppt ID Role Employer Language Gender

1 HHA Other English Female

2 HHA Other English Female

3 HHA Other English Female

4 HHA Other English Female

5 Nurse Other English Female

6 HHA Agency A English Female

7 HHA Agency A English Female

8 HHA Agency A Spanish Female

9 HHA Agency A Spanish Female

10 HHA Agency A Spanish Female

11 Nurse Agency B English Female

12 Nurse Agency B English Female

13 HHA Agency B English Female

14 HHA Agency B Spanish Female

15 Coordinator Agency B English Male

16 Coordinator Agency B English Female

Table 4.2: Participant demographic characteristics

one conducted in Spanish via an interpreter familiar with the domain.

Each session began with a discussion about participants’ roles in the heart

failure ecosystem, including the challenges they experienced in their roles. All

participants were then shown the provocation (displayed on a real tablet) and

were encouraged to interact with it, to freely share reactions and thoughts about

how it might impact their work and possible challenges to adoption, and to

imagine it in different settings. Drawing on design recommendations of prior

work [184] that suggested aides could carry out their work in a HIPAA compliant

way by working on a dedicated work device instead of using their personal

devices (as seen in current practices), we asked all participants about their

perspectives on keeping the tablets in client’s home compared to aides carrying

the tablets at all times.
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Data Analysis Design sessions were audio-recorded (where participants per-

mitted) and professionally transcribed. We also took detailed notes during all

sessions. We analyzed this data thematically [234], beginning with a close read-

ing of the data and allowing codes to emerge. Multiple passes through the data

resulted in 58 distinct codes (e.g., magical technology, paper trail, aides want to learn,

and distrust of Internet information). We clustered related codes into high-level

themes (e.g., record-setting, mismatched interests, triggers conflict) and organized

them in a codebook. After multiple discussions and iteratively refining the codes

and themes, we arrived at a final set of themes that comprehensively represented

the data.

4.7 Findings from Testing the Provocation

Our findings cover five major themes that emerged from our design sessions. We

begin by 1) describing how aides perceived the provocation as a way to gain more

control over the narrative of their work. We then 2) highlight a clash in how aides

and other stakeholders envision the utility of the provocation’s communication

functionality. We show that 3) participants across groups worried that the aides’

use of tablets in clients’ homes could trigger conflicts with clients or families

of clients. Next, we 4) discuss how participants’ interest in the provocation’s

educational resources differed sharply between aides and other stakeholders.

Finally, we 5) uncover participants’ perceptions of how the application would

increase learning requirements and workload for aides.
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4.7.1 Taking Control of Setting the Record

We initially hypothesized that, given the precedent established by the telephonic

punch-code system, aides might perceive the task recording features of our

provocation as yet another means through which their employers could monitor

whether aides were performing their work and mete out disciplinary measures

if aides were not performing up to par. Instead, we found that aides viewed the

provocation as a way for them to take control and set the narrative around their

work—to actively engage in record-setting, instead of passively having records

kept on them. This affordance was immediately relevant for many of our aide

participants’ ongoing relationships with their employers; specifically, the records

would help them negotiate conflicts over whether or not they had performed

their work. Several aides shared that they were already keeping personal notes

of their tasks in separate paper notebooks or digital calendars on their personal

smartphones. A system like the provocation, one participant said, would provide

an additional point of leverage:

“This would protect me, because once [my task] is in, it’s recorded. There’s

no ‘you didn’t call’. It would be my backup, my paper trail.” (P6, aide)

These records were seen as especially powerful for cases that could veer

into medical emergencies (e.g. a patient’s feet suddenly becoming swollen—a

common scenario in heart failure patients). Aides described that after these sort

of situations, they often felt pressure from both their agencies and their clients’

broader clinical teams to have taken some “creative” action to help the patient, or

at least to have called their coordinator to report the situation.

But to aides, the issue was not so much about placing phone calls to their

coordinators or to a nurse to seek recommendations on what to do in dire

situations; rather, it was that these phone calls often went unanswered. With a
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tool like our provocation, aides felt they would have a reliable way to establish

and prove that they had done everything they could. One participant shared:

[ “A bed sore progresses. I’ve made several calls, it’s growing, it gets worse

and worse. This would document my persistence.” (P7, aide)

As this quote suggests, beyond the informal personal record-keeping they

already do, aides perceived that our artifact would further aid them by serving as

a formal record of the actions and steps they had taken, demonstrating that they

were indeed performing their work. To help them record information in more

detail, aides also immediately wanted the design to include features beyond

those depicted in the provocation and inquired, for example, if it could be used

to take photos and videos as part of record-setting.

4.7.2 Clash in the Desire for Better Communication

A key finding in our work is that aides, nurses, and coordinators perceived

the real-time instant messaging component of the provocation differently. On

one hand, aides viewed this as a step in the right direction to improve current

communication practices and potentially serve as a vital tool for their day-to-day

work. Recall that in the previous subsection, aides complained of reaching out by

phone to nurses and coordinators, but these calls frequently went unanswered.

Upon learning about the chat feature in our provocation, they perceived it as a

way to address their ongoing communication challenges. Unlike unanswered

phone calls that did not convey when situations required urgent responses, aides

felt that urgency flags in our provocation could alert nurses and coordinators

whenever aides found themselves in dire situations.

However, nurses, on the other hand, felt the communication functionality

would give aides an opportunity to abuse their time and reach out to nurses
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unnecessarily. Furthermore, while nurses saw the urgency flags in our provo-

cation as a potentially useful way to triage within what they anticipated as a

“fire hose” of messages from aides, coordinators felt differently. One coordinator

(P15) pointed to the red button on the chat interface that provided a way to add

an urgent flag to a message, and said, “If I know these aides, everything would be

red.” Indeed, for coordinators the chat features of the provocation sparked many

negative reactions. Aides already sought to monopolize their time, coordinators

explained, and the addition of another way to reach them would only create

more work for them.

Another issue was aides’ tendencies to want to reach out to specific coordina-

tors, regardless of whether or not that coordinator was currently assigned to their

current case. While an agency might have staffed up or down to handle an aide’s

incessant calls, aides often wanted to speak to a coordinator with whom they

had already established trust. This created difficult situations for coordinators

in which they were often implicitly expected to be available for an aide long

after they had left their case. One coordinator participant, P16, explained that

after accidentally giving out her personal cellphone number, she was currently

experiencing an influx of communications from aides who wanted to speak to

her and her only:

“On the weekend, I say I’m not working. They’ll call me on my cellphone,

because when you use your phone to call them, they get your number. And I

say, ‘I’m not talking to you, I’m not working. Call the emergency number,

because I’m not working today’... If you forget to block your number, it’s

free-for-all. They WILL text you back on it.” (P16, coordinator)

Our provocation raised these questions of nurse and coordinator availability

for participants across stakeholder groups. One nurse participant, P5, said that
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indicating availability on the chat was vital, so that aides would know when

nurses might see a critical communication. But simply indicating online or offline

status was not enough – a message sent to an offline nurse might contain critical

information, for example, that would have warranted an immediate response if

the nurse had been available to read it.

Still, coordinators did see some benefit to chat communication; specifically,

they felt the permanence of a chat record would allow aides to look back at

previous messages to remind them of directions from their coordinators, thus

saving both aides and coordinators time. Centralizing these communications

in a digital record would, in our coordinators’ views, improve on aides’ current

practices:

“One of the first things we tell aides is to buy a little book from the 99-cent

store so they have all their addresses in that book. A lot of aides don’t comply

with that. When they start working and you tell them something, they

just tear off a sheet of paper and write it down, but they don’t save it. So

by texting like this it seems a little more permanent, I should say.” (P15,

coordinator)

Coordinators were also quick to point out that the image of an aide texting

on a tablet would not be well received by the client or client’s family. We now

discuss this issue in detail.

4.7.3 A Trigger for Conflict in Patients’ Homes

Recall that during our design sessions, we asked participants about their per-

spectives on aides working with a dedicated tablet placed either at the home

of clients or left with aides to constantly carry with them. Across aide, nurse
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and coordinator groups, participants agreed that the tablet form factor of our

provocation would create problems for aides on-site, in their clients’ homes.

Nurses and coordinators alike said they already spent much of their work

fielding complaints from clients who felt aides were distracted by their own

personal devices, and that the addition of another device, even if ostensibly for

work purposes, would make the problem worse. One nurse, P5, said she often

performed pop-up visits to client sites in cases where the client’s family reported

the aide for “being on their phone all day long.” Coordinators, who by virtue of

their roles naturally bore the brunt of client complaints, said they knew aides

would “always be texting” (P16) if given an additional device. One coordinator

said the addition of a work tablet would give aides cover while they continued

to text on the clock:

“The biggest complaint we get from clients is that aides are always on their

phones. ‘She don’t do nothing, she just sit on her phone all day, texting

texting.’ So I don’t know how I would explain it to the clients. They’d be

sneaky, they’d be telling the patients ‘Oh, I’m texting my supervisor...’ ”

(P16, coordinator)

Aides, on their part, raised the issue that placing tablets in clients’ homes

would cause friction in their relationships for a different reason: clients would

begin to suspect they were using them for surveillance. As one aide put it:

“If this were to get piloted, people would need to be informed, meaning the

patients. They can get funky. They can feel like you’re spying on them.”

(P10, aide)

Participants agreed that clarification that aides were using the tablets for

task-recording purposes only would need to be provided at the agency level.
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However, even in the hypothetical case of agencies successfully reassuring clients

about why aides were using the tablet, the tablets themselves would still be a

source of conflict. Specifically, aides voiced the concern that patients and family

members might steal the tablet if left in the home.

4.7.4 Mismatched Interests in Educational Resources

An important component of our provocation was providing an avenue for aides

to access supplemental educational resources on heart failure conditions that

they could reference at any time. When we tested this resource with nurses and

coordinators, they showed little interest in this part of the provocation. They felt

that it was fine to have but not critical for aides to do their jobs.

In stark contrast, the educational resource elicited hearty responses from

aides who perceived it as an opportunity to satisfy a long-awaited need to learn

more about how they could better do their jobs. In addition, the behavioral

elements that facilitated decision making made the application more intuitive

as aides felt they could better understand when to take actions. For one aide

participant (P6), the educational features were “the best part, because [they] would

give me information”. When presented with the educational resources of the

provocation, aides were quick to volunteer suggestions beyond what was showed

to them. They requested several new pieces of content, with ideas ranging from

medication guides to diet information personalized for the client to embedded

videos demonstrating how to do cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).

Aides also suggested crowdsourcing the content of the education feature,

with one aide, P2, noting that over decades of working as an aide, she had

developed an index “stored in [her] brain” of side effects of common medications.

She asked whether such resources could be made part of the provocation for
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others’ benefit: “So this would be like a Wikipedia of information that could help

people?”

Compared to nurses and coordinators, our aide participants were quick to

ascribe more trustworthiness to the information that would come through the

provocation than the information they currently utilized on a regular basis.

Specifically, aides drew a distinction between what they saw would be pro-

vided by the provocation and their current practice of searching the Internet for

information.

“I don’t trust Google. Not everything is accurate. I know this would

be designed with accurate information, and help guide me more with it.

Knowledge is power.” (P6, aide)

Aides also voiced that such a tool would lend them emotional reassurance

as they went about caring for their extremely sick patients. This emotional

reassurance, aides said, would be the result of acquiring more knowledge on

what they could do for patients with difficult conditions like heart failure:

“You‘d have something to anchor you and take away your anxiety – ‘oh my

god, heart failure, what is it, what do I do’. This gives you a base and a

foundation.” (P6, aide)

4.7.5 An Additional Workload and Learning Curve

Our provocation was constructed as a medium-fidelity prototype so that it was

concrete enough to suggest real functionality, but vague enough to solicit partici-

pants’ feedback on future possibilities, Our findings show that the fundamental

elements of the provocation—a digital application delivered via a tablet—were

enough to raise concerns from participants in all stakeholder groups about how
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aides might receive it if implemented. Participants agreed that, just as they

would have to be trained on any new tool, the provocation would require aides

to engage in additional learning and practice. But they disagreed on how aides

would handle this new learning curve.

Several participants voiced doubts around whether aides would want to use

the tool. They said they had seen other technologies for aides deployed at their

agencies in the past, and were convinced a tool like our provocation would not

work in practice because aides would not want to put in the effort of learning to

use it. A nurse said:

“They don’t know how to use the tablet, and they don’t want to use it,

because most of the time they don’t like to use it.” (P11, aide)

At issue was the level of perceived additional work that the provocation

created. In a job where they already felt overburdened, aides might be reluctant

to engage with the additional responsibilities and expectations that features like

blood pressure monitoring and heart failure education would create. This was

voiced by not just nurses and coordinators but also aides:

“Some people want to go, follow the plan of care, and that’s it. Stuff like this

would seem like extra work.” (P13, aide)

Participants were also concerned about the English literacy required to engage

with a tool like our provocation. All text in our provocation was presented in

English, and for the purposes of this study we did not create a Spanish-language

version. As one aide who worked in both English and Spanish explained:

“Some [aides] don’t even know how to write and read in Spanish. How are

they gonna be writing and reading in English?” (P13, aide)
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Still, some of the aides felt they had both the ability and desire to expand their

capabilities to use a tool like our provocation. Many told us they were already

doing additional work outside of agency-mandated courses to learn more about

the conditions they worked with each day. As an aide, P14, said: “We can learn.

Why not?”

4.8 Discussion of the Digital Provocation

Our findings reveal numerous tensions and trade-offs inherent in trying to design

to improve equity for home health aides as their role in the U.S. healthcare land-

scape changes. We also find compelling connections from this work to ongoing

discussions within HCI on how to design technology for marginalized workers.

Specifically, we contribute lessons from a concrete enactment of Dombrowski et

al.’s [68] framework of social justice-oriented interaction design.

First, we note that in engaging with multiple stakeholders and specifically

provoking them to react to our vision of their possible futures, we invited a sense

of conflict into our polyvocal design process. Coordinators and nurses were

quick to point to aides as the source of numerous problems; aides were quick to

tell us how difficult it was to get in touch with coordinators and nurses; and all

were quick to point out the challenges of dealing with clients and clients families.

Constructing a provocation that principally centered on aides also bolstered

the turbulent nature of the feedback we received. Here we see a reflection of

the commitment to conflict that Dombrowski et al. [68] discuss as a prerequisite

for designers engaging in social justice-oriented work, as well as an enactment

of their strategy of recognition. In provoking these conversations, we invited

contestation, and in doing so surfaced larger injustices around how aides are

valued by the other stakeholders.
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Second, we note that as a research team we pursued a shared vision in

this project: a healthcare workforce in which aides, specifically, are able to

achieve greater parity. We are aware that in doing so, we centered on a specific

stance originating from our perceptions of the world. Taking cues from what

Dombrowski et al. [68] articulate as a commitment to reflexivity, we acknowledge

that our visions for aides may not necessarily map onto the visions aides may

pursue for themselves.

Nevertheless, our study design was intended to provoke participants to con-

template the political; at no point was it construed as the apolitical development

of technology against a static efficiency measure or a fixed set of user needs. In

taking a stance at all, we align our work with the commitment to ethics and politics

that Dombrowski et al. [68] outline as a prerequisite for social justice-oriented de-

sign practice. Similarly, we claimed responsibility for our design choices and our

provocation’s underlying assumptions and biases, and we never gave the impres-

sion to one stakeholder group that another group had created our provocation.

We thus enacted the strategy of accountability [68] in the designer-participant

relationship.

Our empirical study also provides grounded ways to develop and extend

these concepts. We now discuss how our work extends three key strategies

within Dombrowski et al.’s [68] framework: 1) the use of methods like ours

in designing for transformation, as a way to explore how near-future political

realities might manifest in marginalized workers’ experiences; 2) the need for

designers who seek to enable marginalized workers to weigh the heightened

expectations created by such projects; and 3) the difficulty of designing for

reciprocity, distribution, and accountability between stakeholders within complex

multi-stakeholder environments like ours.
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4.8.1 Design to Concretize Transformation

Designing to combat large-scale structural inequities necessitates a shift in fo-

cus, from attending to individual needs with user-centered design to attending

broadly to oppression-producing contexts. Dombrowski et al. [68] articulate

the need for this shift in their strategy of transformation, a design practice that

not only focuses on “immediate innovation” at the level of the individual but also

on designing for longer-term collective action. Such an orientation, the authors

posit, leaves room for social justice to remain responsive to changing power

structures, social norms, and cultural forces.

An approach like this may at first seem distant to the practice of HCI, which

has retained a focus on creating and experimenting with digital technologies

for people to use—something closer to engineering innovation than to political

activism. The balance between these two orientations has been the subject of

much literature, notably Bardzell’s articulation how feminist interaction design

should retain the quality of advocacy [15]. But as designers and builders of

technologies, how can we actualize such orientations and qualities in our work?

We suggest practices like the design provocation used in this paper as a

tactical methodology by which designers might bridge the gap between the

political and the material, and address transformation. Our provocation was

situated in a near-future shift in healthcare payment models, and concretized a

broader transformation in which aides occupy a more valued role in home care.

Within research contexts like ours, home care for heart failure patients, ex-

perimentation is limited and heavily regulated due to the life-or-death nature

of the work. In these contexts, it is tempting to reduce innovation processes to

traditional cycles of building and deploying tools for evaluation against a rigid

set of predetermined measures. This is expected, given that people’s lives are
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at stake. Yet, doing so emphasizes measuring outcomes based on incremental

improvements on a present reality.

Our method was useful in garnering insights and feedback on both immedi-

ate individual needs and longer-term collective goals, as substantiated by our

findings. Participants responded to our provocation with feedback proximal

to their immediate needs, for example, by describing how the provocation’s

communication features would overburden nurses and coordinators, or by in-

forming us that placing a tablet in clients’ homes would result in conflict. But

they also responded with distal feedback highlighting potential broader changes,

e.g., how accurate record-keeping could help aides achieve greater parity with

their employers, or how aides might crowdsource information on side effects of

common medications.

Designing and testing a provocation also gave us a window into the kinds

of measures to prioritize in designing a future system that centers on equity for

aides as the goal. An intervention that gives aides a way to keep task records, for

example, might be evaluated against not just its technical stability for immediate

use (”Does it record and store aides’ tasks?”) or its user experience (”Can aides

use this?”), but also whether it engenders specific equity goals (”Have aides used

this to negotiate a raise?”) Such a study might meaningfully address the individ-

ual and collective dimensions of the expected transformation while grounding

measures in realities sourced from aides themselves. In short, if we supplement

near-term measures with equity measures sourced from studies like ours, we

might achieve a process of innovation that bolsters broader social transformation.

Further, drawing on Behavioral Science literature to design the provocation

made the components more persuasive. For example, by nudging users through

different colors of messages displayed (e.g. message in red background showed
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after “shortness of breath” is reported), it is immediately clear the decision that an

aide should take. Although it is uncommon in HCI4D to draw on Behavioral

Science literature, doing so facilitates the design of technologies that are more

persuasive.

4.8.2 Weighing Enablement and Expectations

We now turn to enablement, a principle defined in Dombrowski et al.’s [68]

framework as a focus on “fostering human capacity or helping people take advantage

of opportunities by creating platforms for participation and self-determination.” We

saw this principle enacted in aides’ reactions to many of the affordances of our

provocation. For some aides, the educational features were seen as a way for

aides to fulfill their potential: one aide even responded to these educational

features by saying “knowledge is power.” In addition, aides saw the task recording

and chat features as platforms by which they could better control the narrative

around their labor.

Despite this, several of the features in our provocation were sometimes seen

by participants not as a means for enablement within inequitable labor systems,

but rather as a way for additional expectations to be placed upon them. For

example, the addition of educational instructional videos for CPR may alleviate

aides’ immediate anxieties around caring for heart failure patients, but, as partic-

ipants pointed out, aides might feel even more anxious around the newfound

expectation to know and carry out CPR.

In this, we see a core tension: How do we as technology designers balance the

goals of enablement with the realities of increasing expectations of marginalized workers?

The answer is not as simple as giving an enabling technology to an employer

and encouraging them to make its use optional. It is possible that in deploying a
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disruptive technology, a subset of marginalized workers might refuse to train

themselves to new capacities and be fired as a result. As job loss is not a desired

outcome of social justice-oriented technology design, we would define this as a

failure of the project.

If we assume that creating the enabling technology is to raise expectations for

marginalized workers, then the possible positive outcomes of enablement would

need to be worthwhile for workers who did choose to upskill. Yet, our findings

show this is not guaranteed. As the reactions to our provocation illuminated,

aides may perceive a new technology as “extra work,” which would be unwanted

if they simply seek stability and predictability in their jobs: “to go, follow the

plan of care, and that’s it,” as one aide described. For these aides, upskilling on

new technologies might in fact impose especially impactful burdens on the more

marginalized in the labor force. As improving the lives of these workers is a core

motivation of our work, we would define this, too, as a failure of the project.

Thus we arrive at a final reality: technology enablement projects may only

achieve their goals for the subset of users who take and leverage the opportunities

created by enablement. To design enablement tools for marginalized workers

is to decide what level of upskilling to mandate, to appropriately weigh the

promises of enablement with the possible opposing realities of creating additional

expectations. New frameworks for how we as technology designers can make

these decisions is a compelling area for future work.

4.8.3 Negotiating Reciprocity and Distribution

Designing for equity within complex multi-stakeholder ecosystems like ours also

requires foregrounding what Dombrowski et al. [68] call reciprocity: a focus on

“relationships and the ways they maybe need to change to become more equitable for all
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stakeholders.” Design practices with this lens create “platforms with the potential

to change inequitable relations.” Importantly, designers that seek to engender

reciprocity are advised that “fostering more equitable relationships may not always

be seen as mutually beneficial, but can also encourage spaces for open contestation and

conflict.”

Closely related to this concept is the strategy of distribution, in which design-

ers focus on equitable rebalancing of “the benefits and burdens of social systems.”

Benefits can include wealth, opportunities and access to resources; burdens can

include undesirable work, lack of adequate income, and other discomforts. In

addition to these concepts, we also find close ties to Dombrowski et al.’s [68]

strategy of accountability, which emphasizes that “those who foster or unduly benefit

from the oppression of others” should be held responsible.

Here, we find a tension core to the work: How do we as technology designers

navigate the conflict-ridden space of enabling the most marginalized and ensuring equity

for all stakeholders? How do we do this while reassuring all stakeholders of

mutual benefit, so that conflicts over the realities of redistribution do not prevent

progress?

Our provocation centered aides as users, but included features impacting

nurse and coordinator workflows. Thus, our work presents an empirical view

on how open contestation and redistribution between stakeholders can play out

in a justice-oriented design practice. By presenting a provocation from an aide’s

point of view, we elicited perspectives from nurses and coordinators revealing

gaps between what they see as aides’ current roles and capabilities, and how

aides might engage with them under the transformation we concretized.

Predictably, our findings are replete with comments from nurses and coordi-

nators on how aides’ current behaviors would cause problems for all stakeholders
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if they were given a tool like our provocation. For example, coordinators feel

better communication would lead to aides sending a deluge of urgent-flagged

messages, and nurses point out that they already regularly make house calls to

assuage clients who feel aides are constantly texting. In practice, the realities of

managing multi-stakeholder projects mean that technology designers themselves

must often make trade-offs between emphasizing enablement for marginalized

workers and systemic equity for all. Coordinator and aide reactions to the chat

feature of our provocation, for instance, seem to demand that we “pick a side.”

One way to handle these trade-offs is to create a platform through which

stakeholders might themselves engage with the messiness of enacting reciprocity

through distribution. However, just as designers of enablement projects must

reckon with how their design choices impose implicit expectations upon users,

designers of technologies for reciprocity and distribution must also reckon with

the idea that designers do not control how these platforms might be used, or

whether the eventual outcome of widespread adoption of these platforms is

one in which equity has been achieved. For example, it is possible that a tool

like the chat feature of our provocation could provide a vector through which

employers (e.g., agencies) enact greater surveillance and control over their em-

ployees. Another compelling area of future work is developing technology

design frameworks around ensuring that when stakeholders have a platform in

hand, the resulting human process of redistribution for reciprocity achieves an eq-

uitable result, as well as ensuring accountability while leaving room for shifting

conceptions of who in the ecosystem are allies, oppressed, and oppressors.
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CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDY 3: A LOW-COST TECHNIQUE FOR MITIGATING

PARTICIPANT RESPONSE BIAS IN RURAL INDIA

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents two experiments (one online and the other in the field)

that demonstrate a practical and generalizable technique for HCI researchers to

mitigate participant response bias and encourage participants to provide critical

feedback when evaluating an artifact. HCI researchers and practitioners are in-

creasingly interested in engaging with marginalized communities to design new

technologies to have a positive impact on people’s lives, including low-income

[64, 209], low-literate [165, 208], rural [24, 266, 250], disabled [187, 251], and

other communities [54, 101, 264]. One characteristic that these diverse contexts

share is that there are frequently large differences between researchers and their

participants, such as differences in background, social status, culture, language,

education, and technical expertise. Unfortunately, these differences have been

shown to substantially impact researchers’ efforts to evaluate their new designs

or interventions. In particular, usability studies and field evaluations frequently

suffer from high levels of participant response bias [56], defined as the extent to

which participants provide researchers with feedback or results that will please

the researchers or help to achieve the research goals [79, 186]. As a result, many

researchers have found it challenging to obtain critical or negative feedback

from participants that could help them to improve their designs or interventions

[3, 101]. Although participant response bias is present in all studies with human

participants, its effects have been shown to be significantly amplified in studies

involving marginalized communities [56]. Although a growing number of stud-
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ies acknowledge the potential for participant response bias to impact their results

(e.g., [108, 146, 242]), little progress has been made on developing practical tools

and techniques that could help HCI researchers to cope with response bias in

their studies.

The goal of our research is to fill this gap by contributing a generalizable

technique to influence response bias and encourage participants to provide

constructive feedback, particularly critical feedback. We conducted a series of

controlled experiments that systematically influence participant response bias

using the concept of social proof (or informational social influence) from the

field of social psychology [61, 217]. Social proof refers to the psychological

phenomenon where people assume the actions of others in an attempt to reflect

correct behavior in a given situation. In other words, when people are uncertain

about what to do, they assume that the people around them, such as experts,

celebrities, and friends, have more knowledge about what should be done.

We conducted two controlled experiments: an online experiment with 245

workers recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) platform, and

a field experiment with 63 low-income, low-literate participants in rural India.

Working within an existing HCI project, the Projecting Health project in India

[137, 140, 253], we asked participants to evaluate a community-created video.

In both experiments, participants were randomly assigned to one of the three

conditions: positive social proof, negative social proof, and no social proof (i.e.,

baseline). Prior to watching the video, participants in the positive and negative

conditions received social proof through subtle exposure to three positive and

negative ‘video reviews’, respectively, that they perceived to have been provided

by other participants ‘like them’. Participants in the baseline condition were not

exposed to any reviews. We hypothesized that participants in the positive and
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negative conditions would provide feedback that conformed to the tone of the

reviews they encountered. We structured each experiment to examine the effect

of social proof on participants’ quantitative ratings and qualitative feedback on

the artifact being evaluated.

At a high level, our findings show that social proof had a profound effect

on participants’ evaluations of the artifact in both the online experiment and

the field experiment. We found statistically significant differences between the

three experimental conditions for both the quantitative ratings and the qualitative

feedback provided by participants. In general, participants in the negative social

proof condition gave the video lower ratings and provided a greater amount

of critical feedback than participants in the baseline condition. On the other

hand, participants in the positive social proof condition gave the video higher

ratings and provided a greater amount of positive feedback than participants in

the baseline condition. These findings confirm that social proof is an effective

way to influence response bias and, in particular, that negative social proof is an

effective way to elicit critical feedback from participants, both online and in the

field.

Our intervention possesses several key benefits that make it practical for re-

searchers and practitioners to implement. For example, the technique effectively

elicits negative feedback even when participants are evaluating a single artifact

that is known to be associated with the researcher [56]. It is also a low-cost

intervention that does not require any additional equipment beyond the artifact

being evaluated. Moreover, the procedure is relatively simple to understand for

organizations working in the field and for participants. Finally, by conducting

two experiments in different contexts—with MTurk workers online and with

low-literate participants in the field—we demonstrate that our intervention could
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be applied by HCI researchers to a wide range of contexts and domains.

5.2 Related Work

There has been a growing concern within the HCI community about the effects of

participant response bias in evaluations of new designs or technological artifacts.

A number of studies have discussed the difficulty of eliciting critical or negative

feedback from participants, particularly in HCI for Development (HCI4D), where

there are often large social and cultural differences between researchers and

participants [3, 101, 108, 146]. Brown et al. studied the challenges of conducting

HCI trials in “the wild” and documented the effects of demand characteristics

[186], in which participants adjust their behavior to match the expectations of

the researchers. Dell et al. [56] conducted a study in India to quantify the effects

of participant response bias, and found that participants were 2.5 times more

likely to prefer a technological artifact that they believed to have been developed

by the researcher, even when the alternative was identical. In addition, when the

researcher was a foreigner who required a translator, the response bias with low-

income Indian participants increased to five times. Trewin et al. [242] analyzed

participants’ subjective Likert-scale responses in accessibility studies, and found

that participants in non-anonymous studies gave more positive ratings than

those in other studies.

HCI researchers have suggested a variety of approaches to try and reduce par-

ticipant response bias. Brown et al. [29] suggested postponing the evaluation of

technologies altogether until the technologies can be better understood by users.

Chavan [37] encouraged participants to submit critical feedback by situating

user studies within dramatic storylines. Molapo et al. [173] recommended role

playing and skits to motivate frontline workers to share their opinions. Other re-
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searchers have explored reducing response bias by dissociating themselves from

designs or artifacts [189, 254], limiting direct contact with participants [81, 252],

or spending more time with participants in the field in the hope that they would

be comfortable enough to provide critical feedback [76]. However, for the most

part, the impact of these approaches on reducing response bias has not been

systematically quantified.

Our study uses the concept of social proof from the field of social psychology

to influence response bias and encourage participants to provide constructive,

critical feedback to researchers. Social proof [217] refers to the psychological

phenomenon of assuming the actions of others in an attempt to reflect correct

behavior. Also known as informational social influence, social proof occurs

when people experience uncertainty about what decision they should make,

assume that the people around them possess more (or better) information, and

accept information gleaned from other people’s behavior as evidence about

reality [61, 63]. Examples of social influence include presuming that the food at

a restaurant is good because the queue is long, endorsing a political candidate

because everyone else approves of the person, or giving a product excellent

reviews because an expert or celebrity positively reviewed the same product.

The effects of social proof have also been shown to differ across countries and

cultures [40]. For example, prior research has demonstrated that people living in

collectivist cultures (such as India) tend to conform to social proof more often

than those in individualist cultures [27].

There is a growing interest within the HCI community in understanding

and applying the concept of social proof to a range of application domains,

such as interpreting graphical information and visualizations [105], influencing

user opinions in recommendation systems [44], prompting people to explore
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and adopt better security habits [48, 49], and affecting people’s intention to

adopt privacy behaviors [168]. Several scholars have also studied social proof,

or the broader concept of social influence, in the context of online platforms.

For example, Bond et al. [26] found that showing people that their Facebook

friends have voted increased voter turnout. Burke et al. [34] showed that social

learning played an important role in influencing how novice Facebook users

interact with the platform. Kramer [134] found that people were more likely to

share emotional content that matched the content shared by their friends. Malu

et al. [159] used social influence to encourage people to contribute personal

content to an online community. Finally, Wu and Huberman [265] examined

social influence in the context of online opinions, news, and product reviews, and

found that awareness of others’ opinions leads to increasingly extreme views.

Our paper extends this body of work by conducting controlled experiments that

measure the impact of social proof in the evaluation of an HCI artifact. To the

best of our knowledge, ours is the first paper to apply the concept of social proof

to influence response bias in HCI. We are also the first to study the effects of

social proof with low-literate populations in resource-constrained settings.

5.3 Intervention Design

We situated our study in the context of Projecting Health, an existing community-

driven social and behavior change intervention to improve maternal and neonatal

health in rural India [137, 140, 253]. Projecting Health empowers community-

based organizations to produce videos that feature local people discussing key

health messages in a local dialect. Accredited social health activists (ASHAs)

share the videos in group sessions with women via portable projectors. The

project is currently operating in over 125 villages in Uttar Pradesh with 170
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mother groups. Thus far, 80 videos have reached an estimated 100,000 people

through 12,000 screenings.

A critical component of Projecting Health is to obtain feedback from stakehold-

ers to ensure that videos are suitable for dissemination in rural areas. During the

initial phase of the project, several participants attended video disseminations

out of the curiosity to watch videos featuring people ‘like them’, and also because

of the novelty of accessing health information via videos. Since these effects lead

only to short-term engagement, the Projecting Health staff has aimed to design

improved videos that low-income, low-literate women find engaging, interesting,

informative, and entertaining. However, the staff has reported great difficulties

in obtaining any critical feedback from rural women because of high levels of

participant response bias. Often they receive positive feedback, or feedback that

lack details. During an informal conversation in the field, the program manager

of Projecting Health described:

“The biggest challenge [in Projecting Health] is to improve the quality of

the videos. If a video is of good quality, useful, and entertaining, people

will automatically watch it again and share it with others. However, it is

almost impossible to get constructive feedback in rural areas. They [people

in rural areas] always say the video is very nice and there is no need of

improvement.”

The goal of our research is to contribute techniques for influencing response

bias and encouraging participants to provide constructive, critical feedback. A

key design consideration is to ensure that the intervention is easy to administer

and generalizable to a variety of settings.

To this end, we began our research by reviewing Behavioral Science literature

for ways to persuade users to share critical and honest feedback. In addition, we
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consulted two behavioral experts for suggestions on addressing response bias. To

narrow down our list of potential behavioral methods, we eliminated techniques

that were challenging to implement and difficult to scale with technology, and

arrived at priming [226] and social proof [217] as promising techniques. Next, we

tested each of these concepts in a controlled online experiment, which revealed

that social proof effectively elicited critical feedback from users but not priming. We

now focus the rest of this chapter on the design of the social proof intervention.

To test the social proof intervention, we conducted a between-subjects study

where participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions: posi-

tive social proof, negative social proof, and no social proof (i.e., baseline). Par-

ticipants in the positive and negative conditions were subtly exposed to a set

of positive and negative video reviews, respectively. In reality, we authored

the reviews in collaboration with the Projecting Health team, and experimentally

controlled their content and tone to provide participants with either positive

or negative social proof. For example, a review that we created to provide par-

ticipants with positive social proof is: “It is very important for people to learn

this information. The video content is great! The health messages are very easy to

understand.” By contrast, an example of a review that we created to provide par-

ticipants with negative social proof is: “Nobody can understand the content of this

video. The message is not clear. This will never help anyone.” We hoped that showing

participants these ‘reviews’, which they perceived to have been given by other

participants ‘like them’, would encourage them to provide their own feedback

on the video. In particular, we hypothesized that if participants perceived that

other people had contributed negative feedback, they may feel comfortable to

critique the artifact being evaluated.

After participants received positive, negative, or no social proof, they watched
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a three-minute Projecting Health video about safe drinking water. The video

featured a discussion between an ASHA, two representatives of a village-level

committee, and a local doctor on how to keep ground water clean. The Projecting

Health staff recommended this video since it had both strengths (e.g., important

topic and new knowledge for most people) and weaknesses (e.g., unskilled actors

and uninteresting storyline). After watching the video, participants completed

a survey in which they provided quantitative ratings of the video along with

unstructured qualitative feedback.

We conducted two experiments to evaluate the impact of our social proof

intervention with participants in different contexts: (1) an online study with

MTurk workers, and (2) a field study with low-income women in rural India.

Each experiment focused on answering the following research questions:

RQ1: How does social proof impact participants’ quantitative ratings of

an intervention?

Many HCI studies evaluate new designs, products, or interventions by asking

participants to rate their subjective experiences or opinions on the intervention

using quantitative instruments such as a Likert scale [149]. We hypothesized that

participants’ quantitative ratings of a Projecting Health video would be influenced

by the kinds of reviews that they saw before watching the video. For example,

participants who were exposed to negative video reviews would submit more

negative ratings than those who were exposed to positive reviews.

RQ2: How does social proof impact the qualitative feedback provided by

participants?

We hypothesized that participants would be influenced to provide qualitative

feedback of a tone similar to the reviews that they saw before watching the

video. For example, participants who saw negative reviews would provide more
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Figure 5.1: Screenshots from the MTurk experiment (shown in English for read-
ability, although the experiment was in Hindi). On the left, a video is loading
without any reviews (baseline). In the middle, a video is loading with negative
reviews. In the third image, a video is playing after it has loaded.

negative qualitative feedback than those who saw positive reviews.

5.4 Experiment 1: Study on MTurk

Our first experiment analyzed the impact of social proof in an experiment con-

ducted with 245 participants recruited through MTurk—an online crowdsourcing

marketplace where workers complete tasks such as categorization, translation,

and surveys in exchange for small monetary payments [1]. An increasing number

of HCI studies recruit MTurk workers as participants [127, 130, 163] since MTurk

makes it easy to recruit large numbers of geographically distributed populations

at a relatively low cost. Since the prevalence of HCI studies conducted on MTurk

is rapidly increasing, we examined how social proof might impact the evaluation

of an HCI artifact by MTurk workers.

5.4.1 Authoring and Validating Reviews

In collaboration with the Projecting Health staff, we authored thirty positive and

thirty negative reviews in Hindi that commented on the video’s production
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quality, content, acting, storyline, duration, and entertainment value. The posi-

tive and negative reviews were similar in length and attributes being evaluated.

The average length of reviews was 26 words (SD = 6 words). To ensure that

the reviews were perceived as positive or negative, we recruited 125 MTurk

workers from India. Each worker was randomly assigned ten reviews to read

and rate on a five-point Likert scale from very negative to very positive. Since

the reviews were in Hindi, we restricted participation to MTurk workers who

could understand Hindi by providing the instructions and prompts in Hindi.

Workers who rated the reviews were 32 years old, on average. Eighty-eight

workers were male, 34 were female, and three did not indicate their gender. One

worker had completed secondary school, three had completed high school, 76

had finished a bachelor’s degree, and 45 had finished a master’s degree. The

positive reviews received an average rating of 4.6 (SD = 0.23) while the negative

reviews received an average rating of 1.7 (SD = 0.31). For the final experiment,

we selected the ten highest rated and ten lowest rated reviews.

5.4.2 Procedure

Since the Projecting Health video as well as the reviews were in Hindi, we re-

stricted participation to MTurk workers who were located in India, and were

comfortable reading and understanding Hindi. To participate in our study,

MTurk workers needed to answer a basic arithmetic question (i.e., what is ten

plus seven) displayed in Hindi. Workers who provided the correct response

were directed to an external webpage that contained the study instructions and

prompts in Hindi.

Each consenting MTurk worker was randomly assigned to one of the three

experimental conditions: positive social proof, no social proof (i.e., baseline), or
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negative social proof. We balanced these three groups on participants’ income,

age, and education. Before showing participants the Projecting Health video, we

purposefully introduced a thirty-second delay that we told participants was

due to the video loading. In the baseline condition, participants simply saw a

progress bar that took thirty seconds to reach 100% (see first image on the left in

Figure 5.1). In the positive and negative conditions, we used the delay to show

participants three randomly selected reviews, each for ten seconds (see middle

image in Figure 5.1). After the thirty-second period was over, participants in all

three conditions watched the video and provided their feedback (see third image

on the right in Figure 5.1). We requested participants to rate the video using a five-

point Likert scale on four parameters: how much they liked or disliked the video

(likeability), how useful the video was (usefulness), how entertaining the video

was (entertainment value), and how much the video could be improved (scope of

improvement). We also asked participants to share their subjective feedback on

the video. To filter participants that might not have paid attention to the video,

we asked a simple validation question about the subject matter of the video. We

also collected participants’ demographic information. The experiment lasted for

around ten minutes and participants received USD 1 for their participation.

5.4.3 Participant Demographics

We recruited 245 MTurk workers for our experiment, with 84, 73, and 88 par-

ticipants in the positive, baseline, and negative conditions, respectively. Since

seven participants in the positive condition, and ten participants each in the

baseline and negative conditions answered the validation question incorrectly,

we removed their responses from our analysis. Table 5.1 shows the demographic

characteristics for the MTurk participants who answered the validation question
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correctly. Participants came from sixty cities in India. All participants had access

to a mobile phone and 45% of them shared their phone with family members.

Almost 90% of them watched videos regularly and 97% had access to mobile

Internet.

5.4.4 Data Analysis

We conducted a single-factor, between-subjects experiment with three levels. The

single factor was type of social proof with the levels positive, baseline, and negative.

We used non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests [136] to analyze differences in

participants’ Likert-scale ratings on likeability, usefulness, entertainment value,

and scope of improvement. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were conducted

using Dunn’s tests [73] with Bonferroni correction [72] for multiple comparisons.

We analyzed participants’ qualitative feedback along several dimensions,

including the number of participants who submitted feedback, the length of the

feedback, the tone of the feedback, and whether participants provided substantive

feedback. We defined feedback as substantive if participants provided concrete

details on what they liked or disliked about the video or suggested specific points

for improving it. To analyze the qualitative feedback, we recruited three Hindi

speakers (1 male and 2 female) who read each review independently in a random

order, and classified the tone of the feedback as positive, negative, or mixed, and

noted whether the feedback was substantive. The reviewers were blinded to the

experimental conditions. We used majority voting to break ties, and analyzed

differences between the experimental conditions using Pearson’s Chi-squared

tests [190] or Fisher’s exact test.
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Condition
No of

workers
Male
(%)

Age
(years)

Education
(years)

Family Income
(USD/year)

Baseline 63 68 31 15.6 1191
Positive 77 71 32 15.4 1116

Negative 78 75 33 15.6 1100

Table 5.1: Demographic characteristics of MTurk participants.

5.4.5 Results of MTurk Experiment

RQ1: Impact on Participants’ Quantitative Ratings

Our first research question focuses on understanding the impact of the social

proof intervention on participants’ quantitative ratings of the video. Table 5.2

shows that participants in the positive condition rated the video highest on

likeability, usefulness, and entertainment value. In contrast, participants in the nega-

tive condition rated the video lowest on likeability, usefulness, and entertainment

value. Participants in the negative condition found greater scope for improving

the video than participants in the other conditions. Results of Kruskal-Wallis

tests indicated that these differences were significant for all four parameters:

likeability (p ¡ .001), usefulness (p = .001), entertainment value (p ¡ .001), and scope

of improvement (p ¡ .001). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons between experimental

conditions indicated significant differences between the positive and negative

conditions, and the negative and baseline conditions, for all parameters (see

Table 5.3). These findings suggest that negative social proof effectively decreased

participants’ quantitative ratings of the video.

RQ2: Impact on Participants’ Qualitative Feedback

Our second research question focuses on understanding the impact of social

proof on the qualitative feedback provided by participants. We found that a
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Condition Like- Useful- Entertainment Scope of
ability ness value improvement

Baseline 3.7 3.8 3.4 3.1
Positive 4.1 3.9 3.6 2.9

Negative 3.2 3.2 2.8 3.7

Table 5.2: Average Likert-scale ratings of the video by participants in the MTurk
experiment.

Condition Baseline Negative
Positive L§ L§ U† E§ S§

Baseline L§ U* E* S†

Table 5.3: Pairwise comparison of experiment conditions on (L)ikeability,
(U)sefulness, (E)ntertainment value, and (S)cope of Improvement (* is p < .05, †
is p < .01 and § is p < .001).

greater percentage of participants provided feedback in the positive (69%) and

negative (76%) conditions than in the baseline condition (63%). In addition, the

average length of feedback submitted by participants in the positive condition

(20 words) and negative condition (19 words) was greater than the baseline

condition (17 words). This may indicate that participants who were exposed

to other reviews wrote longer feedback since they wanted to conform to other

workers who submitted the subjective feedback. However, these differences

were not statistically significant for either the number of participants who gave

feedback or the length of the feedback.

Table 5.4 shows the classification of participants’ qualitative feedback as posi-

tive, negative, or mixed (i.e., it contained both positive and negative elements).

An example of a participant’s negative feedback is, “The conversation was very

unnatural. The flow of ideas can be improved. Dialogue delivery can be improved.” By

contrast, an example of mixed feedback is:

“This video contained good information most of which I was unaware of. It
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was useful for me, but the video could be improved using graphics and other

video enhancing ways. The current video is plain and monotonous. ”

Participants in the positive condition submitted more positive and mixed

comments, and fewer negative comments, than those in the baseline condition.

In contrast, participants in the negative condition submitted more negative and

mixed comments, and fewer positive comments, than those in the baseline condi-

tion. These differences were significant (χ2(4,N = 152) = 23.2, p < .0001), which

indicates that negative social proof led participants to submit more negative

qualitative feedback, and vice versa for the positive condition.

The qualitative feedback provided by participants was also classified as either

being substantive (i.e., containing concrete suggestions or discussion) or not. An

example of feedback that was not substantive is, “This is a good video,” while an

example of a substantive feedback is:

“Very nice video that gives us a very important message. Disease is spreading

in village due to polluted water. Hand pumps should be very deep and we

should try to keep the surrounding area very neat and clean.”

Table 5.4 shows that 74% of participants in the positive condition and 85%

of participants in the negative condition provided feedback that was judged as

substantive, compared to 68% of participants in the baseline condition. These

differences were not statistically significant though. Analysis of the negative and

mixed feedback indicated that participants provided several suggestions, such

as improving the acting (N=48), creating interesting storyline (N=24), enhancing

entertainment value (N=16), and adding graphics and examples (N=8), among

others. Analysis of the comments that contained positive and mixed feedback

indicated that 81 participants found the video useful and informative, seven
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Condition
Total #

comments
Positive
feedback

Mixed
feedback

Negative
feedback

Substantive
feedback

Baseline 40 65% 25% 10% 68%
Positive 53 68% 24% 8% 74%

Negative 59 29% 41% 30% 85%

Table 5.4: Classification of the feedback provided by participants in the MTurk
experiment.

liked the location where it was shot, and five appreciated the acting skills of

people with rural background featured in the video.

In summary, our experiment with MTurk workers demonstrated that social

proof influenced participants’ quantitative ratings and improved their qualitative

feedback. Participants who were exposed to positive reviews perceived the video

more positively, provided positive ratings, and supported their ratings with

substantive positive comments. Similarly, participants who were exposed to

negative video reviews were more critical of the video, submitted lower ratings,

and wrote substantive negative and mixed feedback critiquing the video.

5.5 Experiment 2: Field Study in Rural India

Our second experiment examined how social proof might impact a field study

in which a researcher conducts a face-to-face evaluation of an HCI intervention

with participants. In particular, prior research has shown that evaluations of

HCI artifacts with participants in HCI4D contexts may suffer from high levels of

participant response bias [56]. Our work directly engages with these contexts

through an in situ experiment with low-income, low-literate women in rural

India.
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Figure 5.2: The three stages of the field experiment in India. On the left is a
waiting area for participants. In the middle, two confederates are social proofing
a participant. In the third image, a participant is watching the video projected on
wall in a research room.

The second confederate is reading the feedback forms. In front of the partici-
pant, the first confederate asks the second:
First confederate: “Sister, what are you reading?”
Second confederate: “Brother, yesterday we went to [neighboring village] where
the researcher showed the three-minute Projecting Health video. He asked women for
their feedback on the video and noted it down. I was just reading the feedback women
gave to him. See, this women told him [the confederate randomly selects a form
and reads the feedback]”
First confederate: “Hmm. What did others say?”
Second confederate: “Several women gave feedback. See [points at another page],
this woman said [reads a second review]”
First confederate: “Hmm . . . Okay . . . ” [appreciating nod]
Second confederate: “Yes brother, another sister told [confederate selects and
reads a third review]”
Second confederate turns to the participant.
Second confederate: “Such detailed feedback is very important to improve the
project. You should give your feedback without any hesitation like these women in the
neighboring village did. He will also ask you information to fill this form. You should
tell him what you like and what you don’t like freely.”

Table 5.5: Translation of script used by the confederates to social proof partici-
pants.
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5.5.1 Authoring and Validating Reviews

Conducting our experiment within the context of an ongoing HCI project in-

troduced a number of considerations. In particular, the Projecting Health staff

requested that we create reviews for the experiment that do not critique key

aspects of Projecting Health’s design such as the use of local dialect and actors.

Thus, we authored a new set of 15 positive and 15 negative reviews that focused

only on other video attributes like production quality, content, storyline, dura-

tion, and entertainment value. The positive and negative reviews were similar

in length as well as the attributes being evaluated. The average length of the

reviews was 30 words (SD = 6 words).

To ensure that the reviews were successfully perceived as positive and nega-

tive, we recruited three Projecting Health staff to read each review in a random

order and rate it on a five-point Likert scale from very negative to very positive.

The staff members (1 male and 2 females) were native Hindi speakers and had

completed master’s degrees. They had been associated with Projecting Health

since its inception and had a deep understanding of the rural communities it

serves. The positive reviews received an average score of 4.5 (SD = 0.33) and

the negative reviews received an average score of 1.6 (SD = 0.4). For the field

experiment, we selected the ten highest rated and ten lowest rated reviews.

5.5.2 Procedure

With the support of NYST, a grassroots organization implementing Projecting

Health in rural Uttar Pradesh, we recruited 63 low-income, low-literate women

to participate in the field experiment. Typically, the Projecting Health staff show

videos to community members using a portable projector and request feedback

from them to improve the videos. We designed our procedure to mimic this
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existing feedback collection routine.

To avoid contamination and confusion, we wanted to ensure that partici-

pants in one condition are unaware of the activities assigned to participants

in other conditions. This was easy to execute in the MTurk experiment since

the participants were geographically distributed and used their own personal

computers. However, in rural India, which has a highly collectivist culture, as-

signing participants to different conditions without contamination and confusion

was challenging, especially since the field staff reported that women often come

together in a group to watch the videos. We also could not share the purpose of

our research experiment with participants beforehand since doing so might have

influenced the study outcome. Thus, to avoid any contamination and confusion

among participants, we along with the field staff identified three villages that

were comparable to each other in terms of socioeconomic status, education, pop-

ulation size and distribution, and availability of resources such as health centers

and schools. We then randomly assigned each village to either positive social

proof, no social proof, or negative social proof condition, with all participants in

the village assigned to the same condition.

In each village, the local ASHA asked women to attend the screening of a

new Projecting Health video. Once we had a quorum, a local staff member told

women that a researcher will show a three-minute Projecting Health video one

by one to each participant, and ask questions to understand the strengths and

weaknesses of the video. Participation in the experiment was voluntary. We

asked consenting participants to wait in a specific area for their turn (see first

image on the left in Figure 5.2). We set up a portable projector and speakers in a

room for the researcher (male, 30 years, native Hindi speaker) to show the video

and ask questions (see middle image in Figure 5.2). To ensure that participants
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were subtly exposed to feedback that they perceived to be from people ‘like them’,

we set up a staging area where we asked the participant who would be next to

visit the researcher to wait for her turn (see third image on the right in Figure

5.2). In the staging area, two staff members, acting as confederates, were tasked

to social proof the participant by acting out the skit described below.

The first confederate (male, 26 years) invited the participant to the staging

area and asked her to sit next to the second confederate (female, 32 years) while

she waited for her turn to interact with the researcher. The second confederate

pretended reading a stack of feedback questionnaires that, in reality, contained

the video reviews we had authored. The first confederate then casually inquired

what the second confederate was reading. The second confederate replied that

she was reading the feedback received from women in a neighboring village

where the same activity was conducted yesterday. She then randomly selected

three reviews and shared them with the first confederate and the participant.

After casually reading the three reviews, she asked the waiting participant

to also share her honest feedback with the researcher. Table 5.5 shows the

script used for the experiment. The skit lasted less than three minutes. We

conducted ten rehearsals with the confederates to ensure that the skit appeared

natural and finished on time. We decided against sharing the reviews with all

participants as a group to ensure that each participant experienced approximately

the same amount of delay between exposure to the reviews and interacting with

the researcher. Only participants in the positive and negative conditions were

exposed to the reviews. Participants in the baseline condition just waited for

their turn while sitting next to the confederate.

After the researcher finished the study with the previous participant, the

confederates sent the waiting participant to the researcher’s room. The researcher
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showed the video to the participant, and then requested her to rate, on a five-

point Likert scale, how much she liked the video, and what is the scope of

improvement in the video. We only requested ratings on likeability and scope of

improvement because the Projecting Health staff considered these two questions to

be critical for their feedback process, and because they suggested that we limit

the number of questions to reduce the time required to participate in the study

as well as the possibility of confusing participants. In addition to quantitative

ratings, the researcher also recorded qualitative feedback and demographic

details. The entire interaction lasted around ten minutes.

5.5.3 Participant Demographics

Overall, 63 low-income, low-literate rural women participated in the field experi-

ment, with 20 in the positive condition, 22 in the baseline condition, and 21 in

the negative condition. The majority (78%) owned a mobile phone while the rest

used phones of family members. About 25% of participants reported watching

videos on their phone, and only four had Internet access. Although 80% of the

participants had previously watched a Projecting Health video, none of them

had seen the video we used in the experiment. About 75% of the participants

were homemakers, and the rest were farmers (N=8), laborers (N=3), domestic

helpers (N=2), a cook (N=1), tailor (N=1), and teacher (N=1). Table 5.6 shows

that participants possessed low levels of education and family income.

5.5.4 Data Analysis

We used the same statistical tests and procedures as the online experiment,

including non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests to analyze differences in Likert-
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Condition
No of

people
Age

(years)
Family

size
Education

(years)
Family Income

(USD/year)
Baseline 22 36 5.6 5.9 96
Positive 20 31 6.2 5.4 104

Negative 21 29 7.4 5.7 119

Table 5.6: Demographics of participants in the field experiment.

scale ratings, and Dunn’s tests with Boneferroni correction for post-hoc pairwise

comparisons. Qualitative feedback provided by participants were classified as

containing positive, negative, mixed, and substantive feedback, and differences

between conditions were analyzed using Pearson’s Chi-squared tests or Fisher’s

exact test based on the values obtained in different conditions.

5.5.5 Results of the Field Experiment

RQ1: Impact on Participants’ Quantitative Ratings

Table 5.7 shows that participants in the positive condition rated the video higher

on likeability and lower on scope of improvement than the other two conditions.

Conversely, participants in the negative condition rated the video lower on

likeability and higher on scope of improvement than the other two conditions. A

Kruskal-Wallis test also indicated significant differences in three conditions on

likeability (H(2) = 22.5, p ¡ .0001) and scope of improvement (H(2) = 7.6, p = .02).

Post hoc tests with a Bonferroni correction indicated a significant difference

(p ¡ .001) in likeability for pairwise comparisons of all three conditions, and a

significant difference (p = .02) in scope of improvement between the positive and

negative conditions. These findings show that social proof effectively impacted

participants’ quantitative ratings of the video.
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Condition Likeability Scope of improvement
Baseline 4.3 1.8
Positive 4.6 1.3

Negative 3.1 2.3

Table 5.7: Average Likert scale ratings for likeability and scope of improvement by
participants in the field experiment.

Comparing Quantitative Ratings Online vs. in the Field

We compared the ratings obtained in the field with those obtained in the online

experiment. We found that the average likeability rating in the baseline condi-

tion of the field experiment was 4.3, which was significantly higher than the

equivalent rating of 3.7 in the online experiment (H(1) = 5.1, p = .02). Moreover,

the average score for scope of improvement in the baseline condition of the field

experiment was 1.8, significantly lower than the equivalent score of 3.1 in the

MTurk experiment (H(1) = 18.3, p ¡ .0001). This suggests that either participants in

the field genuinely liked the video more than the participants on MTurk, or that

the response bias was much higher in a face-to-face field study with low-income,

low-literate participants.

RQ2: Impact on Participants’ Qualitative Feedback

Since we asked participants to provide qualitative feedback face-to-face, every

participant provided at least some feedback, albeit with varying length and

quality. Although some participants just said one word (e.g., “good”), many

others gave detailed responses (e.g., the longest feedback had 91 words). The

average length of feedback was greater in the negative condition (45 words)

than the positive condition (32 words) and the baseline condition (16 words).

This difference was significant (H(2) = 25.4, p ¡ .001), and post-hoc pairwise

comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed significant differences between
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all conditions (all p ¡ .001). This suggests that social proof, particularly negative

social proof, successfully encouraged participants to provide more qualitative

feedback.

Table 5.8 summarizes the classification of the content and tone of participants’

qualitative feedback. Participants in the negative condition provided more mixed

and negative feedback than those in the baseline and positive conditions. These

differences were significant (p ¡ .0001, Fisher’s exact test), with post-hoc pairwise

comparisons yielding significant differences between the positive and negative

conditions (p = .002), and the baseline and negative conditions (p ¡ .001). These

findings indicate that negative social proof successfully encouraged participants

to provide critical feedback on the video.

With respect to sharing concrete ideas for improving the video, Table 5.8

shows that more participants in the positive and negative conditions provided

substantive feedback than participants in the baseline condition. These differ-

ences were statistically significant (p = .002, Fisher’s exact test), with post-hoc

pairwise comparisons revealing significant differences between the positive and

baseline conditions (p = .01), and the baseline and negative conditions (p = .01).

These findings show that exposure to reviews prompted participants to provide

substantive suggestions for how to improve the video.

Our analysis of positive and mixed comments revealed that a majority of

participants (N=43) found the video informative. Eight participants appreciated

the local actors and efforts they “put in to provide information while working tire-

lessly.” Other participants appreciated the production quality of the video and its

entertainment value. A 28-year-old low-literate homemaker who was assigned

to the positive condition suggested:

“I liked that information about diseases was given. The video taught us
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Condition
Positive
feedback

Mixed
feedback

Negative
feedback

Substantive
feedback

Baseline 21 1 0 13
Positive 17 3 0 19

Negative 7 11 3 20

Table 5.8: Classification of the content and tone of participant feedback in the
field experiment.

that we should not drink unsafe water and consume only clean water. I

learned that we should use borewells that are deeper. I liked this information.

You should also add songs. You should also add information about what

precautions to take with tap water.”

Our analysis of negative and mixed reviews revealed that participants’ com-

ments contained actionable suggestions for how to make the video better, with

many comments suggesting that “of course, the video can always be improved.” Nine

participants found the key health messages to be overwhelming since they felt

that the video was “rushed” because of its short duration. Five participants

suggested adding demonstrations (i.e., acting things out instead of talking) to

make the video more appealing. A 31-year-old low-literate homemaker who was

assigned to the negative condition stated:

“A lot of information was not given in the video. The information was shared

quickly in three minutes, making it difficult to remember. If they demo

actions, show clean places, then it would be easier for us to understand.”

Another five participants suggested adding information about other related

health subjects. Four participants recommended adding songs, dances, comedy,

and photos of children to make the video more entertaining. Another four par-

ticipants complained about the production quality, two did not like the acting,
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and one suggested using a more refined Hindi dialect. In summary, our analy-

ses show that the social proof intervention effectively encouraged participants

to submit greater amounts of qualitative feedback that contained useful and

actionable suggestions for how to improve the video.

Although a few participants echoed the reviews they saw during the social

proof exercise, most provided valuable feedback, including detailed suggestions

for improving particular video attributes, new topics for future videos, detailed

information on high-level themes they heard via social proof reviews, and con-

crete suggestions to improve the video. For example, although none of the social

proof reviews mentioned demonstrations, several participants noted how demon-

strations could improve their learning of the subject matter. Similarly, several

participants recommended creating videos on new topics like nutritious food

and waterborne diseases. Such suggestions were absent from the reviews we

used for the social proof exercise. Although some participants did give feedback

based on themes they heard via social proofing, they often shared specific details

that expanded on these themes. For example, a participant who was exposed to

a positive review containing “I liked the information shared in the video”, explicitly

mentioned in her feedback that she “liked the information that the hand-pump should

not be broken and the house area should not be littered.” Finally, the social proof

intervention gave agency to participants to make concrete suggestions that were

absent from the social proof reviews, such as including songs or dances to make

the video more engaging.

Comparing Qualitative Feedback Online vs. in the Field

We compared the qualitative feedback received in the field with that obtained in

the MTurk experiment. Our findings show that the average length of the feedback
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received in the baseline conditions for both experiments was comparable: 16

words (SD=10) in the field experiment vs. 17 words (SD=11) in the online

experiment. However, the length of the feedback received was significantly

higher for the positive condition in the field (32 words, SD=14) vs. online (20

words, SD=9), (H(1) = 12.2, p ¡ .001)). We found a similar trend for the negative

condition: 45 words (SD=25) in the field vs. 19 words (SD=10) online, (H(1) = 23.5,

p ¡ .0001)). These differences could be due to the obligation the field participants

may have felt to provide more feedback since they were face-to-face with the

researcher and because others ‘like them’ were also providing feedback. Similar

to the field participants, the feedback from the MTurk participants highlighted

new topics and issues not present in the social proof reviews they saw.

5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Reflection

The goal of our research is to contribute a technique for influencing response

bias and encouraging participants to provide constructive, critical feedback to

researchers. We created an intervention that introduces social proof by subtly

exposing participants to different kinds of feedback that they perceived to have

been provided by other participants ‘like them’. We evaluated the impact of our

intervention through two controlled experiments: an online experiment with 245

MTurk workers and a field experiment with 63 low-income, low-literate women

in India. At a high level, our findings show that social proof had a significant

effect on participants’ evaluations of an HCI artifact, both online and in the

field. We found statistically significant differences between positive social proof,

negative social proof, and no social proof conditions in both the quantitative
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ratings and the qualitative feedback provided by participants. Participants who

were negatively social proofed provided lower ratings along with substantive,

critical comments, while participants who were positively social proofed pro-

vided higher ratings and substantive, positive comments. These findings confirm

that social proof is an effective way to influence response bias and, in particu-

lar, that negative social proof is an effective way to elicit critical feedback from

participants, both online and in the field.

The feedback enabled the Projecting Health staff to understand the strengths

and weaknesses of different video attributes, such as the production style, choice

of accent, and informational content. In addition, the staff learned about specific

topics for follow-up videos that would be of interest to their target population.

Most importantly, the intervention made it easier for participating women to feel

comfortable providing constructive, specific, actionable, and critical feedback.

Such feedback had previously been very challenging for the Projecting Health

staff to obtain, probably because the women were thankful for their efforts and

did not want to hurt their feelings. The Projecting Health staff found the feedback

they received very valuable. For example, based on the numerous suggestions

from participants to make the videos more engaging, ten staff members of the

grassroots organization took part in a three-day video production training in

November 2017.

There were two main differences in our findings between the online and

the field experiments. First, the baseline ratings in the field experiment were

significantly higher for likeability and lower for scope of improvement than the

corresponding ratings in the MTurk experiment. Since the Projecting Health video

was exclusively designed for low-income, low-literate women, these differences

in ratings could either because participants in the field genuinely liked the
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video more than participants online, or could be attributed to higher levels of

response bias in the field. Second, although the amount of qualitative feedback

provided by participants in the baseline condition was comparable between the

field experiment and the online experiment, participants in the positive and

negative conditions in the field provided significantly more feedback than the

corresponding conditions online. This suggests that the social proof intervention,

combined with the face-to-face nature of the interaction (e.g., asking questions

in-person), encouraged participants to provide more qualitative feedback.

Our social proof intervention has a number of key benefits that make it practi-

cal for researchers and practitioners to implement. One of our aims was to create

an intervention that is generalizable and reproducible. We demonstrated that

our intervention can be applied in two distinct contexts—an online experiment

and a field study with low-literate participants in resource-constrained settings.

In both experiments, we used the same experimental procedure with minor

variations and received similar results that prove the efficacy of our social proof

intervention. Compared to other techniques that aim to reduce response bias

(e.g., randomized response [259] and unmatched count [200]), our intervention is

low-cost, practical, easy to understand for organizations and participants, repro-

ducible in different contexts (as we demonstrated), effective for both quantitative

and qualitative feedback, and elicits critical feedback even when participants are

evaluating a single artifact that is known to be associated with the researcher [56].

Taken together, these benefits suggest that, with a small amount of adaptation

(described below) the intervention could be used by HCI researchers in a wide

range of contexts and domains.
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5.6.2 Challenges and Design Recommendations

We now discuss the challenges we faced in executing our experiments, and

recommendations for researchers interested in using our intervention. Although

the intervention is designed to be an add-on to any artifact being evaluated, its

efficacy is dependent on how subtly participants are exposed to social proof. On

MTurk, we introduced a fake delay in loading the video and used that time to

show video reviews. In the field, we created a skit that exposed participants to

feedback that they perceived to have been provided by women in neighboring

villages. Researchers in other contexts will need to find new ways to subtly

expose participants to social proof.

We encountered several practical challenges in the field. For example, it

was difficult to find sufficient space to conduct the experiment. We needed

three physical spaces (waiting area, staging area, and researcher’s room) to

avoid contamination and confusion among the participants. We coped with the

space challenge by using verandahs, porches, and lawns as waiting or staging

areas. We were also concerned about participants returning to the waiting area

after interacting with the researcher and sharing their experience with other

participants waiting for their turn. Although there is no foolproof plan for

such scenarios, we simply asked participants to not return to the waiting area.

Similarly, although we limited MTurk workers to participate in our study only

once, we do not know whether they were aware of the other conditions since

prior work has shown that MTurk workers in India frequently communicate

with each other [91]. However, although such strict controls were necessary due

to the controlled nature of our experiment, organizations who are simply trying

to elicit critical feedback from participants could allow participants to share their

experiences, with the expectation that this sharing would increase the amount of
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social proof that they experience.

Another practical challenge was to determine who to select as confeder-

ates. We chose staff members of the grassroots organization because they were

available, understood our research, and were trusted by women in the villages.

Moreover, since researchers in HCI4D contexts are often accompanied by staff

of local organizations who introduce them to communities, we anticipate that

other researchers could follow our lead by arranging for local staff to act as

confederates. Future work could compare the efficacy of other people playing

the role of confederates, such as a health worker or village head.

A key strength of our work is the field evaluation with marginalized women

in resource-constrained settings. We designed an intervention to influence re-

sponse bias and collected strong evidence to demonstrate how social proof could

be used to elicit critical feedback on a real, large-scale HCI project deployed in

rural India. Although situating our work within the Projecting Health project

provided several benefits (e.g., access to field locations) there were some disad-

vantages as well. For example, we were mindful that our intervention must not

negatively affect either the Projecting Health project or the grassroots organization.

For this reason, we rewrote the reviews for the field experiment to ensure that

we do not critique key elements of Projecting Health such as inviting local people

to act in the video and using the local dialect. Other researchers will need to

create thoughtful ways to social proof participants without causing damage to

existing interventions, local culture and practices, and grassroots organizations.

5.6.3 Ethics

The use of a confederate approach in our experiments introduces important

ethical considerations. Specifically, we made participants believe that the reviews
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they saw had been provided by other participants ‘like them’ when, in reality,

we wrote the reviews. This deception was necessary because, for experimental

validity, we needed to control the content and length of reviews across conditions.

Although we told participants the purpose of the study, we did not tell them

about the use of deception. We made this decision after careful thought and

prolonged discussion with the Projecting Health staff, who thought that disclosure

may introduce significant confusion and ultimately cause more harm than good.

Although the use of confederates in scientific experiments is well-established in

psychology [19, 99], medical [261] and HCI research [106, 121, 155, 133], it should

be used with extreme caution. It would be much better to not deceive participants

at all. Moving forward, we hope that researchers using our intervention do

not need to use deception for the sake of controlling an experiment. Instead,

they could seed the intervention with real feedback from real participants and

incorporate additional critical feedback into the intervention as it is received.

5.6.4 Limitations

Our work has several limitations. For example, although our intervention is

clearly influencing response bias in different ways, it is not necessarily providing

researchers with any objective truth. In addition, since we only exposed partici-

pants to social proof before watching the video, additional research is needed to

study the effects of post-exposure. The field experiment was also conducted with

a male Indian researcher, and the results may change (i.e., greater bias) if a foreign

researcher conducted the evaluation [56]. Moreover, all participants in the field

experiment were women, and additional research is needed to examine the im-

pact of ethnicity and gender of researchers and participants on the response bias.

Finally, our experiments were done with people in India, in part because prior
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work [56] demonstrated high-levels of response bias in India. Future research

is needed to understand how our results might differ with people in different

countries, cultures, and contexts.
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CHAPTER 6

SYNTHESIZING AND DRAWING LESSONS FROM CASE STUDIES

Having analyzed the application of my approach (in chapters 3, 4, and 5), I now

discuss key takeaways for researchers and practitioners interested in effectively

designing technological interventions for behavior change in HCI4D. Each of the

case study chapters included a discussion section highlighting contributions to

HCI4D and the problem domain studied. In this chapter, I synthesize key themes

across all case studies and overall contributions.

A generalizable approach. A major strength of this dissertation is exploring

research across diverse problem domains, organization contexts, geographical

regions (low-resource and resource-rich countries), and infrastructure. My three

case studies took place in Kenya, New York, and India respectively, regions

with very different languages, infrastructure, literacy levels, technology access,

and cultures. Each case study involved organizations with varying structures,

culture, and global reach. Our partners in the first case study involved two

NGOs headquartered in East Africa and focused on designing tools for health

workers who assist millions of people in hard-to-reach communities. The second

case study involved hospitals and three health agencies in New York (including

an agency established in 1893). Lastly, the third case study involved an NGO in

India that works in 29 countries across five continents. Despite these differences,

the same approach was applied with each of these partners to successfully

design technological interventions in a way that engaged multiple groups of

stakeholders and incorporated Behavioral Science theories. This demonstrates

that the approach could be applied when designing technological interventions

across a diverse range of HCI4D contexts.
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Engaging multiple stakeholder groups in this dissertation and beyond. In

engaging multiple stakeholder groups, this dissertation does not intend to re-

place current HCI4D best practices; rather, it augments existing efforts. The

current practice of building partnerships, engaging end users, iterating designs,

and evaluating deployments are still core steps that need to be taken during

an intervention design that involves a multi-stakeholder approach. Further,

researchers could perform multiple steps in parallel to avoid lengthening their

fieldwork research unnecessarily. Specifically, multiple stakeholders can be

identified during field research. Then while preparing for qualitative research

to gain a deeper understanding of the contexts of end users, researchers can

simultaneously plan to engage other stakeholder groups. This is a more effective

approach compared to working sequentially to first engage end users and then

later engage other stakeholder groups.

Beyond the three case studies presented, this dissertation approach can also be

integrated into other research studies. For example, DeRenzi et al. [57] designed

a feedback system for CHWs in India but engaged with only CHWs during

their multi-stage design phase. One way to adopt our approach of engaging

multiple groups of stakeholders is for the researchers to engage the supervisors

of CHWs and the decision makers of the health programs. Early designs can

also be shared with these groups, which provides a number of advantages: it

reveals important factors that these stakeholder groups are concerned about and

could potentially be addressed during early design iterations; it makes the other

stakeholder groups feel more connected to the efforts of the research team; and it

reduces the possibility of push back when the intervention is about to be scaled.

Similarly, our approach can be applied in the work by Tuli et al. [244] that

focused on the design of an SMS system for mothers in Pakistan to improve
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their knowledge of antenatal care. Specifically, the research team can engage

other stakeholder groups such as mothers-in-law and husbands early in the

design process. As evidenced in their work, not engaging these groups led to

interference in the intervention where the end users, mothers, could not practice

the health tips that the SMS application suggested. For example, mothers-in-law

sometimes prevented mothers from going to hospitals because they felt it was

unnecessary and they gave folklore advice to mothers that conflicted with the

advice that these mothers received from doctors. In fact, any HCI4D study that

targets end users in an ecosystem where they interact with other stakeholder

groups should engage these other groups to create a more effective intervention.

One caveat is if researchers are in an early exploratory phase and have not

decided on the specific design space to investigate. For instance, in our third

case study, we sought to design a low-cost technique for mitigating participant

response bias. After assessing multiple behavioral techniques we converged on

priming [226] and social proof [217]. However, we did not engage any stakeholder

groups until we had validated through online experiments that social proof is an

effective approach for reducing response bias. Only then did we, in our field

research in India, engage decision makers interested in eliciting critical feedback

from participants in their health program. Engaging stakeholder groups in this

way led to meaningful insights for both our researcher team and the health

decision makers involved.

It is important to note the subtle difference between engaging decision makers

as a stakeholder group and getting “buy-in” from them. In the former, the

decision makers are involved in the detail of the intervention while in the latter,

they do not engage with the tool—they only know of it and support it. Both steps

are necessary, however, without engaging decision makers in the design detail,
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researchers run a risk of completing the design of a tool that later faces resistance

when it is about to be scaled because other stakeholder groups see “obvious”

design issues that should have been addressed. For instance, in the first case

study that involved the design of a health feedback system for care recipients

in rural Kenya, our research team shared an early prototype with the director

of a county after receiving approval from his office. Upon interacting with the

prototype, he requested that the feedback system include an avenue for finding

out if health centers delayed treatment to care recipients. Taking his feedback,

we carefully designed the system in a way that care recipients could report this

specific feedback. After deployment, we summarized preliminary findings and

shared them with him, which made him more interested in our project and he

recommended that we expand our deployment from one to ten health centers.

Without engaging with him during our design, we would not have learned of

his concerns or had the opportunity to scale faster. Needless to say, scaling faster

would mean more data for research purposes, a highly welcomed benefit, as

well as more impact across other communities where care recipients would be

enabled to share their own feedback about services received at health centers.

Incorporating behavioral theories in this dissertation and beyond. On the

surface, incorporating behavioral theories may appear as merely looking up

theories in Behavioral Science literature and selecting a concept that resonates

with a researcher. However, this is an illusion as incorporating behavioral

theories in all three case studies followed a systematic and thorough process

that began at the inception of each study. Each case study started by defining

the problem space and the intended behavior to be changed. For example, the

first case study focused on enabling care recipients to engage in a new behavior

of sharing feedback, the second study involved guiding home health aides in their
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decision making, and the third study focused on influencing people’s behavior to

encourage them to provide critical feedback. Next, Behavioral Science literature is

reviewed to identify potential ways of addressing the problem of interest.

To narrow down from the various behavioral techniques, we focus on behav-

ioral concepts that are easy to implement and scale through technology. This

step is important because there is little benefit in selecting techniques that are

challenging to implement as they will require a lot of resources to scale and

this will likely be met with push back from decision makers. Next, the selected

techniques are iteratively tested with multiple stakeholder groups until a final

version of the intervention is created. In narrowing down to specific behavioral

techniques, researchers can select only one technique (e.g. in case study three,

we focused on only social proof [217] because we wanted a single technique that

can be easily adopted by researchers); or multiple techniques as part of a sys-

tem, where the entire tool is the intervention and the behavioral techniques are

supporting components (e.g. the first case study applied positive reinforcement

[222] to commend users after they submitted feedback and choice architecture [11]

to simplify the order of the contents that were presented so that users felt the

system was easy to use). Following these rigorous steps ensures that behavioral

theories are incorporated in a systematic way during the design process of a

technological intervention.

The proposed approach for integrating behavioral science theories can also

be applied to other HCI4D research beyond the case studies in this dissertation.

For example, in the work by DeRenzi et al. [59], the authors used a performance

comparison chart that inadvertently discouraged CHWs at the bottom of the

chart. However, the researchers could have built on framing effect [245] to share

this information in a positive way that still challenges CHWs to do more. In
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their work on using an SMS system to engage men in family planning, Perrier

et al. [194] could have tackled low engagement by drawing on social proof [217].

To combat the belief where these Kenyan men think they are alone, the SMS

messages could have alerted them that “other men like you are also participating in

family planning”. Further, HCI4D studies that adopt reminder messages to alert

users to engage in specific actions [192, 58, 198] could be more intentional about

this process by building on nudge theory [240] to craft messages that are more

persuasive and choice architecture [11] to carefully decide when and how user

interfaces are designed. It is worth noting that these suggestions do not often

require redesigning an intervention from scratch; rather, it involves strengthening

existing interventions through carefully crafted content. Therefore, other HCI4D

research studies can incorporate Behavioral Science concepts and design more

effective technological interventions for under-served communities.

Designing within an existing infrastructure. A key principle adopted in all

three case studies was to work within an existing infrastructure in order to

ensure project sustainability instead of establishing a system from scratch. As

a result, each intervention was designed as a product that could be adopted by

our collaborating partners. For instance, in the first case study, the feedback

system designed was created in a way that it could be plugged into the mobile

health applications used by CHWs. In the second and third case studies, our

research team worked with our local partners from the beginning of the project

to understand ways in which they could adopt our solution. This approach

directly responds to a recent call in HCI4D for researchers to follow an asset

based approach that encourages the use of existing infrastructure [191]. It also

demonstrates a concrete way for researchers to balance research and practice,

a well-known tension in HCI4D [3, 54, 101]. Further, this provides a roadmap
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for addressing the challenge of sustainability prevalent in HCI4D [256, 192, 250,

260]. For example, by discussing sustainability with our local partners from the

beginning of the project, they were interested in how the project could align

with their longterm goal of using feedback to improve health services in rural

communities. To further make this goal achievable, I took great care in mapping

the technical infrastructure of their current systems and shared with them how

the new feedback system could be integrated into their existing ecosystem of

community health apps. Following these steps encouraged them to take up the

cost of expanding the system across several communities after our evaluation

showed its potential impact in gathering care recipient feedback. Therefore,

it is imperative to work within an existing infrastructure because it promotes

sustainability and scalability.

Sustaining rapport with partners. An important lesson for future HCI4D

scholars is that a substantial amount of non-research effort was done in par-

allel with the research activities in order to foster a smooth relationship with

our collaborating partners. Sometimes, these efforts were completely unrelated

to the research goals, however, they built a stronger connection with partners.

For example, during our field research in the first case study, I participated in

informal lunch meetings (brown bags) with employees at Medic Mobile [169]

where I listened and actively contributed to discussion even when they did not

pertain to my field research. During my first encounter with the employees, I

was perceived as an ”external researcher from the United States who wouldn’t connect

with the local employees” and would be gone after a few weeks of fieldwork. In

addition, there were concerns that researchers were arrogant people who looked

down on the work of staff. To dispel this myth, I actively inquired about people’s

work and explained how results of my field research could make their work
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easier. In scenarios where employees worked on projects unrelated to my field

research, I shared insights from related literature on how they could potentially

make their work easier. Of course, everyone wants their lives simplified, so

this contribution was accepted with open arms. At the end of my stay, many

employees in the organization had not only become excited about the potential

impact of my field research, but they requested that I return back for another

round of fieldwork; and after returning back to the U.S., the stories of increased

enthusiasm continued all the way to the leadership of the NGOs who in turn

reached out to commend me. Creating this sort of rapport does not happen by

sheer luck, rather it takes consistent, conscious efforts. It is tempting to dismiss

the need to build rapport as a distraction from core research activities but failing

to do could be the end of a research project before it kicks off.

Challenges of adopting a multi-stakeholder view. A major challenge of adopt-

ing a multi-stakeholder view is that it implies a substantial increase in the work-

load of HCI4D researchers. However, this is not the case as this dissertation

approach is not a dramatic departure from existing HCI4D practices but a way for

HCI4D researchers to go deeper in their work. The HCI4D community already

recognizes the essence of tailoring interventions to the needs of end users and

conducting iterative designs based on user feedback. In parallel, a growing num-

ber of studies have recognized the benefits of identifying all stakeholder groups

involved in an ecosystem [18, 138, 244, 181, 184]. This doctoral research builds

on this prior work and advocates for the approach proposed, recognizing that

failing to do so has real-life consequences that could exacerbate the conditions

of marginalized communities. In fact, any researcher looking to conduct quick

“parachute” research should avoid HCI4D because it’ll likely result in more harm

than good. Therefore the question for HCI4D researchers shouldn’t be “is this
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more work?” but rather “how can I effectively design my technological intervention?”

Another challenge is that balancing the views of multiple groups of stake-

holders can quickly become contentious during the design process. For example,

in our first study, care recipients were, on one hand, concerned that the feedback

tool would be difficult for them to use. To address this concern, we simplified

the interface and limited the number of survey questions to five. On the other

hand, county leaders, as decision makers, wanted to increase the number of

questions that recipients answered so they could make data driven decisions on

how health programs could improve but this would make the tool difficult to

use. Further, CHWs were curious about revealing the identity of people who

submitted feedback while care recipients wanted to maintain anonymity during

feedback submission. These conflicting issues led to several back and forth com-

munications that on the surface appeared as though we were not making any

progress as the same request came up multiple times in subsequent meetings. To

tackle this issue, the research team consistently emphasized that adding ques-

tions or exposing users’ identities would likely discourage care recipients and

drive down engagement. In addition, we agreed with decision makers to later

extend the questions based on how well users engaged with only five questions

in the initial deployment. A key insight in our approach of balancing multiple

viewpoints is that it is important to spend more time in the field in order to

build stronger relationships with stakeholder groups. Further, when balancing

views, researchers should re-align stakeholder groups with the vision of the

research project and highlight the benefits that the communities will experience

when the problem is resolved.

Challenges of incorporating behavioral theories. HCI4D scholars interested

in incorporating behavioral theories during design may find it challenging to
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narrow down from the large pool of Behavioral Science concepts to techniques

relevant to their research contexts. As a result, this may appear as though

one needs to be an expert in Behavioral Science but this is not the case as this

dissertation already lays the ground work for future researchers. While it is

important to learn Behavioral Science at a deeper level—I learned over the years

through multi-day workshops, behavioral science training programs, advanced

Ph.D. courses, co-teaching within two years a course on Behavioral Economics

for technology, and collaborating with behavioral scientists—one could consult

a behavioral science expert during the early exploration phase of a project. For

example, in our third case study, we discussed with two behavioral science

researchers for insights on potential ways to elicit critical feedback from people.

This informed the kinds of search we performed when reviewing behavioral

techniques in the literature.

Although there exists several resources for learning about Behavioral Science

concepts, I highlight a few (see Appendix A.1 and A.2) that will be relevant

to researchers designing for HCI4D contexts: a cognitive bias cheat sheet on

human bias [20], a brief introduction to Behavioral Economics [176], and thought-

provoking research on the behavior of impoverished populations [50, 23, 160].

While this is not intended to become an exhaustive list, it serves as a primer

on integrating behavioral science principles into the design of technological

interventions in HCI4D. Therefore, the insights from this doctoral research and

the resources shared provide a roadmap for HCI4D researchers to immediately

begin to incorporate behavioral science concepts in their technology intervention

design.

To assess potential behavioral techniques for technological interventions, it is

important to consider if a selected technique is: (i) practical to implement using
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technology; and (ii) affordable when scaled across communities for a period of

time. For example, designing a tool that builds on social proof [217] requires col-

lecting information on the behavior of end users as well as their peers. However,

this could be challenging for a new research project that is yet to collect any data.

If the project is eventually set up, it also has to be financially affordable during

its early phase when the system is still collecting peer data. In such a scenario,

researchers need to consider other potential behavioral techniques.

Another key challenge is that integrating a behavioral lens in HCI4D re-

search does not guarantee behavior change in end users. Changing human

behaviors is difficult because humans are complex beings, and there are social,

environmental, and psychological factors at play. Therefore, no one behavioral

technique will always effect behavior change. For example, nudging patients

through SMS reminders to improve medication adherence has been shown to

be unsuccessful because adherence is a complex problem that involves deep

psychological, sociological, and logistical challenges [170, 218]. As a result, any

adopted behavioral technique needs to first be tested before it is scaled across

communities. This implies that after going through the process of carefully

narrowing down to a behavioral technique, it may not yield the desired effect.

Nevertheless, if an intervention does not work after careful design, it still denotes

an important outcome for future researchers to build on — a win for Science.

Challenges of success and failure signals. HCI4D researchers have docu-

mented the challenges involved in deploying interventions that fail to achieve

their original goals [3, 66, 35, 97]. While the definition of “success” is still an open

debate [54], there are several warning signs that researchers could point to in

hindsight that contributed to the failure of a project. In this work, I highlight

three signals that have emerged from my work over the years (from the three
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case studies discussed in this dissertation and from my experience of conducting

other research). In Appendix (see A.0.1), I include more questions for researchers

to reflect on when conducting fieldwork.

The first signal focuses on experiencing consistent delays from a stakeholder

about a crucial task. On the surface, this may seem acceptable—after all, experi-

encing one form of delay or another is inevitable in HCI4D research. In addition,

this behavior doesn’t necessarily happen because the stakeholder group con-

cerned is uninterested in the project. On the contrary, they could show a lot of

enthusiasm yet not follow through in their actions. For example, in one of my

other research projects, the micro-franchisors of a kiosk intervention for young

entrepreneurs in Senegal were supposed to check-in weekly on how their en-

trepreneurs (franchisees) were performing. Our multi-stakeholder engagement

with all stakeholder groups revealed that franchisors understood the value of

check-ins, had long-term plans of how to support franchisees to grow their small

businesses, and assured us that they would do the check-ins “later” in upcoming

weeks. Over four weeks later with multiple weekly reminders from our team,

the check-ins were still not done. This type of challenge led to a difficult situa-

tion where a researcher struggles to call out procrastinative tendencies because

they seek to maintain rapport with local partners. However, every excused act

translates to time and resources forgone. Attempts to remedy the late weekly

check-ins were futile and eventually the project ended after two years of working

with these enthusiastic partners. While this was not the only reason for termi-

nating the project, it played a big role. Therefore, when consistent delays are

noticed, they should immediately be nipped in the bud by alerting key decision

makers to re-strategize as the project is undergoing a pattern that will likely lead

to failure.
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The second signal centers on the availability of potential participants for the

research study. Before going for fieldwork, it is important that a researcher is

assured of as many participants as possible that they require for their studies.

For example, if one hopes to conduct qualitative research with 20 people, the

researcher should ensure that the local partner guarantees that they can recruit

more than 20 participants because it is unlikely that all participants will show up.

If the local partner cannot guarantee this number of participant pool then the

researcher should consider rescheduling their fieldwork, revising their research

question or entirely seeking another partner. Having blind faith in enthusiastic

local partners is tempting but dangerous because one could spend several months

of time and resources in the field, encounter a small number of participants, and

ultimately struggle to do meaningful work that could be shared or published

in their research communities. Needless to say, time spent performing such

field work has grave consequences such as delaying one’s research progress or

graduation from a doctoral program.

The final signal primarily focuses on the researcher leading the project and it

involves having at least one back up plan before arriving in the field. Fieldwork

rarely goes as one anticipates and going into the field without detailed alternative

plans is a recipe for disaster. For example, in our first study on designing a

feedback tool for care recipients, we considered deploying an IVR system but

learned during fieldwork that approval to use IVR through a telecommunication

network involves a bureaucratic process that would take several weeks. As a

result, we defaulted to our alternative plan to use a USSD based tool as a backup

option. In addition, we planned to test a prototype system on participants mobile

devices but anticipated that they may not have their own personal phones so we

bought a spare mobile device that we could use for testing. However, we ended
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up not needing this as most participants had their own devices. We also learned

during initial focus group discussions that participants interacted a lot through

SMS. Building on this insight, we immediately developed an SMS reminder

as part of our intervention tool because the network API had been studied

beforehand during our planning stage. Without making detailed plans ahead of

time, one risks performing a lot of work yet feeling lost in the unpredictable flow

of fieldwork. In sharing these three indicators, my hope is that they will save

researchers the time and resources much needed in their work, as well as provide

a sense of early warning signals about a project going in the wrong direction.

Future directions. Adopting the approach described in this dissertation is not

intended to become the be-all-end-all for designing HCI4D interventions. No

one approach is. However, this dissertation serves as pioneering work that

opens up a new space on how to effectively design technological interventions in

HCI4D. It also reignites the conversation on the extent to which research should

meddle with practice: should research focus more on development ’outputs’ (short-

term goals) and less on ‘outcomes’ (long-term results) [54]? Regardless of the stance

of HCI4D researchers and practitioners, it is important to remember that these

decisions impact the lives of people who are under-served, under-resourced, and

under-represented.

The HCI4D community has made and continues to make substantial strides

in catering to under-served communities in the world. Although this is well-

known, it is worth reiterating that there are other research communities that

share similar agendas but have seen little collaboration. For example, the field of

Behavioral Economics for Development has made notable strides in advancing

work in under-served communities including in the areas of health [13, 224],

finance [10, 31], and education [12, 78]. Notable researchers (such as Sendhil
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Mullainathan [175], Eldar Shafir [216], and Johannes Haushofer [96]) have also

written about advancing development efforts. Herein lies an opportunity for

HCI4D researchers to collaborate.

Conversely, behavioral researchers outside HCI4D interested in integrating

technology into their work can collaborate with HCI4D researchers to create

effective technological interventions that adopt a bottom-up, participatory de-

sign approach instead of the current method of a top-down, one-size-fits-all

approach that ignores local community contexts. To foster collaborations, Be-

havioral Science scholars could attend premier HCI4D conferences such as CHI,

CSCW, ICTD; and HCI4D researchers could in turn attend Behavioral Science

conferences such as BSPA, SJDM, and APS to connect with other researchers and

practitioners. Bridging both disciplines would give HCI4D much needed visi-

bility and expand the horizon of the larger HCI discipline. In parallel, it would

answer the call for behavioral economists focusing on international development

to integrate their work with that of technologists [50]. In so doing, the bridge

between HCI4D and Behavioral Science will become further strengthened with

more opportunities to design interventions that make the world a better place

for under-served communities.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

This dissertation focuses on how to advance current best practices for design-

ing technologies in HCI4D by: (i) adopting a multi-stakeholder approach that

engages other stakeholder groups beyond the end users; and (ii) systematically

incorporating behavioral science theories into the design process to reduce the

possibility of encountering unintended consequences. Through three case stud-

ies, I lay the foundation for how researchers can better design technologies for

under-served communities. In the first case study, I focused on the design of a

feedback system for care recipients to share feedback about the health services

they receive in rural Kenya. In the second case study, I explored the design

of a technological intervention for home health aides supporting heart failure

patients in New York City. In the third case study, I presented the design of

a low-cost, behavioral intervention for researchers to mitigate participant re-

sponse bias in rural India. By adopting the same approach across different

problem domains, organization contexts, geographical regions (low-resource and

resource-rich countries), and infrastructure, I demonstrate that this dissertation

approach could be applied across a diverse range of HCI4D contexts. In doing

so, this doctoral research makes multiple contributions to the HCI4D community

through: the findings of each of the three case studies, providing a roadmap for

future scholars to design digital interventions more effectively in HCI4D, and

builds a stronger bridge between the fields of HCI4D and Behavioral Science.
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APPENDIX A

REFLECTION FOR FIELDWORK AND BEHAVIORAL THEORIES

Conducting fieldwork is a challenging process. Even when done properly, there

is no guarantee that a project will become successful. Over the years, I have

generated a few questions and signals that have helped in successfully designing

interventions for under-served communities. Below, I summarize these questions

for HCI4D researchers and practitioners, particularly scholars new to HCI4D, to

reflect on during the design of their own technological interventions.

A.0.1 Questions to Reflect on for Fieldwork Research

Part A: key questions when adopting a multi-stakeholder approach

1. Has the research team identified primary stakeholder groups in the ecosys-

tem of interest?

2. During the iterative design process, did you engage with other stakeholder

groups beyond the end users of the intervention?

3. Have you made plans to engage stakeholder groups in parallel (during the

same fieldwork) instead of engaging with groups sequentially (multiple

rounds of fieldwork that will delay the design process unnecessarily)?

Part B: key questions when incorporating behavioral theories

1. Has the research team defined the specific user behavior they intend to

change? Example: to eat healthier, to save more money, etc.

2. Have you reviewed research on cognitive biases that under-served commu-

nities experience?
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3. Have you reviewed the list of behavioral concepts that could potentially

apply to your research context?

4. To narrow down to specific behavioral techniques to adopt, have you

checked if the technique is (i) practical to implement with technology; and

(ii) affordable if it is scaled to a larger group of people?

5. Have you reflected on the potential of the selected technique backfiring

in the community or only working in the short term? Although it is chal-

lenging to know before hand how an intervention will turn out, in specific

contexts, some interventions are more likely than others to lead to harmful

outcomes.

Part C: key questions to become more productive during HCI4D fieldwork

1. Has the research team created at least one back up plan before going for

fieldwork?

2. Have local partners guaranteed the research team that there will be enough

participants for the fieldwork? This is particularly important because it is

common for participants to not show up.

3. During field work, does the research team recognize early when stakehold-

ers are consistently delaying on carrying out crucial tasks as this is a signal

that the project is not going well? It is necessary to perform this check

even if the reasons for delays are valid and local partners are enthusiastic

about the project. Delays can lead to late project deployment, no research

publications, set back in graduation from doctoral program, etc.

4. Instead of creating the intervention as an adhoc tool, will the intervention

be designed as a tool within an existing infrastructure as this approach
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facilitates scaling and adoption? Example: design a feedback tool in a way

that it can be integrated into existing mobile apps for health workers.

5. Has the research team started conversations about scaling and sustainability

during the inception of the project and not after deployment? This step is

beneficial even if the researchers are not looking to scale the project because

insights from conversations could feature lead to design recommendations.

A.0.2 Behavioral Concepts Relevant to HCI4D Interventions

There are several behavioral science theories to choose from when designing

tools for HCI4D contexts. Table A.1 and Table A.2 show behavioral concepts

with examples that serve as a good starting point when considering behavioral

theories to choose from. Each example focuses on a specific domain such as

health, education or finance. However, the behavioral concepts are not restricted

to only the example domain and can be applied to any other contexts. Although

all examples are not strictly in HCI4D contexts, they provide insights that can be

potentially adopted in HCI4D.
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Behavioral Concept Description
A brief introduction to Behav-
ioral Economics [210, 176]

Behavioral Economics principles are important for
gaining a better understanding of how to design ef-
fective interventions. Although the referenced arti-
cles do not focus on HCI4D contexts, they provide
an introduction to fundamental concepts important
for incorporating behavioral theories. For the article
by Samson and Ariely [210], I recommend reading at
least the first 20 pages.

A brief introduction to cogni-
tive biases [20]

Understanding cognitive biases provides insights into
why people behave in irrational ways and this knowl-
edge can inform the design of technological interven-
tions. The referenced article is a 10-minute read that
you can always come back to.

A brief introduction to the be-
havior of impoverished popu-
lations [50, 23, 160]

These articles provide a deep understanding into de-
signing interventions (mostly non-technical) for users
in low- and middle-income countries. Insights from
these papers can be adapted to technological contexts
in HCI4D.

Boosting and Self-Awareness
[43, 98]

This involves providing users with information that
increases their level of self awareness. Example: As a
small business owner, you saved 10 shillings last week
compared to your goal of saving 1000 shillings.

Choice architecture [11, 117] The order of presentation of items impacts people’s
decision making. For example, a digital feedback tool
shows users simple questions first (e.g. your gender)
before asking them to later reflect on the kind of feed-
back they want to share. Interacting with the easy
questions first make users feel that the tool is indeed
easy to use.

Framing effect [126, 245] Presenting the same information in a positive or nega-
tive way to impact users’ behaviors. Example: “You
have completed only 20% of practice quizzes in preparation
for your high school exam next month” (frames user be-
havior positively) vs. “You have not completed 80% of
practice quizzes in preparation for your high school exam
next month” (frames user behavior negatively).

Gamification [88, 116] Assigning non-monetary rewards to boost motivation.
Example: You will earn a badge of “health worker
leader” after you complete your next household visit.

Goal Setting [59, 235, 153] Designing an action plan that motivates one to achieve
a personal target. Example: a health worker sets a
personal goal to visit the households of 10 clients in
one week.

Table A.1: Behavioral concepts to consider when designing technological inter-
ventions for under-served communities. Each example can be applied beyond
the example context and potentially tailored to HCI4D settings.
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Behavioral Concept Description
Incentives [85, 6, 123] Monetary benefits to increase motivation. Example:

you will qualify for a raffle draw of 10 minutes of
airtime if you attend all your classes this month.

Intention-Action Gap [249,
87]

A behavioral bias observed when one intends to en-
gage in an activity but do not follow through in action.
Example: Planning at the beginning of a new year to
go to the gym frequently (intentions) but never visit-
ing the gym after several months (action).

Loss Aversion [90, 122] People value losses at two times its magnitude than
they value gains. Example: As a student, you will
lose 15 shillings of airtime today if you do not attend
classroom lectures.

Negative Reinforcement [182,
112, 221]

Strengthening the likelihood of a behavior happening
again in the future by making users avoid a negative
outcome or aversive stimulus. Example: You finish
your homework on time (behavior) to avoid a repeti-
tive phone reminder that your homework hasn’t been
completed (aversive stimulus).

Nudge [183, 240] Steering users in a specific direction that is beneficial
to the user without forcing them to make a specific
choice. Example: If you save only 10 shillings today,
you will be able to purchase textbooks for your child
at the end of the month.

Pre-commitment [7, 214] Leverage cognitive bias that humans tend to think
optimistically of their future selves. Example ques-
tion at the beginning of a month: As a small business
owner, commit now to the amount you plan to save
this month?

Present Bias [179, 71] A cognitive bias that makes one take actions for im-
mediate pleasure instead of waiting for a larger future
reward. Example: Spend your monthly salary buying
new clothes instead of saving it towards retirement.

Positive Reinforcement [227,
221]

Rewarding a behavior with a reinforcing stimulus in
order to increase the likelihood of future repetitions.
Example: You receive 50 rupees of airtime (reinforcing
stimulus) for every passing grade you achieve at the
end of a semester (behavior).

Social Proof [255, 61, 217] Influence a user’s action by revealing the behaviors
of others who share similar characteristics. Example:
50 entrepreneurs from your village saved over 100
rupees this week. You should join them and save your
money too.

Table A.2: More behavioral concepts to consider when designing technological
interventions for under-served communities. Each example can be applied
beyond the example context and potentially tailored to HCI4D settings.
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